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About Interaction OptimizerAbout Interaction Optimizer
Interaction Optimizer is an add-on module for IC Business Manager that makes it easier to navigate your options when performing
typical workforce management tasks. The interface includes menus, toolbars, navigation links, and a workspace. For basic
information on using the IC Business Manager interface, see Getting StartedGetting Started on the Help menu.

To learn more about the Interaction Optimizer interface features, hover over the menu bar, toolbar, or navigation areas on the
graphic below, and click to display more information.

Interaction Optimizer Home pageInteraction Optimizer Home page

Use the drop-down list to select the Scheduling Unit you want to manage. To create a new Scheduling Unit, click the plus sign.

Scheduling UnitScheduling Unit

Configuration areaConfiguration area
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Scheduling Units. Configure default values for properties, including week name, schedule name, agent preference slider, and so
forth.
Agent Groups. Define which agents will be compared for schedule bidding and schedule preference choices.
Staff types. Staff types help configure groups of agents that will have access to the same allotment pools.
Shifts. Define the properties for scheduling, including weekly constraints, daily constraints, and activities.
Shift Rotations. Define which agents will rotate through shifts each week, and set the order in which the shifts are used.
Agent details. View and modify specific agent-related information.
Shift tracking. Define the setting for agent-initiated trading of schedules or partial schedules.
Operating limits. View operating limits for a scheduling unit.

The Forecasts area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page allows authorized users to manage forecasts. Use this area to create,
edit, and remove short- and long-term forecasts.

Schedules. Manage weekly schedules, including creating, editing, publishing, and removing them.
Schedule Bids. Manage schedule bids, including creating, editing, activating, and removing them.
Schedule Preferences. Show the preferences for when to work or not work for the agents who belong to the current scheduling
unit.
Shift Trading Requests. View all unmatched, in progress, and completed shift trades.

The Intraday Management area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page allows authorized users to analyze actual versus
forecasting data, reforecast based on current daily trends, and provides the latest schedule adherence information for currently
scheduled agents

Intraday Monitoring. Show actual activity on a specific day, compared to forecast data.  Allows reforecasting based on current
daily trends.
Real-time Adherence. Provides the latest schedule adherence information for currently-scheduled agents.
Adherence Exceptions. View and excuse adherence exceptions.

Accrual plans, which show the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity codes.
Staff types, which group agents with similar workgroups, interaction types, and skills. Staff types ensure time off isn't given to
all the agents in one type or category on the same day.
Time Off Requests. Approve or deny time off requests.

 

 

ForecastsForecasts

Scheduling areaScheduling area

Intraday ManagementIntraday Management

Time Off PlanningTime Off Planning         
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Customer Experience Improvement ProgramCustomer Experience Improvement Program
Genesys strives to consistently improve the quality, efficiency, and performance of Interaction Optimizer. You can help by
participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program. If you choose to participate, Genesys collects statistical
information from your system and uses it only to help improve Interaction Optimizer features and enhancements and to help
resolve issues.

Genesys does not share this information with other companies, nor does it use your data for marketing or sales purposes. All
information is confidential. Participation is voluntary and you can opt in or out at any time.

Participate in the programParticipate in the program
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and select Customer ExperienceCustomer Experience

Improvement ProgramImprovement Program.
2. Select Jo in the Interaction Optimizer Customer Experience Join the Interaction Optimizer Customer Experience Improvement ProgramImprovement Program and click OKOK.

Opt out of the programOpt out of the program
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and select Customer ExperienceCustomer Experience

Improvement ProgramImprovement Program.
2. Select I do  not want to  jo in the program at this timeI do  not want to  jo in the program at this time  and click OKOK.
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Using the Schedules, Schedule Bid, and Forecasts gridUsing the Schedules, Schedule Bid, and Forecasts grid
From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, you can access a list of all schedules, schedule bids, or forecasts for each scheduling
unit. Within each list, you can perform a variety of tasks to help quickly manage each entity:

Create, open, publish, copy, rename, and delete selected schedules.
Create, open, activate, rename, and delete selected schedule bids.
Create, open, copy, rename, and delete selected forecasts as well as manage day classifications.

NoteNote : Before you navigate to a particular list, make sure you select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction
Optimizer Home page Schedul ingSchedul ing unit drop-down list.

Accessing the gridAccessing the grid
From the Interaction Optimizer Home page:

To view and manage schedules, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the SchedulesSchedules  link.
To view and manage schedule bids, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  link.
To view and manage forecasts, in the ForecastsForecasts  area click the ForecastsForecasts  link.

Keyboard shortcutsKeyboard shortcuts
The following tips can be used from your keyboard to perform certain actions when managing schedules, schedule bids, and
forecasts:

To navigate headers, filters, and rows, use the left and right arrow keys.
To manage filters, press EnterEnter  to edit the filter, press EscEsc  to clear the filter, and press the spacebar to open the operator
selection list.
To manage headers, press Enter to toggle sort, and press the space bar to open the column picker and select information to
display.
To toggle a column in the column picker, press EnterEnter . To close it, press the EscEsc  key.
To select multiple schedules, schedule bids, or forecasts listed consecutively with a grid, select one from the list and then hold
the ShiftShift  key and use the up or down arrow to highlight multiple items.
To select and toggle multiple, non-consecutive items, hold the CtrlCtrl  key and use the up or down arrow to move to another row,
and then press spacebar to add or remove it from the selected rows.

Mouse shortcutsMouse shortcuts
With your mouse, you can also perform certain actions to help manage schedules, schedule bids, and forecasts:

Use CtrlCtrl +ShiftShift  to select multiple rows.
Right-click a row to open a context menu, with options that include opening, activating or publishing (where applicable),
renaming, and deleting the selected items.
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The Upgrade Log lists data changes performed when a service update is applied. Service updates automatically apply changes that
move data to new tables or improve the quality of Interaction Optimizer data.

You can access the Upgrade Log from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, or from the Agent Details view and review these
upgrade details:

VersionVersion. The integer value of the specific upgrade (used as the default sort order).
SummarySummary. The description linked to the upgrade version number.
LevelLevel . The level of importance of the record in the upgrade log (for example, Info, Verification Required, Warning, Error).
Records with any level other than Info means that you should review the record.
Upgrade Date TimeUpgrade Date Time. The date and time the upgrade was performed.
NotesNotes . A full description of an upgrade changes.

View the Upgrade LogView the Upgrade Log
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Tips and troubleshootingTips and troubleshooting

When database connectivity is down, the Optimizer server will not restart. Instead, the server will periodically retry at some delayed
intervals of 0, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2, 4 up to 15. After 15 minutes, the server attempts to reconnect to the database.

When you modify the selected variables in the Forecast Editor, you may experience temporary slower performance. To help improve
performance, open the Display Options dialog box and clear the Show Counts (may affect performance)Show Counts (may affect performance) check box.

In the Agent Group and Shift views, if another user deletes an agent group or a shift that is currently being edited by another user,
the green notification (located in the bottom right corner) turns red. This alert indicates that no current or future changes made in
this session will be saved and the user should discontinue editing.

The Optimizer extension in Session Manager listens for changes to the workgroups, interaction types, and skill sets of agents. If
any changes are made, then it waits for 30 seconds and re-builds the staffing groups.  At the same time, it sends updates back to all
the ICBM users that are listening for updates.

The OptimizerStaffingGroupUpdateFrequencyInMinutes server parameter controls the number of minutes to wait between updating
the Optimizer staffing groups. The default is 15 minutes, but the value can be set to anywhere between 1 to 1440 minutes.

Database connectivity and Optimizer restartDatabase connectivity and Optimizer restart

Forecast editor slowed performanceForecast editor slowed performance

Notifications to Agent Group and Shift viewsNotifications to Agent Group and Shift views

Default frequency of staffing group updatesDefault frequency of staffing group updates
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About status mappingAbout status mapping
You can map status messages to activity types. An activity type identifies a specific action of an agent. Mapping a status to an
activity type is required to determine whether agents are following their schedules.

Open the Status Mappings tab from the Interaction Optimizer Home page. On the Status Mappings tab, you can:
Map status messages to activity types
Filter and sort status messages and activity types

 

 

Understanding activity typesUnderstanding activity types
Activi ty Activi ty typestypes  are mapped to statuses to determine schedule adherence. An activity type identifies a specific action of an agent.
Mapping an activity type to a status is required to view schedule adherence data in Interaction Supervisor. When an agent changes
status in Interaction Client, the activity mapped to the status is compared to the agent's scheduled activity.  If the mapped activity
matches the scheduled activity, then the agent is in adherence; otherwise the agent is not in adherence.

Initial mappings are set by Interaction Optimizer Server on its initial startup when properly licensed. The default set of statuses are
appropriately mapped, and any customer-added status messages will be mapped to the "Unscheduled" activity. Status messages
will retain their previous mapping if they are deleted and then re-created. While multiple statuses can be mapped to the same
activity type, each status can be mapped to only one activity type.

Activi ty codesActivi ty codes  are sub-sets of activity types, which act as containers for the activity codes. You can use activity codes wherever
you use an activity type. This feature allows you to customize and better define the activities your organization uses. These activity
codes can be used in schedules, shifts, and time-off requests, as well as shrinkage reporting and detailed schedule editing of future,
current, and past schedules.

For more information on managing activity codes, see the Related Topics.Related Topics.
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Map status messages to activity typesMap status messages to activity types
Use this page to map status messages to activity types. An activity type identifies a specific action of an agent. Mapping a status
to an activity type is required to determine whether agents are following their schedules. This information is used to calculate real
time adherence and adherence exceptions. When an agent changes status in Interaction Client, that agent will be either in adherence
or out of adherence, depending on the "status to activity" mapping.

Initial mappings are set by Interaction Optimizer Server on its initial start-up when properly licensed. New status messages will be
mapped to the "Unscheduled" activity. Status messages will retain their previous mapping if they are deleted and then re-created.

NoteNote : When an agent changes his or her status to an activity type, the change is not reflected in the current adherence
calculations. Interaction Optimizer Server receives the change and processes RTA updates for the next statistics update.

The Activity Types are:
ACD
Break
Meal
Meeting
Non-ACD
Time Off
Training
Unavailable
Unscheduled

Agent John Brown is scheduled for a meal from 1:00 p.m. through 2:00 p.m. Agent Brown sets his status to "At lunch" at 1:00 PM,
but does not return until 2:31 PM. When his status does not change back to a scheduled activity at 2:00 p.m. (or the time lapse
defined in the grace period), an out of adherence event is generated.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Status MappingsStatus Mappings  link. The Status MappingsStatus Mappings  page opens.
2. In the StatusStatus  column, select the status you want to map to an activity type.
3. In the Activi ty TypeActivi ty Type  column, click the arrow at the end of the activity types drop-down list and select the appropriate activity

type.
4. Click the save button.

NotesNotes : Interaction Optimizer will not reflect changes to the Status to Activity Types mapping in previously captured historical
data.

  

Out of adherence exampleOut of adherence example

Map a status message to an activity typeMap a status message to an activity type
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Filter and sort status messages and activity typesFilter and sort status messages and activity types
You can filter status messages by desired variables. You can also sort messages and activity types in ascending or descending
order.
1. To filter status messages:

a. In the cell below the StatusStatus  column heading click the filter button.
b. From the drop-down list that appears, select one of the following:

Equal To
Contains
Does Not Contain
Not Equal To
Starts With

NoteNote : Depending on the filter you selected, a related character appears in the cell below the StatusStatus  heading.

c. Type the filtering parameters to begin your search.

For example, if you want to view all statuses that begin with the letter "A": Click the filter button, select Starts WithStarts With , and in
the cell below the StatusStatus  column heading type "a". Interaction Optimizer lists only statuses that begin with "aa".

2. To clear the filter and view all status messages, click the filter button and select <Clear Fi l ter><Clear Fi l ter>  from the menu that appears,
or click the "x" at the end of the Status filter field. Interaction Optimizer lists all statuses.

3. To filter by Activi ty TypeActivi ty Type , in the cell below the Activi ty TypeActivi ty Type  column heading click the arrow at the end of the cell and from
the menu that appears, select or deselect the appropriate activity type check boxes to include or remove.  

4. To sort by ascending or descending status order, click anywhere in the StatusStatus  column heading.
5. To sort by ascending or descending activity type order, click anywhere in the Activi ty TypeActivi ty Type  column heading.
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Working with activity codesWorking with activity codes
Activity codes are sub-sets of activity types, which act as containers for the activity codes. Use activity codes wherever you use
activity types. This feature allows you to customize and better define the activities your organization uses. Use activity codes in
schedules, shifts, and time-off requests, as well as shrinkage reporting and detailed schedule editing of future, current, and past
schedules.

Administrators can use activity codes to help define scheduling needs. For example, when:
An agent cal ls  in s ick .An agent cal ls  in s ick .  Create sick time activity codes (e.g. paid sick time, unpaid sick time) in the Time Off activity type
container. Update the schedule with a sick time activity code to remove the agent from staffing projections and track the sick
time activity for shrinkage reporting.
An agent uses FMLA.An agent uses FMLA.  Create FMLA activity codes (e.g. planned FMLA, intermittent FMLA, unpaid FMLA) in the Time Off
activity type container. Update the schedule with the FMLA activity code that matches the agents status to remove the agent
from staffing projections and track the sick time activity for shrinkage reporting.
A team participates in weekly A team participates in weekly meetings.meetings.  Create a team-specific meeting activity code in the Meeting activity type
container. Update the schedule with the meeting activity code to remove those agents from staffing projections and track the
activity for reporting purposes.

Use activity codes to measure and manage shrinkage. Activity code data addresses such questions as:
How much planned and unplanned time was tracked with activity codes as it relates to time in the published schedule
How much total unplanned shrinkage occurred within a given date range across all agents and all codes
How much unplanned shrinkage occurred for a specific code within a given date range for all agents or a specific agent
How much total shrinkage (planned and unplanned) occurred within a given date range across all agents and all codes

Add, edit, delete, and map activity codes to activity types from the Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  link on Interaction Optimizer Home page.

NoteNote : Interaction Optimizer limits you to 255 activity codes per activity type.

NoteNote : In an Activi ty TypeActivi ty Type  container, the activity type appears as the default activity code. You cannot edit the default activity
code.
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Add an activity codeAdd an activity code
Customized activity codes help define the activities your organization uses. Use activity codes wherever you use activity types. In
an Activity Type container, the activity type appears as the default activity code. You cannot edit the default activity code.  The
agent sees activity codes in Interaction Desktop in the My My ScheduleSchedule  view, and selects activity codes in the Time Time Off RequestOff Request
dialog box  when he or she creates a time-off request.

NoteNote : Interaction Optimizer limits you to 255 activity codes per activity type.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Activi ty Activi ty CodesCodes  link. The Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  tab opens.
2. Click the arrow at the end of the Activi ty Activi ty typetype  drop-down list and select the activity type that will contain the new activity

code.
3. Click the add button.
4. In the NameName box, type a short, descriptive name for the activity code.
5. In the Short NameShort Name box, type an easily recognizable abbreviation for the activity code.
6. If the activity counts toward paid time, select the PaidPaid check box.
7. If the activity is planned in advance, select the PlannedPlanned check box.
8. If the activity counts toward contiguous work time, select the ContiguousContiguous  check box.
9. To ignore the activity code for adherence, select the Ignore for AdherenceIgnore for Adherence  check box.

NoteNote : Selecting this check box has no impact on conformance.

10. To specify a default length of time for the activity, in the Length (minutes)Length (minutes) box type the number of minutes allotted for the
activity.

NoteNote : The system uses this information when creating a new activity in the schedule editor or in shift definitions, but
you can change existing activity lengths as needed.

11. Click save.
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Edit or delete an activity codeEdit or delete an activity code
Manage activity codes on the Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  tab.   

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  link. The Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  tab opens.
2. Click the arrow at the end of the Activi ty typeActivi ty type  drop-down list and select the activity type that contains the activity code you

want to edit.
3. Select the activity code, make the appropriate changes, and click save.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  link. The Activi ty CodesActivi ty Codes  tab opens.
2. Click the arrow at the end of the Activi ty typeActivi ty type  drop-down list and select the activity type that contains the activity code you

want to delete.
3. Select the activity code you want to remove and click the delete button.

 

        

Edit an activity codeEdit an activity code

Delete an activity codeDelete an activity code
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Manage day classificationsManage day classifications

Manage day classificationsManage day classifications
Use the Add Day Classification dialog to create a new day classification and include it in the forecast.

To manage a day classification:To manage a day classification:
1. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Create Day Classification.Create Day Classification.  The Add Day Classification dialog box opens.
2. Create a new day classification, do the following:

In the NameName field, enter a short, descriptive name for the day classification.
To prevent the day classification from being used in short-term forecasts, select the Exclude from forecastExclude from forecast  check box.
To prevent the day classification from being used in long-term forecasts, select the Exclude from long-term forecastsExclude from long-term forecasts
check box.
In the DescriptionDescription field, optionally enter more detailed information about this day classification.
Click OKOK.

3. To delete a day classification, select the classification you want to remove and click the Delete button.
4. To rename a day classification, or change the description, select the NameName or DescriptionDescription field for the day classification you

want to change, make your updates, and press EnterEnter .
5. To prevent historical days that have this day classification from being used in short-term forecasts, select the Exclude FromExclude From

ForecastForecast  check box. Or to make the day classification available in forecasts, clear the Exclude From ForecastExclude From Forecast  check box.
6. To prevent historical days that have this day classification from being used in long-term forecasts, select the Exclude FromExclude From

Long-Term ForecastLong-Term Forecast  check box. Or to make the day classification available in forecasts, clear the Exclude From ForecastExclude From Forecast
check box.

7. Click OKOK to close the Day ClassificationsDay Classifications  dialog box.
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Assign day classifications to specific daysAssign day classifications to specific days
In the ManageManage  Day ClassificationsDay Classifications  dialog box, assign day classifications to multiple days. This feature is especially helpful
when creating long-term forecasts; however, you can access the Manage Day Classifications dialog box in both the short-term and
long-term forecasting views.

To manage day classifications:To manage day classifications:
1. Click the Manage Day Classifications button. The Day ClassificationsDay Classifications  dialog box opens. The Add View - Manage Day

Classifications dialog box opens.
2. Select the desired scheduling unit and click OKOK. The Manage Day Classifications dialog box opens.
3. Use the calendars to click and select the dates to which Optimizer assigns the day classification.
4. In the Day classification to  setDay classification to  set  drop-down list, choose the desired classification and click Set ClassificationSet Classification.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each day classification type to assign
6. Use the buttons at the bottom of the dialog box to update and modify the selected assignments.
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Configuration OverviewConfiguration Overview
The Configuration area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page includes tools to help you configure scheduling units, define agent
groups, set up shift properties, and create shift rotations.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

ConfigurationConfiguration
LinkLink

PurposePurpose

Scheduling
Units

Configure default values for properties including agent schedule preference versus coverage focus, week name,
schedule name, and activity bidding.

Agent Groups Define which agents will be compared for schedule bidding and schedule preference choices, add agent groups,
filter agents within agent groups, view agent ranking, edit agent data.

Staff Types Configure agents into staff types

Shifts Define the properties for scheduling, including weekly constraints, daily constraints, and agent activities.

Shift Rotations Assign agents to a rotation definition so that the agents can start on different weeks with different shift start
times.

Agent Details View a list of agent information

Shift Tracking Define the settings for agent-initiated trading of schedules or partial schedules

Operating
limits

View operating limits for a scheduling unit.
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Working with Scheduling UnitsWorking with Scheduling Units
Scheduling units provide the basis for the entire schedule creation process. Scheduling units partition workgroups, interactions, and
users into logical groups that Interaction Optimizer schedules together. Scheduling units enable you to create, manage and view
forecasts, schedules and adherence events for a group of workgroups as a single unit.

When you create scheduling units from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, specify a name for the scheduling unit and, on the
Scheduling Unit page, configure the scheduling unit.

NoteNote : To generate a schedule for a scheduling unit, assign at least one workgroup to the scheduling unit, and either assign
users as resources to a shift definition or in an agent group that receives a schedule through a schedule bid.

A scheduling unit encompasses a single contact center or site. It is not a method of partitioning workgroups within a contact
center. Interaction Optimizer produces forecasts and schedules for more than one distinct contact center. A distinct contact center
does not share resource and does not process the same set of interactions. If your company has two or more distinct contact
centers, you can create separate scheduling units for each separate contact center. Agents who handle the same set of interactions
should be in the same scheduling unit. If you installed Interaction Multi-Site to link two or more IC contact centers, use separate
scheduling units to create forecasts and schedules for each contact center/site.

NoteNote : See CIC Multi-Site Technical Reference in the Technical Reference Documents section in the PureConnect
Documentation Library.

An agent can be a member of more than one workgroup. If all workgroups to which the agent belongs exist in the same scheduling
unit, Interaction Optimizer schedules the agent according to the rules in the scheduling unit’s weekly shift definition parameters or
the daily and weekly agent constraints. An agent can only be assigned to one weekly shift definition at a time. When the agent’s
workgroup assignments cross scheduling units, Interaction Optimizer schedules the agent in the scheduling unit that contains the
weekly shift definition to which the agent has been assigned.

For more information on configuring a scheduling unit, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Within a scheduling unit, you can partition workgroups, interactions, and users into logical groups that Interaction Optimizer
schedules together. Scheduling units enable you to create, manage and view forecasts, schedules and adherence events for a group
of workgroups as a single unit.
1. From the Interaction Interaction Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page, next to the Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  drop-down list click the add button. The

Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit  dialog box opens.
2. In the Enter Enter NameName field, type a distinct name for the scheduling unit and click OKOK. The Schedul ing Schedul ing UnitUnit  page opens.

NoteNote : A scheduling unit name cannot contain any of the following characters: /, \, |, &, ‘, ^, =, +.

3. Click the arrow at the end of the Start day of week drop-down list and select the day of week this scheduling unit begins.
4. Click the arrow at the end of the Time Zone drop-down list and select this scheduling unit's time zone.

NoteNote : The default time zone is the current location's time zone. You must have appropriate rights to modify a time
zone.

5. On the Schedul ing Schedul ing UnitUnit  page, configure the scheduling unit parameters and click save.

NoteNote : After you create a scheduling unit, view operating limits for the new scheduling unit to determine if scheduling unit is
within operating limits.

For more information on configuring scheduling unit parameters, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Create a new scheduling unitCreate a new scheduling unit
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When you create a scheduling unit, customize the following criteria based on your company goals and requirements:
1. Create service goal groups to define common service goals, associate the goals to specific workgroups, and link the group to

a specified scheduling unit.
2. Create schedule and forecast names and configure date format to specify a default name for new forecasts and schedules.
3. Configure how many weeks of data to use in the forecast to determine the amount of ACD data to include in the forecast.

Select a number of weeks from which retrieve data, omitting excluded days. Select a number of occurrences to retrieve data for
the number of instances, regardless of the number of weeks.

4. Set Agent schedule preference versus coverage focus to select the level to which an agent schedule preference impacts
schedules, set agent deferred work threshold to prevent occupancy from becoming too high, manage shrinkage, and enable or
disable activity bidding.

5. Select adherence exception settings and conformance calculations.

NoteNote : After you create a scheduling unit, view operating limits for the new scheduling unit to determine if scheduling unit is
within operating limits.

For more information on configuring specific parameters for the scheduling unit, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

 

Service goal groups help define common service level objectives, associate these objectives to specific workgroups, and link the
service goal group to the selected scheduling unit.

To create, configure, and manage service goal groups, from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click
Scheduling Unit. In the Service Goal Groups area of the Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit  tab, you can:

Create a service goal group
Configure a service goal group
Configure a workgroup within a service goal group
Move a workgroup to another service goal group
Edit a workgroup's interaction types within a service goal group

Configure Scheduling Unit parametersConfigure Scheduling Unit parameters

About service goal groupsAbout service goal groups
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Create a service goal groupCreate a service goal group

Create a service goal group to define common service level objectives, associate these objectives to specific workgroups, and link
the service goal group to the selected scheduling unit.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit .
2. In the Service Goal  GroupsService Goal  Groups  area, click the add button. The Service Goal  GroupService Goal  Group dialog box opens.
3. Next, configure the service goal groups. For more information, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Configure a service goal groupConfigure a service goal group

After you create a service goal group, in the Service Goal Group dialog box you can define common service goals and associate
these goals to specific workgroups and interaction types:

NameName

Enter a unique name for the service goal.

Service LevelService Level

Select this check box to factor service level into the headcount forecast. If enabled, the headcount forecast calculates the number
of agents required to handle the predicted interaction volume. By default, service level is enabled.

Percent  AnsweredPercent  Answered

If you choose Service Level, use the up and down arrows to set the desired percentage of interactions answered within the time
period. The default value is 80%, and acceptable values are 0 to 100.

Within Time Period  (seconds)Within Time Period  (seconds)

If you choose Service Level, use the up and down arrows to set the number of seconds for the desired time period for the percent
answered interactions. The default value is 20 seconds, and the acceptable values are 0 to 999.

The headcount forecast uses Percent Answered and Within Time Period settings to determine the number of agents needed to
reach the desired service level.

Average Speed of AnswerAverage Speed of Answer

Use the up and down arrow to set the desired Average Speed of Answer in seconds. In the headcount forecast, this setting
determines the number of agents needed to reach the desired service level. Use this setting with Percent Answered and Within Time
Period settings for additional goals. For example, set a certain service level (i.e., 80% of calls answered in 20 seconds) with an
Average Speed of Answer of 15 seconds.

The default value is 30 seconds. Acceptable values are between 1 and 999,999.

Workgroups areaWorkgroups area

NoteNote : To add or move workgroups within a service goal group, you must have view and modify control rights for Scheduling
Unit Configuration. If you have questions about your rights, see you administrator.

In the Workgroups area, you can:
Click the Add workgroup button to configure the workgroups for which this service goal applies.
Click the Move to another service goal group button to move a workgroup to another service goal.
Click the Remove workgroup button to remove the workgroup from the service goal.

For more information about configuring service goal groups, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Configure a workgroup within a service goal groupConfigure a workgroup within a service goal group

Add or move a workgroup to a service goal group and specify the interaction types to which the service goal applies to that
workgroup. Each workgroup may have a different set of interaction types that belong to the same service goal group.  For example,
Workgroup1 may have calls, chats, and instant questions while Workgroup2 only has calls.  Also, the same workgroup may belong
to multiple service goal groups as long as the Workgroup | Interaction Type is different.  For example, you might have Workgroup1 |
Calls in SGG1 and Workgroup2 | Emails in SGG2. Use the filters at the top of the Workgroups area to narrow the list of workgroups,
scheduling units, or service goal groups to display.

NoteNote : To add or move workgroups within a service goal group, you must have view and modify access control rights for
scheduling units. If you have any questions about your rights, see you administrator.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit .
2. In the Service Goal Groups area, do one of the following:

To add a new service goal group and select workgroups to assign this goal, click the Add button.
To edit or modify a service goal group and its workgroups, click the Edit button.

The Service Goal  GroupService Goal  Group dialog box opens.
3. In the Workgroups area,Workgroups area,  to add a workgroup to an existing service goal group, click the Add button. The Add WorkgroupAdd Workgroup

dialog box opens.
4. In the Workgroups NameWorkgroups Name column, select the workgroup you want to add.
5. Click the arrow at the end of the Interaction TypesInteraction Types  drop-down list and select the check boxes next to the types of

interactions to include.

NoteNote : Clearing an interaction type check box will not remove it from the workgroup. Currently, to remove an interaction
type from a workgroup, you must delete the workgroup and then add it back to the service goal group with the desired
interaction types.

6. Click OKOK.

For more information about configuring service goal groups, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Move a workgroup to another service goal groupMove a workgroup to another service goal group

Create a service goal group to define common service level objectives, associate these objectives to specific workgroups, and link
the service goal group to the selected scheduling unit.

NoteNote : To add or move workgroups within a service goal group, you must have view and modify access control rights for
scheduling units. If you have any questions about your rights, see your administrator.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit .
2. In the Service Goal  GroupsService Goal  Groups  area, select a service goal group and click the move button. The Service Goal  GroupService Goal  Group dialog box

opens.
3. In the WorkgroupsWorkgroups  area, select the workgroup to move and click the Move to another service goal group button. The MoveMove

Service Goal  GroupsService Goal  Groups  dialog box opens.
4. To move the workgroup to a new service goal:

a. In the NameName field type a unique name for the service goal group and click OKOK. The workgroup disappears from the current
service goal group.

b. Click OKOK. The new service goal group and its associated workgroup appears in the Service Goal  GroupsService Goal  Groups  list.
5. To move the workgroup to an existing service goal:

a. Clear the Move to  new service goal  groupMove to  new service goal  group check box.
b. Select the scheduling unit and service goal to move to the workgroup and click OKOK. The workgroup disappears from the

current service goal group.
c. Click OKOK. The workgroup appears in the existing service goal group row.

6. Click the save button.

For more information about configuring service goal groups, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Edit a workgroup's interaction type within a service goal groupEdit a workgroup's interaction type within a service goal group

You can add or remove the interaction types assigned to any workgroup associated with a particular service goal group.

NoteNote : To add or move workgroups within a service goal group, you must have view and modify access control rights for
scheduling units. If you have any questions about your rights, see your administrator.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit .
2. In the Service Goal Groups area, select a service goal group and click the edit button. The Service Goal  GroupService Goal  Group dialog box

opens.
3. In the Workgroups area, select the workgroup to move and click the Edit WorkgroupEdit Workgroup button. The Edit Workgroup dialog box

opens.
4. Click the arrow at the end of the Interaction types drop-down list and do one of the following:

a. To add interaction types to the workgroup, select the appropriate interaction check box or check boxes.
b. To remove interaction types, clear the appropriate interaction check boxes.

5. Click OKOK to return to the Service Goal Group dialog box.
6. Click OKOK to return to the Scheduling Unit tab.
7. Click the save button.

For more information about configuring service goal groups, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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In the Naming ConventionsNaming Conventions  area of the Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit  page, create default name formats for the scheduling unit’s forecasts
and schedules and determine the date pattern used when Interaction Optimizer displays the schedule or forecast.

NoteNote : The ^ symbol in the ForecastForecast  and ScheduleSchedule  fields acts as a placeholder for the date pattern you choose in the DateDate
patternpattern drop-down list. Move this character wherever you want the date to appear in the forecast or schedule name.

1. Set up naming conventions for forecasts:

In the Forecast field, type a unique name for the forecast.
Move the ^ character to the location where you want the date format to appear.

2. Set up naming conventions for schedules:

In the ScheduleSchedule  field, type a unique name for the forecast.
Move the ^ character to the location where you want the date format to appear.

3. Click the arrow at the end of the Date formatDate format  drop-down list and select the date format for Interaction Optimizer to use when
it displays the schedule or forecast.

4. Click Save.

For more information about specifying forecast data, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Create schedule and forecast names and configure date settingsCreate schedule and forecast names and configure date settings
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NoteNote : AI-powered forecasting can consume up to three years of historical data. The ability to configure the data to use for a
forecast does not apply to AI-powered forecasts.

In the Forecasting area of the Scheduling Unit page, select the amount of ACD data to include in the forecast. Select the number of
days of data to use when creating a new forecast.  Choose from a number of weeks or a number of occurrences.

If you choose a particular number of weeks, Interaction Optimizer creates forecasts based on the number of specified weeks
excluding any days marked with an “Exclude from Forecast” day classification. If you choose 6 weeks of past data, Interaction
Optimizer may use less than 6 data points to average. 

For example, let’s assume you want to determine the days to use for Monday’s forecast, and you select to forecast from the last 6
weeks. However, 2 of the Mondays within the last 6 weeks were assigned an “Exclude from Forecast” day classification. Therefore,
Interaction Optimizer only uses the remaining 4 Mondays in the forecast.

If you choose a particular number of occurrences, Interaction Optimizer uses a fixed number of data points for each day of the week
in the forecast, regardless of how many weeks old the data might be.

Using the example scenario above, if you set the number of occurrences to 6 then Interaction Optimizer ignores the 2 days assigned
with the “Exclude from Forecast” day classification and instead uses data from the last 8 weeks (assuming the remaining Mondays
do not contain exclusionary day classifications), and creates a forecast with 6 days of usable data points.
1. In the ForecastingForecasting area, do one of the following:

Click the Number of weeksNumber of weeks  radio button and use the up and down arrows to select the number of weeks to use in the
forecast.

NoteNote :  If any days include the “Exclude from Forecast” day classification, the number of actual weeks in the forecast
may be lower.

Click the Number of occurrenceNumber of occurrences radio button and use the up and down arrows to select the number of weeks to use in the
forecast.

NoteNote : If any days include the “Exclude from Forecast” day classification, the exact number selected will be used in the
forecast but the data may be older than the specified number.

2. Click save. 
3. Next, set agent schedule preference versus coverage focus. For more information about configuring agent schedule

preferences against schedules and managing shrinkage, see the Related Related TopicsTopics .

 

Configure how many weeks of data to use Configure how many weeks of data to use in the forecastin the forecast
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In the Schedul ingSchedul ing area of the Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  page, select the level to which agent schedule preferences impact schedules, set
agent deferred work threshold to prevent occupancy from becoming too high, manage unplanned staff shrinkage, and select or
disable activity bidding.

Note:Note:
Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page Schedul ingSchedul ing
unit drop-down list.

The scheduling engine generates all possible schedules with the following steps:
1. Score each schedule per agent in terms of preferences
2. Rank schedules per each agent in order of meeting agent preferences

If the Agent schedule preference versus coverage focusAgent schedule preference versus coverage focus  setting is "1", the system does its best to honor agent's preferences
even when the forecast shows more need at different times of the day.

If the Agent schedule preference versus coverage focusAgent schedule preference versus coverage focus  setting is "100", the system does its best to meet the forecast need
even when the times might be different from what the agent prefers.

Note:Note:
Interaction Optimizer contains a dynamic scheduling engine that considers agent preferences more accurately. Best practice
recommends you evaluate pre-SU5 settings and adjust them accordingly.

Set the Agent schedule preference versus coverage settingSet the Agent schedule preference versus coverage setting

1. In the Agent schedule preference versus coverage focusAgent schedule preference versus coverage focus  area, do one of the following:
Click and drag the pointer on the slider bar to change the setting between PreferencePreference  and CoverageCoverage .
Use the up or down arrows to adjust the setting.

Note:Note:
A setting or value closer to "1" mainly ignores coverage and focuses on agent preference. A setting or value closer to
"100" mainly ignores agent preference and focuses on coverage. The default setting of "50" focuses equally on agent
preference and coverage.

2. In the Maximum occupancy for deferred workMaximum occupancy for deferred work  area, use the up and down arrows to select the maximum amount of time
that can be filled for agents if they are able to handle both calls and deferred work.

Note:Note:
For example, if the service level is set so that agents will likely handle calls for 85% of their time and the maximum
occupancy is set to 95%, then the scheduling engine adds enough deferred work to require up to 10% of the agents' time. If
agents only take calls, this setting is ignored.This feature allows agents configured to receive multiple interactions the
ability to receive supplemental work while waiting for calls to arrive.

3. Click the Manage shrinkage button to set the shrinkage per interval for the entire week.
4. To allow agents to bid on schedules that include the exact times for all the activities of the day, select the Enable activi tyEnable activi ty

bidding check boxbidding check box.

Note:Note:
Because this option removes the flexibility for the scheduling engine to optimize activities such as breaks and lunches for
future schedules, best practice recommends only selecting it to increase agent satisfaction.

5. To prevent the system from adjusting schedule forecast and scheduled requirements by looking at past service performance
compared with predicted performance, un-check the Use cal ibrationUse cal ibration check box.

6. Click Save on the Interaction Optimizer toolbar to save your changes.

Related topicsRelated topics

Configure unplanned shrinkage

Configure weeks of data to use in forecast

Create schedule and forecast names

Scheduling Overview

Working with Scheduling Units

Set agent schedule impact, deferred work threshold, unstaffed shrinkage, and activitySet agent schedule impact, deferred work threshold, unstaffed shrinkage, and activity
bidding preferencesbidding preferences
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NoteNote : Schedule calibration does not apply to AI-powered schedules.

Calibration attempts to adjust forecast and scheduled requirements by looking at past service performance compared with
predicted service performance.

If calibration is enabled, then scheduling and re-forecasting will look at published schedules or actual agent activity information in
the recent past along with historic service performance and adjust requirements accordingly.

Calibration first looks to see if there is enough published schedules and if not it will then look to see if there is enough actual agent
activity information. If either of those cases is true, it then runs simulations using that information along with historic volume and
handle time coming up with predicted service performance. That service performance is then compared to historic service
performance.

If historically higher service performance has been attained compared to predicted service performance, then future requirements
are adjusted downward. Conversely, if historically lower service performance has been attained compared to predicted service
performance, then future requirements are adjusted upward.

Things that can attribute to lower or higher service performance compared to predicted service performance include: agent
shrinkage, adherence, and conformance, non-scheduling unit resources handling scheduling unit interactions, scheduling unit
resources handling interactions outside of the scheduling unit, forecast accuracy, and other operational behaviors, both good and
bad.

Shrinkage occurs when you assign agents to a shift but for various reasons some scheduled agents are unavailable to take
interactions. Shrinkage occurs due to many factors:

Breaks
Meals
Unscheduled absences*
Vacations
Training
Coaching
Holidays
Non-Adherence*
Meetings

NoteNote : Interaction Optimizer takes into account any activity assigned to the Daily Shift Constraint, so it is not necessary to
account for these when calculating a shrinkage factor. Use only unscheduled non-adherence events when calculating shrinkage
for Interaction Optimizer.

Use the Configure Unplanned ShrinkageConfigure Unplanned Shrinkage  dialog box to set shrinkage per interval for the entire week. The data may indicate more
or less shrinkage at a given interval.  For example, you may set higher shrinkage values on Monday mornings than you would on
Tuesday afternoons, because people may be more likely to call in sick or arrive late to work on Monday mornings.  

ExampleExample :

The following example outlines how, when you schedule more agents, the shrinkage indicates how many agents you expect to be
available during each interval of the day:

Expected agents = (scheduled agents – (scheduled agents * shrinkage/100).  So, 200 scheduled
agents and 10% shrinkage would be (200 – (200 * 10%) = 180 expected agents

Configure unplanned shrinkageConfigure unplanned shrinkage

1. From the Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit  tab, click Configure ShrinkageConfigure Shrinkage .  The Configure Unplanned ShrinkageConfigure Unplanned Shrinkage  dialog box opens.
2. In the Default unplanned shrinkageDefault unplanned shrinkage  field, type a default shrinkage value for Interaction Optimizer to use for all intervals

across all the days and click ApplyApply .
3. To quickly change a group of cells in the grid at the same time, click and drag your mouse to highlight specific times and/or

dates cells and in the Set selected values toSet selected values to  field, type the desired shrinkage value to assign to the selected cells. Next,
click ApplyApply . For example, you may want a shrinkage value of 15% from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. on Monday through Friday.  You
can also use Ctrl+cl ickCtrl+cl ick  to highlight non-consecutive times and/or dates.

4. To increase or decrease a shrinkage value for a selected group of cells by a certain percentage:

About schedule calibrationAbout schedule calibration

Configure unplanned shrinkageConfigure unplanned shrinkage
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Highlight the particular group of cells for which you want to change the shrinkage.
In the Change selected values byChange selected values by  field, type the percentage by which to increase or decrease shrinkage.
Click ApplyApply .

NoteNote : The value you enter in this field increases or decreases the existing shrinkage value by the number you enter.
It does not set the shrinkage to entered percentage, but  For example, assume you have a default value of 10%
shrinkage for all intervals, but you want to increase all Monday intervals by 20%. If you select all the intervals on
Monday, enter 20 in the Change selected values by field, and click Apply, all Monday intervals will increase to 12%
instead of 10%.

5. To return the selected values to the default percentages, click the Set selected values to  defaultSet selected values to  default  button.
6. To return all values to the default settings, click the Set al l  to  defaultSet al l  to  default  button.

 

In the Adherence Exceptions area of the Scheduling Unit page, configure adherence exception settings and determine non-
conformance activity.

When you select to treat all activities other than ACD as being equivalent, if an agent performs an unscheduled, non-ACD activity
(meeting, break, vacation, etc.), but is scheduled for a different, non-ACD activity, he or she will be considered “in adherence”, even
though the non-ACD activities differ. For example, if the agent is scheduled to be in a meeting but his or her status is set to “lunch”,
the agent is still considered to be in adherence.

NoteNote : When an agent changes his or her status to an activity type, the change is not reflected in the current adherence
calculations. Interaction Optimizer Server receives the change and processes RTA updates for the next statistics update.

Set up adherence exceptions

1. In the Number of minutes to  automatical ly excuseNumber of minutes to  automatical ly excuse  area, use the up and down arrows to specify how many minutes to
excuse before the agent is out of adherence.

2. To direct Interaction Optimizer to consider all activities excluding ACD equally for adherence purposes, select the Treat al lTreat al l
activi ties other than ACD as being equivalentactivi ties other than ACD as being equivalent  check box.

3. In the Conformance should includeConformance should include  area, select from Only paid activities, or choose the activities you want to include.

For more information about configuring specific parameters for the scheduling unit, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Select adherence exceptions settings and conformance calculationsSelect adherence exceptions settings and conformance calculations
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Agent GroupsAgent Groups
An agent group is a group of peer agents who handle the same types of interactions, belong to the same workgroups, and have the
same skill set.

NoteNote : It is important to include only similar agents in the same agent group. If agents in the same workgroup have different
skill sets and/or cannot handle the same interaction types are put together in the same agent group, then the top-ranked agents
in that agent group might not have their preferences considered as highly as the lower-ranked agents if the lower-ranked agents
cannot handle the scheduled need as well.

Interaction Optimizer can rank agents in a group against each other for schedule bidding and agent preferences. The agent ranking
feature considers a variety of criteria to determine which agent receives a better choice for schedule bidding or for a weekly
schedule based on preferences. This section includes:

Add Agent Group
View and Filter Agent Groups
View Agent Rankings
Agent Data

Add agent groups and set the criteria and data types to consider when ranking.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent GroupsAgent Groups . The Agent Groups tab opens.
The existing agent groups appear in the top of the view.

2. OptionalOptional : To add more columns or change the columns to display:
a. Right-click in the grid that displays the agent groups and select Choose ColumnsChoose Columns . The Column SelectorColumn Selector  dialog box

opens.
b. Select the check boxes next to the columns you want to display.
c. Click XX to apply the changes and return to the Agent Groups tab.

3. Click add, or right-click in the grid that displays the agent groups and select AddAdd from the menu that appears.
4. On the Agent GroupAgent Group tab (located in the bottom half of the workspace), in the NameName field enter a meaningful and unique alpha-

numeric name for the new agent group. 
5. Use the up and down arrow keys to set the Group RankGroup Rank .

NoteNote :  The group rank is used only when two agents from different agent groups can meet the same need in the same
interval.  The group rank determines which agent group has precedence over the other agent groups.

6. Set the default criterion definitions and/or add new definitions:

NoteNote : The Total  PercentageTotal  Percentage  of all criteria must equal 100 percent.

From the Data TypeData Type  drop-down list, select "Date", "Numeric" or "Random".
Select the AscendingAscending check box to order this criterion in rising value, or leave unchecked to order in descending value.
Use the up and down arrows to set the PercentagePercentage  weight.

7. To optionally delete a criterion, select the criterion to remove and click the DeleteDelete  button.
8. Click save to store the agent group settings.

Add Agent GroupAdd Agent Group
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On the Agent Groups tab, view agents in the agent groups and the associated information on the Agents tab, and optionally filter the
view. Also, change the agent's or agents' group membership, add agent groups, and set the criteria to consider when ranking.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Filter the agentsFilter the agents

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click Agent Groups. The Agent Groups tab opens.
2. Select the agent group to which you want to add agents.
3. In the bottom of the workspace, click the Agents tab.
4. Click the column heading you want to filter. The columns available to view and filter are:

Agent
Agent Group
Workgroups
Interaction Types
Licensed
Scheduling Unit
Shift
Shift Rotation
Skills

5. In the blank row below the column heading, type the filter information by which to sort, or click the down arrow and select the
filter information from the drop-down list.

Change group membershipChange group membership

NoteNote :  Administrators must have the appropriate right to access another scheduling unit to which the agent is assigned before
the administrator can move the agent from the existing  scheduling unit and into the agent group he or she is editing.

1. Select one agent, or select multiple agents by using your mouse click and the <CTRL> or <SHIFT> key,  then right-click to
display the context menu.

2. Do any of the following:

Use the Set selected to  current agent groupSet selected to  current agent group option (available when multiple cells are selected) to add all selected agents
to the agent group highlighted above the grid, "Agent Group 1" in the example shown below:

View and Filter Agents in the Agent GroupsView and Filter Agents in the Agent Groups
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Use the Set selected to  no  agent groupSet selected to  no  agent group option (available when multiple cells are selected) to remove group membership
for the selected agents.
Use Set al l  matching fi l ter to  current agent groupSet al l  matching fi l ter to  current agent group to change group membership to the currently highlighted agent group
for every agent in the agent view. All the agents that have not been filtered by the current filter settings, are changed to the
highlighted agent group. The highlighted agent group is "Agent Group 1" in the example shown below:
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This is useful for example, when you want to move agents with specific skills and workgroup membership (find the skills and
workgroups by filtering) to another agent group.
Use Set al l  matching fi l ter to  no  agent groupSet al l  matching fi l ter to  no  agent group to remove group membership for every agent that is not filtered by the
current filter settings.
Select Choose co lumns...Choose co lumns...  to open the Column SelectorColumn Selector  dialog and add or remove the columns displayed in the agent view.

When you make an agent group membership change, you are asked to confirm your change. Click YesYes  to save the changes, or click
NoNo  to cancel.

NoteNote :  When multiple users change agent groups simultaneously, Interaction Optimizer may not immediately display the
updated mapping of an agent group ID to the correct agent group name.  In this situation, the agent group's ID appears in the
Agent Group column of the Agents tab. To refresh and view the updated information, close the view and then reopen it.
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From the Agent Rankings tab, view and sort agents and agent rankings, and go directly to a specific agent's data. The columns
include Overall Rank and any other columns which are created automatically based on defined criteria. For example, if you have
criteria called “Performance” and “Hire Date”, then you will see the following columns; Overall Rank, Performance Rank, and Hire
Date Rank.

The rank values shown in the agent rankings are based on the random numbers created for each agent. The order for random
ranking is based on whether the “Ascending” checkbox on the “Agent Group” tab is checked or not. If it is checked, then the agent
with the lowest random number will get a rank of “1”, the agent with the next lowest random number will be ranked “2”, and so forth.
 If the “Ascending” checkbox is unchecked, then the agent with the highest random number will be ranked “1”, and so forth.

Randomization ensures that the most senior agents' preferences do not always 'out rank' more junior agents' preferences.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Scheduling unit drop-down list.

View and sort agent rankingsView and sort agent rankings

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent GroupsAgent Groups . The Agent Groups tab opens.
2. In the top grid, select the agent group who's agent rankings you want to view.
3. In the bottom of the workspace, click the Agents RankingsAgents Rankings  tab.
4. Click one of the column headings in the Agent RankingsAgent Rankings  tab. An 'up' arrow indicates the column is sorted in ascending order,

and a 'down' arrow indicates descending order.
5. Optionally enable the following settings:

Automatical ly rank on saveAutomatical ly rank on save : When this option is checked, all agents in this agent group will be ranked based on the latest
data entered in the Agent Data tab. This eliminates the need to manually click the Rank agents now button frequently.  However,
you may not want the Overall Rank to change frequently. For example, you may want to rank agents once, make sure they have
the same rank for several months while the agents are bidding on shifts, and then re-rank the agents. Even if the data changes
during those months, you may want the rank to stay constant so it is easier to determine why an agent's preference won or
lost.   
Generate random number each ranking (only for random cri teria)Generate random number each ranking (only for random cri teria) : When this option is checked, each random field will
have a new random value assigned each time the agent rankings are calculated. When unchecked, the initial random numbers
assigned to each random field for will stay the same. You may want to leave this unchecked when you want the overall rank to
stay the same for a longer period of time (see example above).

6. To view or edit criteria for a specific agent, double-click the agent row. The Agent Data tab opens. 

    

 

View Agent RankingsView Agent Rankings
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On the Agent Data tab, view the criteria associated with each agent group and the specific criterion values set for the currently
selected agent, and edit the selected agent's criteria values.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

View or edit agent dataView or edit agent data

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent GroupsAgent Groups . The Agent Groups tab opens.
2. In the top grid, select the agent group that contains the agent data you want to edit.
3. In the bottom of the workspace, click the Agent DataAgent Data tab.
4. Select the agent from the drop-down list.  The agents listed are members of the associated agent group as selected in agent

group list above.
5. Optionally edit the values for the criteria for the agent:

For DateDate  criteria, from the calendar control select the value on the calendar dialog, type it into the field, or click the up and
down arrows.
For NumericNumeric  criteria, type a number into the text area. Any field with Random type criteria is read-only and cannot be edited.
The changes made here apply to the selected agent only.

 

About staff typesAbout staff types
A staff type represents a group of agents that belong to the same workgroups, handle similar interaction types, and have similar
skills. Grouping agents with similar workgroups, interaction types, and skills in staff types ensure all agents in one type or category
are not granted time off on the same day.

Staff types contain coverage groups. Organize coverage groups so that the agents that work similar hours are grouped together.

For more information on staff types, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

View or Edit Agent DataView or Edit Agent Data
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Create staff types to group together agents with the same workgroups, interaction types, and skills. This grouping prevents time off
from being granted to all agents of a particular type on the same day.. Staff types must create at least one coverage group.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Staff TypesStaff Types . The Staff Types tab opens.
2. Click the add button. The Staff Type dialog box opens.
3. In the Name field, add a descriptive name for the staff type. For example, "Spanish language" or "Level 1 Support".
4. Add a coverage group to organize agents who work similar hours within the staff type:

a. In the Coverage Groups area, click the add button.
b. In the Name field, add a descriptive name for the coverage group. For example, "Day shift" or "Weekend".

5. Next, add agents to a coverage group. For more information on staff types, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

Add agents to a coverage group within a staff type to ensure time off isn't granted to all agents in one type or category on the same
day.
1. If you have not already done so, create a staff type with at least one coverage group.
2. In the Staff Type dialog, in the Coverage Groups area select the coverage group to which you want to add similar agents.
3. In the agent grid below the Coverage Groups grid, click the add button. The Add Agents dialog opens.
4. Click the agents you want to add to the coverage group and click OKOK. The selected agents appear in the agent grid.
5. Click OKOK to return to the Staff Types tab.

For more information on staff types, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Create a staff typeCreate a staff type

Add agents to a staff type coverage groupAdd agents to a staff type coverage group
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Working with ShiftsWorking with Shifts
You can create and configure shifts to use when creating and maintaining schedules.  This chapter provides instructions on how to:

Create a new shift
Configure weekly restraints for a shift
Configure daily restraints for a shift
Configure shift activities
Configure agent assignments
Delete a shift
Copy and paste a shift

                  

You can create and configure shifts to use when creating and maintaining schedules.  This topic provides instructions on how to:
Create a new shift
Configure weekly restraints for a shift
Configure daily restraints for a shift
Configure shift activities
Configure agent assignments
Delete a shift
Copy and paste a shift

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts,  select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Create a new shiftCreate a new shift

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Configuration area click ShiftsShifts . The ShiftsShifts  tab opens.
2. In the top section of the view, click Add.
3. On the ConfigurationConfiguration tab, enter the following:

a. Shift nameShift name: The name that identifies the shift.
b. Enable schedule biddingEnable schedule bidding: Select this check box to enable schedule bidding for this shift.

Configure Configure weekly constraints for a shiftweekly constraints for a shift

1. Click the Weekly ConstraintsWeekly Constraints  tab. The Weekly ConstraintsWeekly Constraints  tab opens.
2. Enter the following constraints:

Minimum paid time (hours)Minimum paid time (hours): The minimum amount of paid time allowed for the shift for the week.
Desired maximum paid time (hours)Desired maximum paid time (hours): The desired maximum amount of paid time allowed for the shift for the week.
Absolute maximum paid time Absolute maximum paid time (hours)(hours): The absolute maximum amount of paid time allowed for the shift for the week.
Minimum time between shifts Minimum time between shifts (hours)(hours): The minimum amount of time allowed between shifts.
Maximum daysMaximum days : The maximum number of days allowed for the shift for the week.

Configure ShiftsConfigure Shifts
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NoteNote : Enter a fraction of an hour in one of the time boxes to indicate the number of minutes. For example, .25 equals
15 minutes, .50 equals 30 minutes, and .75 equals 45 minutes.

Configure Configure daily constraints for a shiftdaily constraints for a shift

1. Click the Dai ly Dai ly ConstraintsConstraints  tab. The Dai ly Dai ly ConstraintsConstraints  tab opens:
2. To add a daily constraint, do the following:

Click Add.
Enter the following information:

Name The name of the constraint.

Earliest
shift start
time

The earliest time a shift can start.

Latest
shift start
time

The latest time a shift can start.

Shift start
time
increment

The amount of time to add to one shift start time to get the next possible shift start time. For example, if you
have a earliest shift start time of 8:00am, a latest shift start time of 10:00am, and a shift start time increment
of 15 minutes, your possible start times for the shift are: 8:00, 8:15, 8:30, 8:45, 9:00, 9:15, 9:30, 9:45, and 10:00.

Maximum
shift start
time
variance

The amount of time a shift start time can vary over the entire week for one particular agent. For example, if the
variance is set to 1 hour and Amy's schedule starts at 8:00 a.m. on one day and 9:00 a.m. on another day, all
Amy's schedules for the week must start between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.

NoteNote : This constraint is ignored if it prevents schedules from being generated.

Latest
shift stop
time

The latest time a shift can end.

Minimum
paid time

The minimum amount of paid time allowed for the shift for the day.

Maximum
paid time

The maximum amount of paid time allowed for the shift for the day.

Minimum
contiguous
work time

The minimum amount of time the agent must work before starting a non-contiguous activity or ending his or
her shift.

Maximum
contiguous
work time

The maximum amount of time the agent can work before starting a non-contiguous activity or ending his or her
shift.

Active
days

Select the days the daily constraint is active. Days can be required, optional, or excluded. To make a day
required, click the check box until a check mark appears. To make a day optional, click the check box until it's
filled with blue. To exclude a day, click the check box until it's cleared.

Note:Note:  You cannot save a shift unless you configure daily constraints.

3. To delete a daily constraint, click the constraint to delete, click Delete, and then in the Confirm DeleteConfirm Delete  dialog , click YesYes .
4. To copy and paste a daily constraint, click the constraint to copy, click Copy and then click Paste. The daily constraint is copied

and pasted in the top section of the Daily Constraints tab.

Configure Configure shift activitiesshift activities

1. Click the Activi tiesActivi ties  tab. The Activi tiesActivi ties  tab appears.
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TipTip: You can show or hide the columns on the Activities tab by right-clicking in the view and clicking Choose co lumns...Choose co lumns...

2. To add an activity for a daily constraint, do the following:

a. Click Add. The Add New Activity dialog box appears.
b. Enter the following information:

Activity
type

The type of shift activity.

Length The length of time the activity lasts.

Attendance
requirement
type

Valid values are:
UnspecifiedUnspecified (default setting): Selecting this option discards schedules that have shift activities that
have been skipped (for example, all remaining activities to be scheduled do not have a start time greater
than or equal to the current time), suppresses schedules that end in shift activities that are both non-paid
and non-contiguous, and suppresses schedules that have unscheduled shift activities that are both paid
and contiguous.
Do Not ScheduleDo Not Schedule : Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to ignore this shift activity.
OptionalOptional : Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to keep schedules meeting minimum
constraints and having optional, unscheduled shift activities.
RequiredRequired: Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to discard potential schedules that do not
contain the scheduled shift activity.

NoteNote : If required activities occur during a paid time off request, the required activities are ignored and a
schedule containing the time off request is created.

Actual or
relative
time

Valid values are:
Relative to  shift startRelative to  shift start  (default setting): Select this option to use times relative to start times. For
example, if this activity is assigned to different shifts, the relative time should be used (i.e., 2:00 hours
from shift start) rather than absolute time (i.e., 10:00 AM), so that the settings are valid for all the shifts.

Actual  timeActual  time : Select this option to use absolute start times.

Earliest
start time
from shift
start

Type in the box or use the up and down arrows to set the earliest time this activity can start. The default
value for this field is 8:00 AM. If Relative Relative to  shift startto  shift start  is selected in the Actual  Actual  or relative timeor relative time list
box, this time is the earliest start time, relative to the shift start time, the activity can start. If you selected
Actual  timeActual  time  from the Actual  or relative timeActual  or relative time list box, this time is the absolute earliest start time the
activity can start.

Latest start
time from
shift start

Type in the box or use the up and down arrows to set the latest time this activity can start. If Relative Relative toto
shift startshift start  is selected in the Actual  Actual  or relative timeor relative time list box, this time is the latest start time, relative
to the shift start time, the activity can start. If you selected Actual  timeActual  time  from the Actual  or relativeActual  or relative
timetime list box, this time is the absolute latest start time the activity can start.

Possible
times
increment

The possible amount of time to increment the start time.

Counts
toward paid
time

Select this check box if the activity counts toward paid time.

Counts
toward
contiguous
work time

Select this check box if the activity counts towards contiguous work time.

Description A description of the activity.

3. To delete an activity, do the following:
a. Click the activity to delete.
b. Right-click the Activi tiesActivi ties  tab, and then click Delete, or, in the toolbar in the top section, click DeleteDelete .
c. In the Confirm Confirm DeleteDelete  dialog , click YesYes .

4. To copy and paste an activity, do the following:
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a. Click the activity to copy.
b. Right-click the Activities tab, and then click  Copy, or in the toolbar in the top section, click Copy.
c. Right-click in the Activities tab and then click Paste, or in the toolbar in the top section, click Paste. The Paste Activity dialog

appears and is populated with the copied activity's information.
d. Change the information as needed.  

5. To edit an activity, do the following:
a. Click the activity to edit.
b. Right-click the Activi tiesActivi ties  tab, and then click EditEdit , or in the toolbar in the top section, click Edit. The Edit Activi tyEdit Activi ty  dialog

appears.
c. Change the information as needed.

Configure Configure agent assignmentsagent assignments

1. Click the AgentsAgents  tab. The AgentsAgents  tab appears.

The licensing of agents affects what's displayed in the available agents list. For example, if an agent is already assigned to a
shift and his license is removed, the agent's name is grayed out and the workgroups, interaction types, and skills are shown as
<unlicensed>. In this case, the agent cannot be assigned to a shift.

There may be a delay in updating the tab of up to 30 seconds when you change an agent's license, workgroups, skills, or
interaction types. If there is a delay in updating the tab after changing an agent's license and you assign the agent to a shift,
licensing is checked and a message box appears indicating the agent cannot be assigned to a shift because the agent isn't
licensed.

TipTip: You can show or hide the columns on the Agents tab by right-clicking on a column header and clicking ChooseChoose
columns...co lumns...

NoteNote : In the top section, the Agent Count doesn't reflect your changes until you click SaveSave  in the toolbar. Agent names
that display in bold indicate a change was made but hasn't been saved. After you save your changes, the bold formatting
is removed from the agent names and the grid is filtered to show only the agents assigned to the shift.

2. To filter the Agents view, do the following in the column heading to filter:

a. Click the icon in the left side of the column heading.
b. Select an option and then click in the column heading box.
c. Type the value to use to filter the view. The view is filtered based on your selection. You can filter by more than one column

heading at a time.
d. To clear a filter, click the icon in the right side of the column heading for each filter you want to clear.

3. Do the following:

NoteNote : Menu options and buttons are enabled or disabled based on what you are currently doing. For example, if you are
editing a shift, the AddAdd button is disabled. If you are assigning agents in the shift and you right-click an agent who is
already associated to the shift, the Move Move selected to  current  shiftselected to  current  shift  button is disabled.

To assign an agent to the shift, click the agent name to assign to the shift and then click Move Move selected to  current shiftselected to  current shift .
The selected agent name is assigned to the current shift.
To remove an agent from the shift, click the agent name to remove and then click Remove selected from Remove selected from current shiftcurrent shift . The
selected agent is removed from the current shift.

TipTip: You can multi-select individual agents by holding down the CtrlCtrl  key and clicking each agent to select. You can
also multi-select a contiguous group of agents by clicking the first agent in the group, holding down the ShiftShift  key, and
clicking the last agent in the group.
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To see if there are any issues with agent assignments, click Show agent issuesShow agent issues . The Agent Issue(s)Agent Issue(s) dialog appears.

There are two types of issues that display in this dialog box. They are indicated by a red X in the corresponding column.
Licensed:Licensed:  When a red X displays in this column, it indicates the agent is not licensed to get a schedule. To solve the issue,
assign a license to the agent; otherwise, the agent won't ever get a new schedule.
In Schedul ing Unit ’s  Workgroup:In Schedul ing Unit ’s  Workgroup:  When a red X displays in this column, it indicates the agent is not included in any of the
workgroups associated to the scheduling unit. To solve the issue, assign the agent to a workgroup associated to the
scheduling unit.

4. Click SaveSave  to keep your changes.

Delete a shiftDelete a shift

1. In the top section of the view, click the shift to delete and then click Delete. The Confirm Delete dialog appears.
2. In the Confirm DeleteConfirm Delete  dialog , click YesYes .

Copy Copy and paste a shiftand paste a shift

1. In the top section of the view, click the shift to copy and then click Copy. The shift is copied to the clipboard.
2. Click Paste. The copied shift is pasted in the top section of the view.
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You can specify which questions and warnings display when managing shifts.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Configure shift display optionsConfigure shift display options

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click ShiftsShifts . The ShiftsShifts  tab opens.
2. In the Interaction Optimizer menu, click Display OptionsDisplay Options ... The Shift Display OptionsShift Display Options  dialog appears.
3. Select or clear the desired options and then click OKOK.

   

Shift Display OptionsShift Display Options
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Shift data is validated when you enter it and then click outside the data entry box. If the data is determined to be invalid, one of the
following icons displays, depending on the severity of the issue:

IconIcon DescriptionDescription

Information only – If desired, you can perform a save without making changes.

Warning – If desired, you can perform a save without making changes; however, it is not recommended.

Error – You cannot perform a save until you correct the error.

When you rest your mouse on an icon, a message displays that describes the issue. See the following examples of messages that
will display on the Daily Constraints tab:

Informational message exampleInformational message example

If you enter a Latest shift start time that is earlier than the Earliest shift start time, an information message displays. The message
indicates the Latest shift start time is considered to occur the next day after midnight. If you didn’t intend for the start time to occur
after midnight the next day, change it to the desired time.

Warning  message exampleWarning  message example

If you do not enter a name for the daily constraint, a warning message displays. The message indicates you should provide a name
for the constraint.

Error message exampleError message example

If you enter a Maximum contiguous work time that is less than the Minimum contiguous work time, an error message displays. The
message indicates the Minimum contiguous work time cannot be greater than the Maximum contiguous work time.

      

Understanding Shift validationUnderstanding Shift validation
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You can validate shifts to check for conflicts and make adjustments if necessary. Shift validation also occurs when you add or save
changes to a shift.

Validate shiftsValidate shifts

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area select Shifts. The Shifts tab opens.
2. In the toolbar, click the Validate icon  or, in the Interaction Optimizer menu, click Val idate...Val idate...  The Validate Shift dialog box

opens.
3. In the Desired shift start t imeDesired shift start t ime  drop-down list, select a specific start time to validate or click <Al l><Al l>  to validate all start times

for the shift.
4. In the AgentAgent  drop-down list, click a specific agent to validate or click <Al l><Al l>  to validate all agents assigned to the shift.
5. Click Validate. The validation results appear.

NoteNote : The Validation Results box displays informational, warning, and error messages, if applicable. Each validation
differs based on the shift constraints.Some eliminated schedules are expected given flexible/overlapping
constraints/activities; however, you don't want all schedules to have been eliminated.

6. If issues exist, click CancelCancel  and then make adjustments to the shift.

 

          

You can sort and filter shifts when creating and maintaining schedules. When you sort in Day View, the system considers all
activities in any shift, including activities that overlap midnight, when it locates the day's earliest activity.

For example, let's suppose you want to compare Shift 1 and Shift 2. Shift 1 begins at 8:00 p.m. the day before the currently selected
day, has a scheduled meal from 11:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. and the shift ends at 4:00 a.m. The second shift, Shift 2, begins at 6:00
a.m., has a scheduled meal from 10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. and the shift ends at 2:00 p.m.

If you select to sort by the earliest meal start time, because the meal begins at 11:00 p.m. the day before, Shift 1 should be sorted
earlier because Shift 2's meal begins at 10:00 a.m. The sorting feature looks for the first meal, which is Shift 1's meal at 11:00 p.m.
the night before.

This concept also applies when you sort by the latest shift stop time. The system includes in the sort process any shift that
overlaps midnight at the end of the current day. As another example, if Shift 3 begins at 6:00 a.m. and ends at 2:00 p.m., and Shift 4
begins at 8:00 p.m. and ends at 4:00 a.m. the next day, the system considers the latest shift end time as 4:00 a.m. the next day.

Note: Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Sort and filter shiftsSort and filter shifts

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click Shifts. The Shifts tab opens.

TipTip: You can show or hide columns, change the width of columns, and change the order of columns. Your changes will
be saved and used, even after you stop and restart IC Business Manager.

2. To show or hide columns in the top section of the view, do the following:

Validate ShiftsValidate Shifts

Sort and Filter ShiftsSort and Filter Shifts
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a. Right-click in the view and click Choose co lumns...Choose co lumns...  The Column SelectorColumn Selector  dialog opens.

b. Select the check boxes for the columns you want to show in the tab and clear the check boxes for the columns you want to
hide in the tab.

3. To filter the Shifts view, do the following in the column heading to filter:

a. Click the icon in the left side of the column heading.
b. From the drop-down list that appears, select an option and then click inside the column heading box.
c. Type the value to use to filter the view. The view is filtered based on your selection. You can filter by more than one column

heading at a time.
d. To clear a filter, click the icon in the right side of the column heading for each filter you want to clear.
e. To undo changes you make in the tabs in the bottom section, in the toolbar in the top section, click UndoUndo .

4. To save changes you make in the Shifts view tab, click the Save button.
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To see if there are any issues with an agent assignment:
1. Do one of the following:

Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Show agent issuesShow agent issues .
Click the agent (s) for whom to check assignment issues and then click the Show Agent IssuesShow Agent Issues  button at the bottom of the
AgentsAgents  tab.

The Agent Issue(s)The Agent Issue(s) dialog opens. The agents displayed here have issues either from having the "Schedulable by
Optimizer" license removed, or from being removed from all the workgroups that are in the scheduling unit.

2. Select the agents that you want to fix issues and click Fix selectedFix selected. You can also click Check / uncheckCheck / uncheck  all to select all
agents, or de-select agents that have been selected.

3. Remove the agent(s) from the agent group, shift, and shift rotation IDs from that row, but do not delete the row itself.

 

     

 

About shift rotationsAbout shift rotations
Shift rotations allow you to assign agents to a rotation definition so that the agents can start on different weeks with different shift
start times. By setting a shift rotation to an agent that is assigned to several shift definitions, the agent avoids monotonous
scheduling week after week.

To create and manage shift rotations, from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click Shift RotationsShift Rotations .
The Shift RotationsShift Rotations  tab opens. Here, you can:
1. Add a shift rotation
2. Manage a shift rotation
3. Assign agents to a shift rotation
4. View the shift rotation report

NoteNote : When you set up shifts in a rotation, make sure you place them in the order in which you want the shifts to occur. You
can enter a shift multiple time. For example, if you want agents to work a "Weekday" shift for 3 weeks and a "Weekend" shift on
the 4th week, enter the shift rotation as Weekday, Weekday, Weekday, WeekendWeekday, Weekday, Weekday, Weekend..

 

 

Show Agent IssuesShow Agent Issues
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You can assign agents to a rotation definition so that the agents can start on different weeks with different shift start times. By
setting a shift rotation to an agent that is assigned to several shift definitions, the agent avoids monotonous scheduling week after
week.

NoteNote : When you set up shifts in a rotation, make sure you place them in the order in which you want the shifts to occur. You
can enter a shift multiple time. For example, if you want agents to work a "Weekday" shift for 3 weeks and a "Weekend" shift on
the 4th week, enter the shift rotation as Weekday, Weekday, Weekday, WeekendWeekday, Weekday, Weekday, Weekend.

Add a shift rotationAdd a shift rotation

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click Shift Rotations.Shift Rotations.  The Shift RotationsShift Rotations  tab opens.
2. Click the Add button. The Shift RotationShift Rotation dialog box opens.
3. Complete the following:

a. In the NameName box, enter a descriptive and unique name for the rotating shift.
b. In the Start DateStart Date  field, select the date to start the rotating shift. This defines the starting date from which the agent

rotation will be effective while scheduling.
c. If you want to end the shift rotation on a particular day, select the End dateEnd date  check box and click the CalendarCalendar  button to

select the end date.
4. In the Shifts area, highlight a currently available weekly shift definition, and click Add to assign the weekly shift definition to

this shift rotation, then click OK.

NoteNote : Add the shifts in the order in which you want them to occur. You can enter a single shift multiple times.

5. Next, assign agents to the shift rotation.

 

Add a shift rotationAdd a shift rotation
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You can edit or delete shift rotations, shift rotation settings, assigned agents, and agent assignment settings.

Edit a shift rotation and agent assignmentsEdit a shift rotation and agent assignments

NoteNote : This task assumes you have already added at least one shift rotation.

1. From the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  tab, in the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  area, select the shift you want to edit and click the Edit button. The
Shift RotationShift Rotation dialog box opens.

2. Make any of the following changes:
a. In the NameName box, update the descriptive and unique name for the rotating shift.
b. In the Start DateStart Date  field, update the start date for the rotating shift. This defines the starting date from which the agent

rotation will be effective while scheduling.
c. If you want to modify the end date, select the End dateEnd date  check box and click the CalendarCalendar  button to update the end date.
d. In the ShiftsShifts  area, add or remove weekly shift definitions to this shift rotation, then click OKOK.

Edit an agent assignmentEdit an agent assignment

1. In the Agent AssignmentAgent Assignment  area, select the agent who has the assignment you want to edit and click the Edit button.
2. Make any of the following changes:

a. In the Shift RotationShift Rotation drop-down list box, select a different rotating shift to assign to the agent.
b. In the Assignment SettingsAssignment Settings  area, update the agents start and end dates.
c. In the Select starting shiftSelect starting shift  area, select the first shift in the rotation to assign to the agent and click OKOK.

Delete a shift rotationDelete a shift rotation

To delete a shift rotation, in the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  area, select the shift you want to delete and click the Delete button.

Remove an agent from a shift rotationRemove an agent from a shift rotation

1. In the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  area, select the shift that contains the agent you want to remove.
2. In the Agent AssignmentAgent Assignment  area, select the agent to remove and click the Delete button.

 

Manage a shift rotationManage a shift rotation
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After you add a shift rotation, you can assign agents to it. The Agent Assignment area of the Shift Rotations tab displays the agents
assigned to the associated shift rotation. The agent name, start shift rotation, next week's shift, position in the rotation, and start
date information are displayed.

NoteNote : Start shift must be selected to continue with the agent assignment. Also, the agent start date can not be prior to the shift
rotation start date.

Assign agents to the shift rotationAssign agents to the shift rotation

NoteNote : This task assumes you have already added at least one shift rotation.

1. From the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  tab, in the Agent AssignmentAgent Assignment  area, click the Add button. The Agent AssignmentAgent Assignment  dialog box
opens.

2. In the Shift RotationShift Rotation drop-down list box, select the rotating shift to which you want to assign agents.
3. In the Select agents for assignmentSelect agents for assignment  area, select the agents to add. Hold the ShiftShift  key to select multiple consecutive

agents, or hold the CtrlCtrl  key to select non-consecutive agents.
4. In the Assignment SettingsAssignment Settings  area, select the agents' start and end dates:

a. In the Start DateStart Date  field select the date to start the rotating shift.
b. If you want to end the date on a particular day, select the End dateEnd date  check box and click the CalendarCalendar  button to select the

end date.
5. In the Select starting shiftSelect starting shift  area, select the first shift in the rotation to assign to the agent(s) and click OK.

 

Assign agents to a shift rotationAssign agents to a shift rotation
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View the shift rotation report to see how the rotation is applied to the selected agent assignment. The information displayed can be
filtered by agent and date to view specific agent shift assignments, or to view assignments for future dates.

View the shift rotation and agent assignmentsView the shift rotation and agent assignments

NoteNote : This task assumes you have already added at least one shift rotation.

From the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  tab, in the Shift RotationsShift Rotations  area, select the shift you want to view and click the View report for shift
rotation button. The Shift Rotation ReportShift Rotation Report  dialog box opens. In this dialog box, you can select a different start date, sort and filter
agent counts, and sort and filter agents assigned to the rotation.

 

About the Agent Details viewAbout the Agent Details view
The Agent Details View displays a variety of information about agents on one tab, including start and end dates; accrual reference
dates; team, workgroup, and agent group assignments; and shift schedules and rotations.

You can also perform a variety of tasks related to an agent or group of agents, such as modifying dates and team assignments.

Display NameDisplay Name

The agent's displayed name as configured by his or her administrator.

User NameUser Name

The is the agent's user name in Interaction Administrator.

Start DateStart Date

The date used to determine whether or not to create a schedule for an agent. If an agent's start date is after the start of the forecast
schedule entry, no schedules will be created for that agent.

End DateEnd Date

The date used to determine whether or not to create a schedule for an agent. If an agent's end date is before the start of the
forecast schedule entry, no schedules will be created for that agent.

Accrual Reference DateAccrual Reference Date

The date used to in calculating increases in an agent's accrual balances. This value is typically the same as the "Start Date", but if
the agent negotiated a different rate for vacation or another activity, you can use the accrual reference date to reflect the date.  For
example, let's assume agents normally receive 2 weeks of vacation per year for the first 3 years, and 3 weeks of vacation per year
after the third year. One agent, however, negotiated for 3 weeks of vacation per year beginning at the hire date. This agent's start
date can be 1/1/2014, but the accrual reference date is 1/1/2011 to accrue the higher rate immediately.  

View the shift reportView the shift report
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TeamTeam

The name and description for teams can be any string that the administrator wants to use.  

WorkgroupsWorkgroups

The name of the workgroup or workgroups to which the agent is assigned.

ShiftShift

The shift or shifts assigned to the agent.

Shift RotationShift Rotation

The shift rotations to which the agent is assigned.

Agent GroupAgent Group

The agent groups to which an agent belongs.

For more information on teams and agent details, see the Related Related TopicsTopics .
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You can sort and filter agent details, manage views, and you can modify specific fields, if necessary.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls . The Agent Details tab opens.
2. Do one of the following:

To manage views and show or hide columns, right-click any of the columns in the view and from the menu that appears select
or deselect the columns you want to show or hide.

NoteNote : Select from Accrual Plans, Accrual Reference Date, Agent Group, Base Schedules, Coverage Group, Data Needs
Review, Display Name, End Date, Interaction Types, Shift, Shift Rotation, Skills, Staff Type, Start Date, Team, User Name,
Workgroup, Auto size a single or all columns.

To filter the agent details, click the icon in the left side of the column heading and from the drop-down list that appears, select
an option and then click inside the column heading box. Type the value to use to filter the view, or where applicable use the
icons on the right side of the column heading to select available values. The view is filtered based on your selection.
To sort a column, click anywhere in the header that contains the criteria by which you want to sort.
To add additional columns of information, right-click in the header area and select the criteria you want to add.
To modify Start DateStart Date , Accrual  Reference DateAccrual  Reference Date , or End DateEnd Date , click in the appropriate field and enter the new date.
To change the agent's team, click in the agent's TeamTeam field and from the drop-down list that appears choose the appropriate
team.  You can also change team assignments for multiple agents at once by multi-selecting the agents and clicking either the
Assign selected agent(s) to  teamAssign selected agent(s) to  team or Remove selected agent(s) from team(s)Remove selected agent(s) from team(s) button.

3. To save changes you make to the Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls  tab, click the Save button. 

 

After you add agents to a teams, you can use it in filters for other views. 
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls . The Agent Details tab opens.
2. Click the Manage TeamsManage Teams  button. The Manage Teams dialog box opens.
3. Click the add button.
4. In the NameName field, add a descriptive name for the team and in the DescriptionDescription field, optionally add details about the team.
5. Click OKOK to return to the Agent Details tab.
6. Next, add agents to a team.

For more information on teams and agent details, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Manage the Agent Details viewManage the Agent Details view

Add a teamAdd a team
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You can add many agents to teams at the same time.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls . The Agent Details tab opens.
2. If you have not already done so, create at least one team.
3. Select the agent or agents you want to add to the team and click the Assign selected agents to  a teamAssign selected agents to  a team button. The Agent

Team Assignment dialog box opens.
4. In the Set team of agent(s) toSet team of agent(s) to  drop-down list, choose the desired team.
5. Click OKOK to return to the Agent Details tab.
6. Click the Save button.

For more information on teams and agent details, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

You can delete teams, rename teams, remove agents from teams.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the ConfigurationConfiguration area click Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls . The Agent Details tab opens.
2. Click the Manage TeamsManage Teams  button. The Manage Teams dialog box opens.
3. Do one of the following:

To delete a team, select the team to remove and click the deletedelete  button.
To rename a team, click the NameName field for the team you want to edit and enter a new name.
To add or update a team description, click the DescriptionDescription field for the team you want to edit and enter the new description.

4. Click the OKOK button.

For more information on teams and agent details, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Add agents to a teamAdd agents to a team

Manage teamsManage teams
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The Upgrade Log lists data changes performed when a service update is applied. Service updates automatically apply changes that
move data to new tables or improve the quality of Interaction Optimizer data.

You can access the Upgrade Log from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, or from the Agent Details view and review these
upgrade details:

VersionVersion. The integer value of the specific upgrade (used as the default sort order).
SummarySummary. The description linked to the upgrade version number.
LevelLevel . The level of importance of the record in the upgrade log (for example, Info, Verification Required, Warning, Error).
Records with any level other than Info means that you should review the record.
Upgrade Date TimeUpgrade Date Time. The date and time the upgrade was performed.
NotesNotes . A full description of an upgrade changes.

Service updates automatically apply changes that move data to new tables or improve the quality of Interaction Optimizer data. A
service upgrade may cause issues with merged agent data; for example, duplicate IO_Agent rows.

If an applied service upgrade results in agent data that requires administrative review, the Data Needs ReviewData Needs Review column appears on
the Agent Details tab, and a check mark appears next to agents that you need to review. Do the following:
1. Review the information for the agent, such as agent group, shift, and shift rotation and update as necessary. For more details

about changes applied during the service upgrade, review the upgrade log.  
2. After you update agent data or determine that no action is required, on the Agent Details tab select the agent and click the

Mark selected agents as reviewedMark selected agents as reviewed link.  

NoteNote : You can select multiple agent rows at the same time and mark them all as reviewed. 

After you review agents, the Mark  selected agents as reviewedMark selected agents as reviewed link disappears. No further action is required.

 

Operating limitsOperating limits
Interaction Optimizer uses operating limits to help monitor your system.  When you view the Interaction Optimizer home page for a
selected scheduling unit, the system displays a status icon next to Operating Operating LimitsLimits  in the Configuration areaConfiguration area.

View the Upgrade LogView the Upgrade Log

Review data about agent detailsReview data about agent details
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The Interaction Optimizer home page can display the following icons to represent the status of the scheduling unit:

A green check mark indicates that the scheduling unit is within the operating limits. 

A red circle with an X  indicates that the scheduling unit exceeds operating limits.

We recommend that you view operating limits for a scheduling unit, when:  
A scheduling unit is approaching a supported limit.
You create a new scheduling unit or configure scheduling unit parameters.

For more information about operating limits and modifying a scheduling unit that exceeds operating limits, see Interaction
Optimizer configuration scale in the Interaction Optimizer Requirements and Limitation Technical Reference.

V ideo:V ideo:

How to view operating limits for a scheduling unitHow to view operating limits for a scheduling unit
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https://player.vimeo.com/video/437260848

From the Interaction Optimizer home page, you can view the operating limits for a scheduling.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer nteraction Optimizer HomeHome page, use the Schedul ing Schedul ing UnitUnit  list to select a scheduling unit.
2. In the ConfigurationConfiguration area, click Operating LimitsOperating Limits . The Operating LimitsOperating Limits  dialog box opens.

The following example shows the Operating Operating LimitsLimits  dialog box for Scheduling Unit 1. In this example, Schedule Unit 1 is within the
operating limits:

The Operating LimitsOperating Limits  dialog box displays details for the following categories:

CategoryCategory DescriptionDescription

AgentsAgents The number of unique agents currently assigned to the scheduling unit.

NoteNote : A user assigned to multiple workgroups in the scheduling unit is counted once for the Agents metric.

RouteRoute
Groups-Groups-
ActiveActive

The current interaction statistics for the workgroups and interaction types selected for the scheduling unit. This metric
is the unique combination of workgroup, skill, and interaction type.

RouteRoute
Groups-Groups-
ConfiguredConfigured

The potential number of active route groups given the scheduling units configuration.

StaffingStaffing
GroupsGroups

The current number of staff groups configured for the scheduling unit.

WorkgroupsWorkgroups
The current number of workgroups configured for the scheduling unit. Each workgroup in the scheduling unit is listed
along with the number of users, skills, and interactions.  An administrator or supervisor can use this information to
determine the complexity of a workgroup.

The Operating LimitsOperating Limits  dialog box can display the following status icons and messages:
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StatusStatus
IconIcon

MessageMessage DescriptionDescription

GreenGreen
checkcheck
markmark
iconicon

Schedul ing Schedul ing Unit is  within the operational  l imits.Unit is  within the operational  l imits. With the current scheduling unit
configuration, the system is expected to run
properly.

Yel lowYel low
warningwarning
iconicon

 
A warning icon next to a category indicates
that the current value is within 10 percent of
the limit.

The system is expected to run properly.

NoteNote : A modification to the scheduling unit
could result in the category exceeding the
operating limits.

RedRed
circlecircle
with Xwith X
iconicon

Scheduling unit has exceeded operational limits. To avoid
encountering failures, restructure Scheduling Units to reduce
complexity. See the Interaction Optimizer Requirements and
Limitations Overview for more information.   The system failed to
calculate one or more report statistics indicated above.   

If one or more of the categories exceeds
operating limits, the scheduling unit exceeds
operating limits.     A system error has
occurred. An administrator can review logs
and contact PureConnect Customer Care.

For more information about operating limits and modifying a scheduling unit that exceeds operating limits, see Interaction
Optimizer configuration scale in the Interaction Optimizer Requirements and Limitation Technical Reference.

The following example shows Scheduling Unit 2 with two categories approaching the operating limits. The overall status of the
scheduling unit remains within operating limits.

The following example shows Scheduling Unit 3 with two categories that have exceeded limits. The overall status of the scheduling
unit also exceeds operating limits.
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Forecasting overviewForecasting overview
Interaction Optimizer’s forecasting features automates the process of creating and managing short- and long-term forecasts,
reducing time spent by WFM administrators to configure these calculations manually. It includes:

NoteNote : Before you configure forecasting, make sure you select the appropriate Scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer
Home page.

LinkLink PurposePurpose

ForecastsForecasts Manage short-term forecasts, including view or modify volume and average handle time. These forecasts show
interval level data for one week at a time, and are typically created for weeks less than three months in the future.
Forecasts are used when generating schedules.

Long-Long-
termterm
forecastsforecasts

Manage long-term forecasts, including view or modify volume, average handle time, and headcount requirements for
many weeks. These forecasts show months or years of data, and are typically used for time off and headcount
planning.

 

About forecast deletionAbout forecast deletion
You can delete a forecast if:

The forecast is not used by a schedule
The forecast is used by an unpublished schedule, and the scheduling time frame is in the past.

Forecasts used in schedules impact intraday monitoring. Therefore, Interaction Optimizer prevents the deletion of a forecast used
in a schedule and displays a warning, indicating that the forecast cannot be deleted.

If you select multiple forecasts to delete, and one or more forecasts are used in schedules, Interaction Optimizer will not delete any
selected forecast. Best practice recommends you review the selection before attempting to delete the forecasts.
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Working with short-term forecastsWorking with short-term forecasts
The ForecastsForecasts  area of the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page includes tools to help you plan how many interactions are
expected in future weeks.

Manage short-term forecasts including viewing or modifying volume and average handle time. These forecasts show interval level
data for one week at a time, and are typically created for weeks that are less than 3 months in the future. Forecasts are generally
used when creating schedules

NoteNote : Before you configure forecasts, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer
Home page.

Volume Forecasting allows you to review data, configure and execute interaction volume forecasts. Volume Forecasts are a part of
the greater schedule creation process.
1. To create a new forecast, click the Create forecastCreate forecast  link.
2. To create, open, rename, and delete selected forecasts as well as manage day classifications, in the Forecasts area click

Forecasts. The Forecasts grid opens.
3. To choose a previously created forecast, in the ForecastsForecasts  area click the arrow at the end of the drop-down list and choose a

forecast, then click the Open selected Open selected forecastforecast  link.

TipTip: The drop-down list shows the most recently used forecasts. If you do not find the forecast you want to open, click
the Forecasts link to view a complete list of forecasts.

  

AI-powered forecasting uses advanced functionality, features, and algorithms made available from the cloud-based AI-powered
forecasting service. Interaction Optimizer sends historical data to the service. Using the historical data, the service determines
outliers and missing data, selects the best forecasting method to use, and selects the parameters to use for the selected method.
The AI-powered forecast report displays the results for an AI-powered forecast.

Interaction Optimizer processes an AI-powered forecast by using the server and the cloud-based forecasting service. Interaction
Optimizer can process multiple AI-powered forecasts at the same time. Therefore, you can create multiple AI-powered forecasts
one after the other. You do not have to wait for an AI-powered forecast to complete processing before you create another AI-
powered forecast.  When you create a local forecast, Interaction Optimizer requires you to wait for the local forecast to complete
processing before you can create another local forecast. For example, a supervisor regularly creates forecasts for a month at a
time. A supervisor can create the AI-powered forecasts at the same time rather than creating local forecasts in sequence. A
supervisor can create four AI-powered forecasts at the same time to cover the next four weeks. Then a supervisor can use the
Forecasts tab to monitor the progress and completion of the AI-powered forecasts.

AI-powered forecasting can consume up to three years of historical data. Server configuration can control the number of weeks in
the past to use for historical data and the start date for historical data. For more information about these server parameters, see
PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.

Because AI-powered forecasting determines the source data to use for a forecast, the ability to add days to a forecast is
unavailable for an AI-powered forecast.

AI-powered forecasting requires extra licensing and configuration. For more information, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce
Management Technical Reference.

Create an AI-powered forecastCreate an AI-powered forecast

To create a AI-powered forecast, select AI-Powered ForecastingAI-Powered Forecasting in the New ForecastNew Forecast  dialog.

AI-powered forecastingAI-powered forecasting
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After you create an AI-powered forecast, use the ForecastsForecasts  tab to monitor the progress. An AI-powered forecast moves through
the InitiatingInitiating, UploadingUploading, PendingPending, and CompletedCompleted statuses.  When a forecast appears in the CompletedCompleted status, you can view
the forecast and the AI-powered forecast report.

AI-powered forecasts in the Forecasts tabAI-powered forecasts in the Forecasts tab

For an AI-powered forecast, the TypeType  column contains the following icon to indicate an AI-powered forecast:

The StatusStatus  Column indicates the following statuses:
InitiatingInitiating - Interaction Optimizer is establishing connection and preparing to send the request to the forecasting service.
UploadingUploading - Interaction Optimizer is extracting of the data from the database and uploading to the forecasting service.
PendingPending - The forecast is being generated.
CompleteComplete  - The forecast is available for viewing.
Fai ledFai led – The forecast failed to generate. Open a forecast in the Fai ledFai led status to view error information. You can create an
identical forecast and resubmit. If you continue to receive a Fai ledFai led status, contact your administrator for further assistance.
After the administrator resolves the problem, you can delete a failed forecast from the ForecastsForecasts  tab. For more information on
troubleshooting, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.
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Local forecasting uses historical ACD data (and optionally, Day Selection and Weighting) to calculate the interaction volume for the
next time period. ACD data is based on Route Group.

Interaction Optimizer processes a local forecast in IC Business Manager. Interaction Optimizer processes one local forecast at a
time. Therefore, Interaction Optimizer requires you to wait for a local forecast to complete processing before you can create
another local forecast.

Create a local forecastCreate a local forecast

To create a local forecast, select Local  ForecastingLocal  Forecasting in the New ForecastNew Forecast  dialog.  After you select OKOK, the forecast opens to the
Source DataSource Data dialog box to add days to the forecast.

Local forecasts in the Forecasts tabLocal forecasts in the Forecasts tab

For a local forecast, the TypeType  column and the StatusStatus  column are blank. A tool-tip displays for both columns to indicate local
forecasting.

Local forecastingLocal forecasting
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You can create a new forecast for a designated week. Volume Forecasts uses historical or imported ACD data to calculate, or
"forecast", the interaction volume and average handle time for the week you want to forecast.

Select a specific week to forecast, and then choose the previous number of weeks prior to the forecasted week to determine the
specified week's forecasted data. Most often, you want to create a forecast for a week in the future; however, you can create a
forecast for a previous week. In addition, you can select a forecast for any week in the future--not just for the next week. Typically,
customers create forecasts for the next 1 to 6 weeks.

TipTip: Creating multiple volume and headcount forecasts enables multiple schedule scenarios, which assists in determining the
most appropriate schedule to publish. Having multiple scenarios allows you to select which scenario makes the most sense in
terms of such factors as service level, average speed of answer, schedule efficiency, etc.

NoteNote : Before you configure forecasts, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer
Home page.

Create a new forecastCreate a new forecast

1. From the Interaction Interaction Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page, click Create Create ForecastForecast . The New ForecastNew Forecast  dialog opens.

NoteNote : If you have not previously set up the scheduling unit's time zone, you will be prompted to do so before you
continue.

2. In the Select a week to  forecastSelect a week to  forecast  area, click to highlight a week for the future volume forecast.  Click the right and left arrow
buttons next to the month and year to display a future or previous date.

3. In the NameName area, enter a descriptive name for the volume forecast.
4. In the DescriptionDescription area, enter any relevant details regarding the forecast.
5. To use historical data, select the Historical  Historical  datadata radio button. You must select Use Use historical  datahistorical  data to create an AI-

powered forecast.
6. Select AI-Powered ForecastingAI-Powered Forecasting or Local  ForecastingLocal  Forecasting.

Select AI-Powered ForecastingAI-Powered Forecasting to use cloud-based AI-powered forecasting service. AI-powered forecasting requires
additional licensing and configuration, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.

Select Local  ForecastingLocal  Forecasting to use traditional forecasting available in Interaction Optimizer. If you do not have licensing for AI-
powered forecasting, the default is a Local  Forecasting Local  Forecasting.

7. To import a custom previously exported Interaction Optimizer forecast by using an Excel (.xls) file, select the Import Import forecastforecast
radio button. Then click Browse to navigate to the file to import. You cannot import data for an AI-powered forecast. 

TipTip: Export an existing forecast to see the format of the excel file. After you open an existing forecast, select the option to
export. The format of the exported file is the format to use for the import file.

8. Click OKOK. For a local forecast, the forecast opens to the Source Source DataData dialog box to add days to the forecast. For an AI-
powered forecast, the forecast is submitted to the forecasting service for processing.

 

  

Create a new forecastCreate a new forecast

Add days to a forecastAdd days to a forecast
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NoteNote : AI-powered forecasting determines the source data to use for a forecast. Therefore, the ability to add days to a forecast
is unavailable for an AI-powered forecast.

You can create a new volume forecasts for a designated week. Volume Forecasts uses historical ACD data (and optionally, Day
Selection and Weighting) to calculate or "forecast" the interaction volume for the next time period. ACD data is based on Route
Group.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Creating multiple volume forecasts enables multiple schedule scenarios, which assists in determining the most appropriate
schedule to publish. Having multiple scenarios allows you to select which scenario makes the most sense in terms of such factors
as service level, average speed of answer, schedule efficiency, etc.

Add days to a forecastAdd days to a forecast

This topic assumes you chose to create a new forecast or have opened an existing forecast from the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer
HomeHome page. You can add days to the forecast from the Source Data dialog box.
1. To open the Source Source DataData dialog box do one of the following:

On the toolbar, click the Source Data button.
Open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and select Source Source DataData.      

2. From the Source Source DataData dialog, click the Add button and select one of the following:

 
Search for days
Select from calendar

Add days to a forecast using the Search for days featureAdd days to a forecast using the Search for days feature

If you chose Search for daysSearch for days , the Add Days forAdd Days for  dialog box opens:
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NoteNote : The Add Days foAdd Days fo r dialog box allows you to add additional days but will not remove existing days.  For example, if you
create a forecast based on the past 6 weeks and then use the Add DaysAdd Days  feature to select a number of days from the same
week last year, Interaction Optimizer includes both sets of days in the forecast.

1. To search for a specific day of the week, click the arrow at the end of the Day Day of weekof week  drop-down list and select the days you
want to add to the forecast.

2. To search for a specific day classification, click the arrow at the end of the Day Day classificationclassification drop-down list and select the
day classifications you want to include in the forecast.

3. Click the arrow at the end of the Date RangeDate Range  drop-down list and choose to select from a range of dates, a number of weeks,
or a number of occurrences.

4. Depending on your selection in step 3, do one of the following:

If you chose Date Range, select the start and end dates from the calendar boxes.
If you chose Number of weeks, use the up or down arrows to choose the number of weeks on which to pick additional days for
the forecast.
If you chose Number of occurrences, use the up or down arrows to choose the number of occurrences on which to pick
additional days for the forecast.

5. Click AddAdd.

Add days to a forecast using the Select from calendar featureAdd days to a forecast using the Select from calendar feature

If you chose Select from calendarSelect from calendar , the Select days from calendarSelect days from calendar  dialog box opens. Click to add or remove any days and click
OKOK.

NoteNote : If you select a date that contains no data, Interaction Optimizer does not include it in the Source DataSource Data list.
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Import days to or delete days from a forecastImport days to or delete days from a forecast

1. To import data from an Excel spreadsheet, click the Import source Data button.
2. To remove a day from the forecast, select it and click the Delete button.

From the ForecastForecast  dialog box, in the ModificationsModifications  area click AddAdd to open the Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box and configure a
modification.

To add a modification:To add a modification:
1. Select the category or categories for which you want to create the modification:

On the left side of the dialog box, click the down arrow to expand the category. Your choices are Day, Service Goal Group,
Workgroup, Interaction Type, or Skillset.
To include certain kinds of data in the forecast, select the check box next to the desired item you want to add. For example, you
may want to include every day of the week, or you may want to apply the modification to an additional workgroup.

Add a forecast modificationAdd a forecast modification
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To exclude certain types of data from the forecast, clear the check box next to the item you want to remove. For example, you
may want to exclude weekends or certain interaction types.

2. Optionally narrow the time to which you want to apply the modification:

In the date range bar at the bottom of the modification screen, click and hold your mouse on the left and right toolbar
controls to filter down to a specific time range.      

In the date range bar at the bottom of the modification screen, click and hold your mouse on the scrollbar to move the
predefined timeframe to another slot on the graph. 

3. Configure the filter and modification:
The default selection is Number of Interactions. To select another metric, at the top of the dialog box click the arrow at the
end of the Number of Interactions drop-down list and select the filter.

Fi l terFi l ter DescriptionDescription

Number of
Interactions

The projected number of interaction types in the forecast range.

Average Talk Time The projected average time, in seconds, of an interaction.

Average ACW Time The projected number of time, in seconds, that all after call work occurrences took for this
call.

Click the arrow at the end of the Modification field and select the modification you want to apply.
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ModificationModification DescriptionDescription

Set value over
range

Change the total value of all selected data.

For example:

Changing the total number of interactions for the week from 5000 to 6000.

Set value per
interval

Overrides the projected value per interval to a pre-defined, hard-coded value.

For example:

Assume the projected total interactions for Friday from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. is 230 (115
interactions from 4:00 to 4:30 and 115 interactions from 4:30 to 5:00). To decrease the projection
to 100, in the Set value Set value per intervalper interval  field enter -15. The system decreases the 4:00 to 4:30
projection to 100 and the 4:30 to 5:00 projection to 100. The new projected total interactions
value is 200.

Change value
by percent

Increase or decrease the projected or forecasted value by a certain percent.

For example:

If the projected number of interactions is 116 and you want to increase the projection by 25%, type
25. The projected total interactions changes to 145. If you want to decrease the value by 10%,
enter -10. The projected total number of interactions changes to 105.

Change value
over range

Increase or decrease the projected value by a specific number.

For example:

If the projected average talk time is 300 seconds and you enter -60, the projected average talk
time is 240 seconds. If you enter 120, the projected average talk time is 420.

Change value
per interval

Increase or decrease the projected total interactions by a specific number.

For example:

Assume the projected total interactions for Monday from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m. is 30 (14
interactions from 12:00 to 12:30 and 16 interactions from 12:30 to 1:00). To increase the
projection to 50, in the Change Change value per intervalvalue per interval  field enter 10. The system increases the
12:00 to 12:30 projection to 24 and the 12:30 to 1:00 projection to 26. The new projected total
interactions value is 50.

Minimum Set a minimum value for the projected range. These values are applied per interval, per route
group (a combination of workgroup, interaction type, and skillset).

For example:

Assume you have a route group that does not receive a significant number of calls. If you set the
minimum to 1, Interaction Optimizer ensures there is always some volume for the route group.

Maximum Set a maximum value for the projected range. These values are applied per interval, per route
group (a combination of workgroup, interaction type, and skillset).

Smoothing Move the Smoothing bar to fit the data to a curve. 

If the interval you select does not have any interactions, you will be given options to configure the modification by adding
other workgroups, interaction types, skills, average talk time values or after call work values.

4. Click OKOK to close the Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box and return to the forecast.
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You can edit, delete, deactivate, or arrange the order of modifications.

Edit or delete a modificationEdit or delete a modification

1. To edit a modification:

From the ForecastForecast  tab select the modification to change and click the EditEdit  button. The Edit ModificationEdit Modification dialog box opens.
Make your desired updates, then click OKOK to save your changes and return to the forecast.

2. To delete one or more modifications, from the ForecastForecast  tab select the modification or modifications to change and click the
DeleteDelete  button.

Deactivate a modification and save it for future useDeactivate a modification and save it for future use

Locate the modification you want to remove from the forecast and select it to clear the EnabledEnabled check box. The modification no
longer applies to the forecast, but is saved for later use, or use in another forecast.

AArrange the order in which Interaction Optimizer applies a modificationrrange the order in which Interaction Optimizer applies a modification

Select the modification or modifications you want to move and use the up or down arrows to arrange the order in which Interaction
Optimizer applies it.

 

    

In the Forecast Display OptionsForecast Display Options  dialog, you can choose which values are shown, whether to show data points on graphs or to
show the actual values, and the time zone and format.

NoteNote : Before you configure forecast display options, ensure you have opened the forecast you want to configure.

To configure forecast display options:
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Forecasts area do one of the following:

Click the ForecastsForecasts  link. The Forecasts grid opens. Double-click the forecast for which you want to configure options. The
Forecast tab opens.
Select the appropriate forecast from the drop-down list and click Open Selected ForecastOpen Selected Forecast . The Forecast tab opens.

TipTip: The drop-down list shows the most recently used forecasts. If you do not find the forecast you want to open, click
the ForecastsForecasts  link to view a complete list of forecasts.

2. Click Display options or open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose Display OptionsDisplay Options . The Forecast DisplayForecast Display
OptionsOptions  dialog box opens:

Manage a modificationManage a modification

Configure forecast display optionsConfigure forecast display options
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3. In the Show values forShow values for  area, select the desired check boxes for which you want to view values:

Number of interactions
Average handle time (AHT)
Average after call work (ACW)
Average talk time (ATT)

4. To customize the graph view, select the Show data po ints on graphsShow data po ints on graphs  check box and/or the Show actual  valuesShow actual  values  check
box.  

NoteNote : If this is a forecast created for a future date, the Show actual values check box is not available.

5. To configure time display, select one of the following:

Show times in forecast time zone (the time zone set for the Scheduling Unit when you initially created the forecast)
Show times in local time zone

6. Click the arrow at the end of the Time formatTime format  drop-down list and select one of the following:

Seconds
Minutes

7. Click OKOK.
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You can use the Export Coverage to Excel feature to port the current schedule or forecast per route group for each interval into an
Excell file. The file can be saved to another location and renamed for future use.
1. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Export Coverage to  Excel .Export Coverage to  Excel .
2. Save the file to the desired location.

   

With AI-powered forecasting, you can view AI-powered forecast reports. Local forecasts do not have access to these reports. An AI-
powered forecast report includes descriptive information at the beginning of the report to explain:

Our approach
Data processing
Missing data
Outliers
Model generation

Under Workgroups and Route GroupsWorkgroups and Route Groups , you can find links to the reports for each route group in a workgroup. A report includes a
section for the following forecast metrics:

Offered
Average Talk Time in Seconds
Average ACW Time in Seconds

For each forecast metric, the report includes sections for missing data, outliers, model generation, and other analyzer methods. The
following example illustrates an AI-powered forecast report.

 

Export coverage to ExcelExport coverage to Excel

AI-powered forecast reportsAI-powered forecast reports
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View an AI-powered forecast reportView an AI-powered forecast report
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NoteNote : AI-powered forecast reports are not available for local forecasts.

1. From the ForecastsForecasts  tab, open an AI-powered forecast in the CompleteComplete  status.
2. If you plan to use the Run Report Run Report for Selected i temsfor Selected i tems  option, click to expand the categories and select or clear the filtering

options on the left side of the page.
3. On the toolbar, click the ReportsReports  button to Run Report for al l  ItemsRun Report for al l  Items . You can expand the ReportsReports  button and select RunRun

Report for Report for Selected ItemsSelected Items  or Run Report Run Report for Al l  Itemfor Al l  Items. The AI-powered forecast report appears.
4. You can:

Click a route group under Workgroups Workgroups and Route Groupsand Route Groups  to display the report for a route group in the workgroup.
Use the buttons (for example, NextNext  and PreviousPrevious ) at the bottom of the report to navigate through the report.
Right-click and select PrintPrint  to print a report.

Working with long-term forecastsWorking with long-term forecasts
The Long-TermThe Long-Term ForecastsForecasts  area of the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page includes tools to help you calculate time off and
headcount planning. Long-term forecasts include months or years of data.

NoteNote : Before you configure forecasts, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  from the Interaction Optimizer
Home page.

1. To create a new long-term forecast, click the Create new long-term forecastCreate new long-term forecast  link.
2. To create, open, rename, and delete selected forecasts as well as manage day classifications, in the Forecasting area click

Long-Term Forecasts. The Long-term forecasts grid opens.
3. To choose a previously created forecast, in the Long-Term ForecastsLong-Term Forecasts  area click the arrow at the end of the drop-down list

and choose a forecast, then click the Open long-term forecastOpen long-term forecast  link.

TipTip: The drop-down list shows the most recently used forecasts. If you do not find the forecast you want to open, click
the Long-Term Forecasts link to view a complete list of forecasts.
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1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Forecasting area select Create long-term forecastCreate long-term forecast . The New Long-Term
Forecast dialog box opens.

2. Enter a name and optional description for the forecast.
3. In the Forecast start dateForecast start date  and Forecast end dateForecast end date  areas, click to highlight the time frame for the long-term forecast. Click

the right and left arrow buttons next to the month and year to display a future or previous date.
4. To use historical data, select the Historic dataHistoric data radio button and click to highlight the time frame from which to import

historical data.
5. To import an Excel (.xls) file, select the Import weekly dataImport weekly data radio button and do one of the following:

Click Browse to navigate to the file you want to import.
Click Download weekly templateDownload weekly template  and manually incorporate your forecast data.

6. Click OKOK.
7. If applicable, the New Long-Term Forecast: Select Representative Week dialog box opens. Select the weeks to use when

creating an average representative forecast.

Optimizer uses the representative week to distribute weekly numbers to daily numbers for each route group. In this dialog, you can
merge any number of the past 8 weeks into a single "Representative Week".

NoteNote : This dialog also appears if you run the Set Value modification on a week with a 0 value.

Best practice recommends that, for a more accurate average, you select typical weeks. Optimizer uses the average representative
week when it converts weekly data to daily or hourly numbers.
1. Review the weeks you want to use to create an average representative long-term forecast week. By default, all weeks are

selected.
2. Deselect any non-typical weeks, or weeks you do not want to include, and click OKOK. The Generating long-term forecast “name”

page opens.
3. When prompted, click OKOK.

Create a new long-term forecastCreate a new long-term forecast

Create representative weeks for a long-term forecastCreate representative weeks for a long-term forecast
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After you create the long-term forecast, select representative weeks if applicable, and generate the forecast, the Generating long-
term forecast page opens. This page displays status messages as the long-term forecast generation progresses, such as loading
historic data or generating forecast.

When you see the Long-term forecast generation is  completeLong-term forecast generation is  complete  message, review the status messages and click OK to open the
long-term forecast editor.

On the Long-TermLong-Term Forecasts EditorForecasts Editor  page, you can customize various aspects of the selected forecast. The graph view displays
selected metric variables used to calculate the long-term forecast. On the left side of the page, click to expand the categories and
display filtering options. Select or deselect the check boxes to adjust forecasting calculations. Click the panes again to collapse
the views.

In the graph area, notice the following:
1. Below the graph, move the zoom control arrow to select a smaller date range.
2. The red, vertical line on the graph represents today's date.
3. Dotted lines on the graph reflect the historic data used to create the long-term forecast and cannot be adjusted.
4. User-defined modifications, once created, appear below the graph and are applied to the graph data in consecutive order, when

selected. Because the modifications have their own filter set, they may not apply to the current graph data.
5. After you generate staffing requirements, the graph will include two Y-axes. Hover over the graphed lines to determine which

axis applies to each graph.

From the Long-term ForecastForecast  Editor page, in the ModificationsModifications  area click Add to open the Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box and
configure a modification.

To add a modification:To add a modification:

1. Select the category or categories for which you want to create the modification:

On the left side of the page, click to expand expand the category. Your choices are Metric, Interaction Type, Workgroup, Skillset,
Service Goal Group, or Staff Type.
To include certain kinds of data in the forecast, select the check box next to the desired item you want to add. For example, you
may want to include all interaction types, or you may want to apply the modification to an additional workgroup.

Long-term forecast generationLong-term forecast generation

Working with the long-term forecast editorWorking with the long-term forecast editor

Add or edit a long-term forecast modificationAdd or edit a long-term forecast modification
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To exclude certain types of data from the forecast, clear the check box next to the item you want to remove. For example, you
may want to exclude average after call work (ACW) or certain interaction types.

2. To optionally narrow the time to which you want to apply the modification, do one of the following:

In the date range bar at the bottom of the modification screen, click and hold your mouse on the left and right toolbar controls
to filter down to a specific time range.    
In the date range bar at the bottom of the modification screen, click and hold your mouse on the scrollbar to move the
predefined timeframe to another slot on the graph. 
In the Start Date and End Date boxes at the top of the modification screen, enter the desired date range.
In the Start Date and End Date boxes at the top of the modification screen, click the calendar buttons to select the desired date
range.

3. Configure the filter and modification:

The default selection is Number of Interactions. To select another metric, at the top of the dialog box click the arrow at the end
of the Metric list and select the desired filter.

Filter DescriptionDescription
Number of
Interactions

The projected number of interaction types in the forecast range.

Average
Talk Time

The projected average time, in seconds, of an interaction.

Average
ACW Time

The projected number of time, in seconds, that all after call work occurrences took for this call.

Required
Staff

The projected number of staff members in the forecast range. This option only appears after
you create staffing requirements. For information about creating staffing requirements, see the
Related topics.

Click the arrow at the end of the ModificationModification field and select the modification you want to apply.

ModificationModification DescriptionDescription
Set value Set a fixed value for every week within your time range.

For example:
Change the number of interactions for every week to 6000.

Set trend Set the percentage increase that you want to occur over the entire time range.  This will
maintain the same basic shape.  For example, say that you are doing a two year long-term
forecast.  Your business projects that the number of interactions will grow around 25 percent
over the course of that time.  If you enter 25, then the values towards the beginning of the
time range will increase slightly and the values by the last week of the forecast will increase
25%.

Modify by
value

Increase or decrease the value of every week by a fixed amount.
For example:
If the average talk time is 300 seconds and you enter -60, the average talk time is 240
seconds. If you enter 120, the average talk time is 420.

Modify by
percent

Increase or decrease the value of each week by a certain percent.
For example:For example:
If the forecast number of interactions is 200, 300, and 400 for 3 consecutive weeks, and you
enter a Modify by percent value of 10, then the new forecast number of interactions will be
220, 330, and 440. If you want to decrease the value by 10%, enter -10.

Minimum Set a minimum value for the selected date range. These values are applied per week, per
route group (a combination of workgroup, interaction type, and skillset).
For example:For example:
Assume you have a route group that does not receive a significant number of calls. If you set
the minimum to 1, Interaction Optimizer ensures there is always some volume for the route
group.

Maximum Set a maximum value for the selected date range. These values are applied per week, per
route group (a combination of workgroup, interaction type, and skillset).

Smoothing Move the Smoothing bar farther to the right to increase the impact of smoothing.  The total
of all the interactions when smoothing will be maintained by increasing some values and
decreasing others to make the curve less jagged.  

3. Click OKOK to close the Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box and return to the forecast.
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Edit or delete a modificationEdit or delete a modification

1. To edit a modification:

From the  Long-term Forecast EditorLong-term Forecast Editor  page, select the modification to change and click the Edit button. The EditEdit
ModificationModification dialog box opens.
Make your desired updates, then click OKOK to save your changes and return to the forecast.

2. To delete a modification, from the  Long-term Forecast EditorLong-term Forecast Editor  page, select the modification to change and click the Delete
button.

Deactivate a modification and save it for future useDeactivate a modification and save it for future use

Locate the modification you want to remove from the forecast and select it to clear the EnabledEnabled check box. The modification no
longer applies to the forecast, but is saved for later use, or use in another forecast.

Arrange the order in which Interaction Optimizer applies a modificationArrange the order in which Interaction Optimizer applies a modification

Select the modification you want to move and use the up or down arrows to arrange the order in which Interaction Optimizer applies
it.

 

1. From the long-term forecast editor, open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Regenerate Long-Term ForecastRegenerate Long-Term Forecast . The
Regenerate Long-Term Forecast dialog box opens.

NoteNote :  Before Optimizer attempts to regenerate the forecast, you may be prompted to save your changes if you
haven’t already done so.

2. Make any desired updates and click OKOK. The New Long-Term Forecast: Select Representative Week dialog box opens.
3. Select or deselect your week and click OKOK. Optimizer regenerates your forecast.

Regenerate a long-term forecastRegenerate a long-term forecast
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In the Rename Long-Term Forecast dialog box, you can change the name of the long-term forecast and its description. This dialog
box also displays the date that the long-term forecast was last modified, as well as the name of the person who made the update.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Forecasting area click the Long-Term ForecastsLong-Term Forecasts  link. The Long-TermLong-Term

ForecastsForecasts  tab opens.
2. Select the long-term forecast you want to rename and click the rename button. The Rename Long-Term ForecastRename Long-Term Forecast  dialog box

opens.
3. Enter the updated  long-term forecast name and optionally update the description.
4. Click OKOK to return to the Long-Term Forecasts tab.

Rename a long-term forecastRename a long-term forecast
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In the long-term forecast Display OptionsDisplay Options  dialog, you can choose which values are shown, whether to show historical data and
staff, and the time zone and format.

NoteNote : Before you configure long-term forecast display options, ensure you have opened the long-term forecast you want to
configure.

To configure long-term forecast display options:
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Forecasts area do one of the following:

Click the Long-Term ForecastsLong-Term Forecasts  link. The Forecasts grid opens. Double-click the long-term forecast for which you want to
configure options. The Long-Term Forecasts tab opens.
Select the appropriate long-term forecast from the drop-down list and click Open long-term forecastOpen long-term forecast . The Long-Term
Forecasts tab opens.

TipTip: The drop-down list shows the most recently used forecasts. If you do not find the forecast you want to open, click
the Long-Term ForecastsLong-Term Forecasts  link to view a complete list of forecasts.

2. Click Display options or open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose Display OptionsDisplay Options . The long-term forecast
Display OptionsDisplay Options  dialog box opens.

3. In the Navigation OptionsNavigation Options  area, select the desired check boxes for which you want to view values:

Service Goal Groups
Woirkgroups
Interaction Types
Skillsets
Staff Types (This option only appears after you generate staffing requirements. For more information, see the Related topics)

4. Click the arrow at the end of the Time formatTime format  drop-down list and select Seconds or Minutes.
5. To customize the metric on which to zoom for graph view, click the arrow at the end of the Zoom control metric drop-down list

and select the category.
6. To show historic data and historic staff (when applicable), select the appropriate check boxes.
7. Click OKOK.

 

Set up long-term forecast display optionsSet up long-term forecast display options
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To generate staffing requirements for the long-term forecast:
1. Open the desired long-term forecast.
2. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Generate Staffing RequirementsGenerate Staffing Requirements . The Generate Staffing Requirements

dialog box opens.
3. Optionally override the total shrinkage per day:

a. Click inside the box below the date for which you want to override shrinkage.
b. Enter the percentage by which you want to override shrinkage.

NoteNote : This value must be between 0% and 99%.

c. To clear all entries, click the Reset to  schedul ing unit default valuesReset to  schedul ing unit default values  link.

4. Click OKOK. The Generate staffing requirements dialog opens and begins to calculate staffing requirements. This page displays
status messages as the staffing requirements generation processing progresses.

5. When complete, click OKOK to return to the long-term forecast editor.

 

In this dialog box, optionally override the total shrinkage per day:
1. Click inside the box below the date for which you want to override shrinkage.
2. Enter the percentage by which you want to override shrinkage.

NoteNote : This value must be between 0% and 99%.

3. To clear all entries, click the Reset to  schedul ing unit default valuesReset to  schedul ing unit default values  link.

Generate staffing requirementsGenerate staffing requirements

Generate Staffing Requirements shrinkage override dialog boxGenerate Staffing Requirements shrinkage override dialog box
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In this dialog box, select the long-term forecast form which to base the required staff numbers.

Import Required Staffing dialog boxImport Required Staffing dialog box
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Scheduling OverviewScheduling Overview
The Schedul ingSchedul ing area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page includes tools to help you configure and manage weekly schedules,
set up and manage schedule bids, and review agent scheduling preferences for the current scheduling unit. Before you configure
scheduling, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page.

NoteNote : Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend you generate schedules on a
client machine.

Schedul ingSchedul ing
LinkLink

PurposePurpose

Schedules Click the Schedules link to open the Schedules grid, where you can manage weekly schedules, including
creating, editing, publishing, and removing them.

Schedule Bids Click the Schedule Bids link to open the Schedule Bids grid, where you can manage schedule bids, including
creating, editing, activating, and removing them.

Schedule
Preferences

Show the preferences for when to work or not work for the agents who belong to the current scheduling unit.

Shift Trading
requests

View all unmatched, in progress, and completed shift trades.

 

V iew ModesView Modes

View schedules in three modes:

 Day (default view):

V iew Schedule in Day ModeView Schedule in Day Mode

Viewing a schedule in day mode (default view), displays 25 hours in the schedule; showing start time 1 hour before the earliest
activity, and the end time 25 hours after the start time. Day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a
future time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

View Schedule in Day ModeView Schedule in Day Mode
Viewing a schedule in day mode (default view), displays 25 hours in the schedule; showing start time 1 hour before the earliest
activity, and the end time 25 hours after the start time. Day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a
future time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

 Multi-day

View Schedule in Multi -day ModeView Schedule in Multi -day Mode

Viewing a schedule in multi-day mode, displays daily schedules in hourly time slots, up to one week. Using the Start Time and
End Time selection boxes, you can pick the start and end times to the nearest hour. Click Update to update the schedule
contents after changing start and end times. Multi-day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a future
time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

View Schedule in Multi-day ModeView Schedule in Multi-day Mode
Viewing a schedule in multi-day mode, displays daily schedules in hourly time slots, up to one week. Using the Start Time and
End Time selection boxes, you can pick the start and end times to the nearest hour. Click Update to update the schedule
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contents after changing start and end times. Multi-day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a future
time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

 Week

View Schedule in Week ModeView Schedule in Week Mode

Viewing a schedule in week mode, displays daily schedules in 24 hour (or shift) time slots, up to one week. Week mode allows
editing of shifts (double-click to edit activities, as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is the live (published)
schedule.

View Schedule in Week ModeView Schedule in Week Mode
Viewing a schedule in week mode, displays daily schedules in 24 hour (or shift) time slots, up to one week. Week mode allows
editing of shifts (double-click to edit activities), as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is the live (published)
schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

AI-powered schedulingAI-powered scheduling
AI-powered scheduling uses advanced functionality, features, and algorithms made available from the cloud-based AI-powered
scheduling service. Interaction Optimizer sends scheduling data to the service. The service:

Leverages advanced AI-modeling to automatically generate optimized schedules.
Ensures accurate performance predictions.

Interaction Optimizer processes an AI-powered schedule by using the server and the cloud-based scheduling service. Interaction
Optimizer can process multiple AI-powered schedules at the same time. Therefore, you can create multiple AI-powered schedules
one after the other. You do not have to wait for an AI-powered schedule to complete processing before you create another AI-
powered schedule. When you create a local schedule, Interaction Optimizer requires you to wait for the local schedule to complete
processing before you can create another local schedule. For example, a supervisor regularly creates schedules for a month at a
time. A supervisor can create the AI-powered schedules at the same time rather than creating local schedules in sequence. A
supervisor can create four AI-powered schedules at the same time to cover the next four weeks. Then a supervisor can use the
Schedules tab to monitor the progress and completion of the AI-powered schedules.

AI-powered forecasting requires extra licensing and configuration. For more information, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce
Management Technical Reference.

If you use AI-powered scheduling, you cannot:
Copy an AI-powered schedule that uses an AI-powered forecast.
Change the forecast associated with a schedule.
Use schedule bidding.
Apply time off requests.
Edit activities.
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Perform some agent actions.

To create an AI-powered schedule, select AI-Powered Schedul ingAI-Powered Schedul ing as the Schedule TypSchedule Type in the Create New ScheduleCreate New Schedule  dialog.

An AI-powered forecast must be in CompleteComplete  status to appear in Select a forecastSelect a forecast  area.

You cannot use the Fi l ters Fi leFi l ters Fi le  option with AI-powered schedules.

After you create an AI-powered schedule, use the StatusStatus  column in the SchedulesSchedules  tab to monitor the progress. An AI-powered
schedule moves through the InitiatingInitiating, UploadingUploading,  In In ProgressProgress , and CompleteComplete  statuses.  When a schedule appears in the
CompleteComplete  status, you can open, view, and publish the schedule.

Create an AI-powered scheduleCreate an AI-powered schedule

AI-powered schedules in the Schedules tabAI-powered schedules in the Schedules tab
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For an AI-powered schedule, the TypeType  column contains the following icon to indicate an AI-powered schedule:

The StatusStatus  Column can indicate the following statuses:
InitiatingInitiating  Interaction Optimizer is establishing connection and preparing to send the request to the scheduling service.
UploadingUploading  Interaction Optimizer is extracting of the data from the database and uploading to the scheduling service.
PendingPending  If a user exits IC Business Manager and opens it again, the PendingPending status appears briefly for a schedule in the InIn
ProgressProgress  status. Once Interaction Optimizer determines the percent complete, the status changes to In In ProgressProgress .
In ProgressIn Progress   The schedule is being processed. The percentage complete gives the current progress.
Cancel l ing Cancel l ing  Indicates cancellation is in progress.
Cancel ledCancel led  The schedule is canceled.
CompleteComplete   The schedule is available for viewing.
Fai ledFai led  The schedule failed to generate. Double-click a schedule in the Fai ledFai led status to view error information. You can create
an identical schedule and resubmit. If you continue to receive a Failed status, contact your administrator for further assistance.
After the administrator resolves the problem, you can delete a failed schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  tab. For more information
on troubleshooting, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.

You can cancel an AI-powered schedule if the status is Ini tiatingInitiating, UploadingUploading, PendingPending, and In ProgressIn Progress . To cancel an AI-
powered schedule, right-click the AI-powered schedule, and select Cancel  selected scheduleCancel  selected schedule .

You can delete an AI-powered schedule if the status is CompleteComplete  or Fai ledFai led. To cancel an AI-powered schedule, select DeleteDelete
button on the toolbar.

Local schedulingLocal scheduling
Local scheduling uses an enhanced scheduling engine that accurately schedules agents at optimal times. The local scheduling
engine uses an advanced algorithm and calculation feature.  The local scheduling engine processes local schedules at a slower
rate than the AI-powered scheduling service processed AI-powered schedules.

Interaction Optimizer processes a local schedule in IC Business Manager. Interaction Optimizer processes one local schedule at a
time. Therefore, Interaction Optimizer requires you to wait for a local schedule to complete processing before you can create
another local schedule.

NoteNote : If you already submitted an AI-powered schedule for processing on the CIC server, you cannot create a local schedule
until the AI-powered schedule completes.

To create a local schedule, select Local  Schedul ingLocal  Schedul ing as the Schedule TypSchedule Type in the Create Create New ScheduleNew Schedule  dialog.

Create a local scheduleCreate a local schedule
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For a local schedule, the TypeType  column and the StatusStatus  column are blank. A tool-tip displays for the TypeType  column to indicate local
scheduling.

 

Local schedules in the Schedules tabLocal schedules in the Schedules tab
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View Schedule PreferencesView Schedule Preferences
You can view all the preferences for the agents in their agent group (or across the entire scheduling unit). The agents' preferences
appear in the Schedule PreferencesSchedule Preferences  tab. This view is very useful when you want to see a number or agents’ preferences all at the
same time. You could use this information to make decisions, for example, like picking which agent to send home at 3:30pm when
the interaction volume is down, or determining whether it makes sense to create a new shift that has a later start time because a
majority of agents prefer to start later rather than earlier.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Schedule Schedule Preferences.Preferences.
2. Do any of the following:

Hover your mouse over an interval to show preference details:

Right-click and select a sort schedule preference option:

NoteNote : Agents mark their preferences, such as "Would definitely like to work" or "Would prefer not to work" for whatever portion
of the day they choose in Interaction Client. See the Interaction Desktop online help for more information.

 

 

View the agent's scheduling preferencesView the agent's scheduling preferences
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The status bar displays the CIC server, the number of agents, view mode, changes not saved, editing status, and filter options that
are associated with the schedule in the workspace.

CIC IC ServerServer : This is the name of the CIC server that Interaction Optimizer Administrator is connected to.

Number Number of Agentsof Agents : This is the number of filtered agents out of the total number of scheduled agents for the schedule.

V iew V iew ModeMode: This is the type of schedule view currently being shown.

Changes Changes Not SavedNot Saved: This indicates if any changes have been made since the last save, or since the schedule was opened.

Editing Editing StatusStatus :  This indicates whether the schedule is opened in read-only or if editing is allowed.

Fi l ter OptionsFi l ter Options : This indicates whether the filter is on or if it is off. If the filter is on, then on hover or mouse-over over the status, a
tooltip with the filter details is displayed.

      

Create and Manage Weekly SchedulesCreate and Manage Weekly Schedules

NoteNote : Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend that you generate schedules
on a client machine.

Interaction Optimizer includes local scheduling and AI-powered scheduling.

NoteNote : You can generate a local schedule and continue working in Interaction Center Business Manager while Interaction
Optimizer calculates the schedule. However, closing the tab or navigating to a different page within the same tab cancels the
current schedule generation.  You may freely open other tabs an work within them.

When you generate a local schedule, Interaction Optimizer displays status messages as the schedule generation progresses, such
as which agent is being evaluated and what step is currently being performed in the process.

When the schedule generation is complete, you can review any applicable details, warnings, or error messages associated with the
schedule. You can also view the schedule immediately or save schedule information for diagnostic and support purposes.

You can manage weekly schedules, including creating, editing, publishing, renaming, reviewing, and removing them. When you open
and view the current week's schedule, the system defaults to the schedule's current day view (the day you open the view), and not
the schedule's first day of the week.

Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page Schedul ingSchedul ing
unitunit  drop-down list. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the
Schedules drop-down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link. The Schedule tab opens. From here, you can manage
schedules, including:

Create a New Week Schedule
Edit Base Schedules
Modify Activity Details
View the Base Schedule Editor Calendar
Rename a Schedule

 

View the Status BarView the Status Bar
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You can generate a schedule for a specific week. For each agent, the following information is used in the order listed create his or
her schedule for the week:
1. Base schedule
2. Shift rotation
3. Shift definition (shift)

NoteNote : You cannot generate schedules on the IC server.

If an agent has an effective base schedule, it doesn’t matter what shift the agent is in until after the base schedule is no longer
effective. Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  drop-down list.

Create (generate) a week scheduleCreate (generate) a week schedule

1. From the Interaction Interaction Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Create Create scheduleschedule . The Create New ScheduleCreate New Schedule
dialog box opens.

2. In the Select Select a week to  schedulea week to  schedule  area, select the week for which you want to create a schedule. Use the left and right
arrows to move between months.

3. In the Select Select a forecasta forecast  area, select a forecast on which to base the new schedule. An AI-powered forecast must be in
CompleteComplete  status to appear in Select a forecast area.

4. In the Schedule Schedule namename box, type a unique name for the schedule.
5. In the Schedule Schedule TypeType  box, select Local  Schedul ingLocal  Schedul ing or AI-Powered Schedul ingAI-Powered Schedul ing.

Select LocalLocal  Schedul ingSchedul ing to use traditional scheduling available in Interaction Optimizer. If you do not have licensing for AI-
powered scheduling, the default is Local  Schedul ingLocal  Schedul ing.

Select AI-Powered Schedul ingAI-Powered Schedul ing to use AI-powered cloud-based scheduling. AI-powered scheduling requires additional
licensing and configuration, see PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.

6. (Optional) Select Fi l ters Fi l ters fi le (optional)fi le (optional) . You cannot select this option if you selected to use AI-powered scheduling.
7. To enable schedule preferences when available, click Enable schedule Enable schedule preferences when avai lablepreferences when avai lable .
8. Click OKOK. 

For a local schedule, the Generating Generating scheduleschedule  dialog box opens. It displays a status messages as the schedule generation
progresses.

For an AI-powered schedule, the schedule is submitted to the scheduling service for processing. The StatusStatus  column in the
SchedulesSchedules  tab displays the progress.

9. When the schedule is complete, do any of the following:

To view local schedule generation details, expand the desired nodes.
To save local schedule information for diagnostic and support purposes, click the Save Support Save Support LogLog button and save the file
to the desired location.
To open and view the new schedule, click Open Open schedule. schedule. AI-powered schedule must be in CompleteComplete  status before you can
open and view the schedule.

 

 

Create a New Week ScheduleCreate a New Week Schedule
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The system creates a base schedule when agent bids are processed. You can change the base schedule for an agent so the
changes are reflected in the schedules that are generated in subsequent weeks for the time period the base schedule is effective.
The schedule has to be validated when changes are made to ensure subsequent weekly schedules can be generated. The base
schedule shows the daily constraints for the entire week and allows you to make changes to any activity or the entire shift. For
example, if an agent has a 9-5 shift Monday through Friday and now needs to leave at 3:30 on Wednesdays, you can change the
Wednesday shift to end at 3:30. As a result, you won't have to change the schedule each week it's generated.

NoteNote : Only one base schedule can be in effect at any given time.

The Base Schedule Editor is designed for basic edits only. If you need to make major changes to an agent's base schedule, such as
adding and removing activities or changing the days of the week, then you should do that in the main schedule editor. You can pick
one specific week to edit and make the entire seven days exactly what you want the agent to have for a base schedule. Then you
can right-click on that agent and click Create Base ScheduleCreate Base Schedule  to use that one week as the basis for the new base schedule. You
will set the effective dates as needed and overwrite any existing base schedules that were previously used during that date range.

NotesNotes :

You cannot create a new activity that starts before the current time.
You cannot copy a shift from one user to another on the current day.
When a new activity is created on the current day, and a shift does not exist for that activity, the shift should start at the time of
the new activity start time and not before or after the new activity.

For changes that affect a single week, edit the schedule for that week. For longer term changes, edit the existing base schedule that
is in effect for the time range desired.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Edit a base schedule for an agentEdit a base schedule for an agent

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the Agent area, right-click the agent and select Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule  from the menu that appears. The Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule
dialog opens. You will be editing the base schedule for that week, but it may also be used for many other weeks. Double-check
the starting and ending week date range.

NoteNote : If there is no base schedule that is effective during the week of the weekly schedule you started with, a message
appears, asking if you want to create a new base schedule from the existing weekly schedule. Click YesYes  to continue.

3. To modify the schedule date range, in the top section of the dialog box, do the following:

a. In the Starting week ofStarting week of box, type or select a new schedule start date.
b. In the Ending week ofEnding week of box, type or select a new ending week for the schedule, or, clear the check box so the schedule

does not have an end date. Schedules without an end date continue indefinitely. The Existing base scheduleExisting base schedule  box lists, for
this agent, all the existing base schedules that will be replaced with this revised base schedule.

c. To see the existing base schedules in calendar view, click V iew calendarV iew calendar . The highlighted dates indicate the existing base
schedule dates.

4. In the data grid, click the activity. In the bottom section of the dialog box, the Activi ty SettingsActivi ty Settings  for that activity are made
available for edit.

5. To move an activity, in the data grid, click the Activi tyActivi ty  and drag and drop it to the desired location.

6. To change the start time for an activity, do one of the following:

In the data grid, click the Activi tyActivi ty  and drag it to the earliest time the activity can start.
In the bottom section of the dialog box, in the Earliest start time box, type or select the earliest time the activity can start.

7. To change the activity length, do one of the following:
In the data grid, click the right edge of the Activi tyActivi ty  and drag it to set the desired time you want the activity to last.
In the bottom section of the dialog box, in the LengthLength box, type or select the amount of time you want the activity to last.

Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule
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8. To change the time increment for the activity, in the IncrementIncrement  box, type or select the amount of time to add to the Earliest
start time to get the next possible activity start time. For example, if you have an earliest start time of 11:00am, a latest start
time of 12:00pm, and a start time increment of 30 minutes, your possible start times for the activity are: 11:00 a.m., 11:30 a.m.,
and 12:00 p.m.

9. To move all activities in the shift forward or backward a specific amount of time, do the following:
a. In the data grid, right-click the Activi tyActivi ty  and then click Move entire shift...Move entire shift...  The Move All Activities in Shift dialog box

appears.
b. Click the direction to move the shift and then, in the TimeTime box, select the amount of time to move all activities in the shift.
c. Click OKOK to close the dialog box and save your changes. The data grid reflects your changes.

10. To save your changes, in the Edit Base Schedule dialog box, click ApplyApply  or OKOK.

NoteNote : You cannot edit an ACD activity to make it have different possible start times or increment values. The only time you can
change an ACD activity is to make the first ACD start earlier or make the last ACD stop later. This change is effectively
increasing or decreasing the start and end time for the shift. When you move the start time of an ACD activity that touches
some other activity, you are basically changing the other activity and the ACD will fill in all the time during the shift that isn’t
covered by other activities.

TipTip: In the data grid, an activity that doesn't have a solid highlight indicates changes to that activity haven't been saved. In step
3, see the Meal activity for Tuesday as an example.

Create a base schedule for an agentCreate a base schedule for an agent

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click SchedulesSchedules .
2. In the SchedulesSchedules  drop-down list, select the schedule you want to edit and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The

selected schedule opens.
3. In the view, right-click the agent and then click Create Base Schedule Create Base Schedule from the menu that appears. The Create BaseCreate Base

ScheduleSchedule  dialog opens.

NoteNote : You can make the same changes as when editing a base schedule.

4. To adjust the ACD start time, in the data grid, click the left edge of the ACDACD  box and drag it to the desired start time.
5. To adjust the ACD end time, in the data grid, click the right edge of the ACDACD  box and drag it to the desired end time.
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You can modify activities in a schedule.

Modify activity detailsModify activity details

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the view, double-click an activity to edit it. The Modify Activi ty Detai lsModify Activi ty Detai ls  dialog appears. 
3. You can modify the following information as needed:

Activi ty type:Activi ty type:  The type of shift activity.
Length:Length:  The length of time the activity lasts.
Start t ime:Start t ime:  The time the activity starts.
Description:Description:  A description of the activity.
Counts as paid time:Counts as paid time:  Select this check box if the activity counts toward paid time.
Counts toward contiguous work  time:Counts toward contiguous work  time:  Select this check box if the activity counts towards contiguous work time.
Force time values to  the nearest 15 minutes:Force time values to  the nearest 15 minutes:  When selected, this option rounds the start time and length to the nearest
15 minutes. For example, if you have a start time of 11:04 and a length of 29 minutes, it will round the activity times to 11:00 to
11:30.

 

Modify Activity DetailsModify Activity Details
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You can view a calendar that shows the schedule dates for existing base schedules to which an agent is assigned.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

View the calendar for a base scheduleView the calendar for a base schedule

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. In the view, right-click the agent and select Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule  from the menu that appears. The Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule  dialog
opens. You will be editing the base schedule for that week, but it may also be used for many other weeks. Double-check the
starting and ending week date range.

3. In the top section of the dialog box, click the V iew calendarV iew calendar  link. The Existing Base Schedule Effective DatesExisting Base Schedule Effective Dates  dialog box
appears. The agent has base schedules that are effective for all of the days highlighted in blue.

 

    

You can rename a schedule from the Schedules tab.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Rename a scheduleRename a schedule

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the SchedulesSchedules  link.  The Schedules grid opens.
2. Select the schedule you want to rename and click the Rename button. The Rename ScheduleRename Schedule  dialog box opens.
3. In the Schedule nameSchedule name field, type an updated name for the schedule and click OKOK.

 

View the Base Schedule Editor Calendar View the Base Schedule Editor Calendar 

Rename a ScheduleRename a Schedule
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Manage schedules and schedule dataManage schedules and schedule data
Interaction Optimizer offers many ways to manage your schedules and schedule data, including:

View actual work and RTA exceptions
Change the forecast associated with a schedule
Edit RTA exception details
View analysis and summary counts area
Use Reforecasting in Scheduling
Export data
Export coverage to Excel
Display graphs
View the Status Bar
Use filter and sort options
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In the Differences Between Time Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box, in the Automatic Fix column Optimizer presents a
default fix for each difference. This fix is applied automatically when you select Apply Checked.

NoteNote : The request value is always used, since changes to requests should be done in the time off requests view and then
applied to the scheduled time off activities.

To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:

1. From the Optimizer Home page, open a selected schedule.
2. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Show Differences in Time Off RequestsShow Differences in Time Off Requests . The Differences Between Time

Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box opens.

NoteNote : The scheduled time off activities shown in this dialog box either differ from the associated time off requests, or
do not have a backing time off request.

3. To apply the automatic fix to all differences, make sure all boxes in the Checked column are selected and click ApplyApply
CheckedChecked.

4. To apply the automatic fix to only certain differences, clear the check boxes for the differences you do not want to fix and then
click Apply CheckedApply Checked.

5. To analyze a scheduled time off activity in the schedule, click the V iew selected activi ty in scheduleView selected activi ty in schedule  link.
6. To manage a scheduled time off request, click the V iew selected request in time off viewView selected request in time off view link.
7. To refresh the dialog box, click Reload differencesReload differences .

Synchronize time off requests and time off activitiesSynchronize time off requests and time off activities
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You can view the actual activities and status of each agent, and view any out of adherence events (RTA exceptions) in a current
schedule  or a past schedule. The Actual  Actual  WorkWork  and RTA ExceptionsRTA Exceptions  rows are displayed under each agent in the agent
information area.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area in the SchedulesSchedules  drop-down list select the appropriate
schedule and click Open Open selected schedule.selected schedule.  The selected ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Click the  icon under the agent's name to expand the rows. The Actual  Actual  WorkWork  and RTA ExceptionRTA Exception rows may appear like this:

 

RTA ExceptionRTA Exception rows show the times when the agent’s Actual  WorkActual  Work  did not match the scheduled work. Hover the mouse
over each exception to view more details.

Actual  WorkActual  Work  rows show the activities that the agent performed during his or her shift. It also shows if the agent was not
logged in to the system, indicated by horizontal, dashed lines.

3. Do one of the following:

Excuse an RTA exception
Press F5 to reload Actual Work and RTA Exceptions data from the database and refresh the scheduled data from the cache.
 

NoteNote : The behavior of changes made to RTA Exceptions is different from the behavior of changes made to scheduled
activities. Any change to an RTA Exception is written (saved) to the database immediately, and is visible to other users. Any
change to the schedule is cached (temporarily queued), and is not saved to the database until SaveSave  or Publ ishPubl ish is clicked.

Also, when RefreshRefresh is selected or F5 is clicked, RTA Exceptions and Actual Work is reloaded from the database, whereas
scheduled activities are only reloaded from the temporary queue. The behavior difference enables evaluation of activity
modifications (how those changes will affect the schedule), until the best possible schedule is achieved before publishing.
Actual Work and RTA Exceptions continually change throughout a given day.

  

View actual work and RTA exceptionsView actual work and RTA exceptions
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NoteNote : You cannot change the forecast for an AI-powered schedule.

When you create schedules many weeks in advance, the volume forecast you used in schedule creation may not be as accurate as
a volume forecast you created at a later date. You can use the Change Volume Forecast feature to pick a new forecast and update
the selected schedule with a head count that matches the new volume forecast.
1. From the Interaction Interaction Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the arrow at the end of the Schedules drop-down

list and choose the desired schedule.
2. Click Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.
3. Open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and choose Change Change Volume ForecastVolume Forecast . The Change Forecast dialog box opens.

NoteNote : In the Select a forecast to  associate Select a forecast to  associate with this schedulewith this schedule  area, notice that the currently used forecast
contains a check mark in the Current Forecast column. Also notice that, in the Modified Date column, you can see the
when each forecast was last updated.

4. In the Forecast Forecast NameName area, click the new forecast you want to use. Optimizer changes the shading on the selected forecast.
5. Click OKOK. Optimizer updates the schedule and provides progress messages at the bottom of the Change Forecast dialog box.
6. When the update completes, in the Forecast successful ly changedForecast successful ly changed dialog box, click OK.
7. To confirm that the schedule uses the new forecast, do the following:

a. Open the Change Change Volume ForecastVolume Forecast  dialog box again, as described in step 2. The new forecast should now contain a
check mark in the Current Forecast column.

b. Click CancelCancel .

     

You can excuse an RTA exception by accepting the exception or by editing the activity and time of the exception before updating the
schedule.

NoteNote : Previously, exceptions were calculated up until an hour in the past for the current week's schedule. This behavior is
changed to make sure its available until current time. The schedule editor now displays up-to-date adherence exception data.

1. Right-click an exception in the schedule. From the menu select Excuse with default values Excuse with default values or Excuse with singleExcuse with single
exceptionexception.

2. Select Excuse with default Excuse with default valuesvalues  to accept the exception and update the schedule with the time and activity as shown by
the exception.

OR

Select Excuse with single exceptionExcuse with single exception to edit the time and activity before updating the schedule. The Edit AdherenceEdit Adherence
ExceptionException dialog box appears.

Change the forecast associated with a scheduleChange the forecast associated with a schedule

Excuse RTA exceptionsExcuse RTA exceptions
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Minutes to  excuseMinutes to  excuse  - Enter the number of minutes to excuse 
Activi tyActivi ty  - Select an activity for the time period to excuse. 
NotesNotes  - Add comments for the exception.

Click OKOK to save changes and update the schedule. Any time remaining on the original exception still appears on the schedule.

NoteNote : The behavior of changes made to RTA exceptions is different from the behavior of changes made to scheduled
activities. Any change to an RTA exception is written (saved) to the database immediately, and is visible to other users. Any
change to the schedule is cached (temporarily queued), and is not saved to the database until SaveSave  or Publ ishPubl ish is clicked.

Also, when RefreshRefresh is selected or F5 is clicked, RTA exceptions and Actual Work is reloaded from the database, whereas
scheduled activities are only reloaded from the temporary queue. The behavior difference enables evaluation of activity
modifications (how those changes will affect the schedule), until the best possible schedule is achieved before publishing.
Actual Work and RTA exceptions continually change throughout a given day.

   

 

The area located below the schedule, displays counts and other information, depending on the selection in the pull-down list at the
top left. Information displayed also depends on the view mode of the current schedule.

In the day and multi-day views, you can see Scheduled and Forecast, Activity Counts, Expected Service Level, Expected ASA, and
Expected Occupancy. In the week view, you can see Weekly Counts.

Scheduled and ForecastScheduled and Forecast

The Scheduled and ForecastScheduled and Forecast  information includes the following rows:
The ScheduledScheduled row shows how many agents have an ACD activity type during that time period (15 minute interval).

View analysis and summary countsView analysis and summary counts
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The Forecast (with shrinkage)Forecast (with shrinkage) row shows the number of full time-equivalent agents that were forecast during that time
period. This value is the total of all route groups' forecast values for the time period, and includes shrinkage.
The Difference (with shrinkage)Difference (with shrinkage) row shows difference between the ScheduledScheduled row and the Forecast (with shrinkage)Forecast (with shrinkage)
row, and includes shrinkage.
The Forecast (without shrinkage)Forecast (without shrinkage) row shows the number of full time-equivalent (FTE) agents that were forecast during that
time period. This value is the total of all route groups' forecast values for the time period, and does not include shrinkage.
The Difference (without shrinkage)Difference (without shrinkage) row shows difference between the ScheduledScheduled row and the Forecast (withForecast (with
shrinkage)shrinkage) row, and does not include shrinkage.
The Reforecast (without shrinkage)(without shrinkage) row shows the number of agents that are reforecast to be needed at each interval
throughout the day.

If you have turned off automatic reforecastingIf you have turned off automatic reforecasting, then only times that are after the last time a reforecast was run will have
values. If the you run a second reforecast manually, then the intervals from the time of the second reforecast until the end of the
day will be from the second reforecast, and the intervals with values from before that reforecast will be from the first reforecast.

For example, a manual reforecast is done at 9:45am and 1:20pm, it is using 30 minute intervals, and it has interactions until 6:00pm.
Based on that, the reforecast row will have values from 9:30am to 6:00pm since the first reforecast creates values for any interval
that hasn't been completed. The intervals from 9:30am to 1:00pm will be from the first reforecast, and the intervals from 1:00pm to
6:00pm will be from the second reforecast. Each reforecast overwrites the last reforecast's values because there is more
information available about the day and the trends that have developed, which makes the most recent reforecast more accurate for
the times later in the da

If you have turned on automatic reforecastingIf you have turned on automatic reforecasting, then all the times for the current day after the time ICBM was started will have
values. The reforecast will run automatically every fixed amount of time (refresh frequency) as configured in Configure Reforecast
Settings. This default value is every 30 minutes, and it can be changed as needed. The reforecast will use all the latest data from
within the sliding window and will run immediately prior to the Intraday Monitoring data being refreshed. Each reforecast overwrites
the last reforecast's values because there is more information available about the day and the trends that have developed, which
makes the most recent reforecast more accurate for the times later in the day. If IC Business Manager application is left open for
multiple days, then the reforecast values from previous days will still be shown.

The Reforecast differencedifference  row shows the difference between the ScheduledScheduled row and the Reforecast (without shrinkage)Reforecast (without shrinkage)
row, and does not include shrinkage.

NoteNote : Both the Reforecast (without shrinkage)Reforecast (without shrinkage) and Reforecast differenceReforecast difference  rows show correct values when
filtering is applied to a schedule. Therefore, a schedule can be filtered based on a combination of workgroup,
interaction type, and/or skill set, and the reforecast values will still be accurate.

Activity CountsActivity Counts

The Activi ty Activi ty CountsCounts  information includes all possible activities with the number of FTE agents in that activity during each time
period. The background color for each row is the same color as the activity type’s default background color.

Expected Service LevelExpected Service Level

The Expected Service LevelExpected Service Level  information shows the service level that is expected for each workgroup (each workgroup is a row)
in the scheduling unit.

NoteNote : If there are no scheduled agents or no forecast needs for agents during some time periods of the day, then those time
periods are not included in the cumulative service levels.

The expected service level is calculated using Erlang-C based on the number of FTE agents that should be working in each
workgroup during each time interval, along with the forecast number of agents for all the route groups that are part of that
workgroup. The number of FTEs is calculated using the coverage estimation algorithm.

NoteNote : The expected service level is calculated assuming there is no shrinkage, so these values are often going to be
higher than the real service level when there is shrinkage.

Right-click on the workgroup to select the type of information to view; CumulativeCumulative , By time periodBy time period, or both types.
By time periodBy time period calculates the expected service level for each 15 minute or 30 minute interval that is visible in the schedule
grid. CumulativeCumulative  calculates what the service level will be for the entire shift, starting from the earliest time visible in the
schedule grid up to and including, the time period shown in the column header. For example, if a schedule being viewed covers
8:00 am to 1:00 pm,  then the cumulative service level shown at 9:00 am includes the service level from 8:00 am to 9:15 am.
Adjust the grid to see the cumulative service level for an overnight shift.
A tooltip showing the number of seconds used for the service level objective is displayed on mouse-over or hover of the
workgroup name.
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Expected ASAExpected ASA

The expected ASA information shows the average speed of answer (ASA) in seconds for each workgroup in the scheduling unit.

NoteNote : If there are no scheduled agents or no forecast needs for agents during some time periods of the day, then those time
periods are not included in the cumulative ASA levels.

The expected ASA value is calculated using Erlang-C with the same variables as the expected service level.

NoteNote : The expected service level is calculated assuming there is no shrinkage, so these values are often going to be
higher than the real service level when there is shrinkage.

Right-click on the workgroup to select the type of information to view; CumulativeCumulative , By time periodBy time period, or both types. By timeBy time
periodperiod calculates the expected ASA for each 15 minute or 30 minute interval that is visible in the schedule grid. CumulativeCumulative
calculates what the ASA will be for the entire shift, starting from the earliest time visible in the schedule grid up to and
including, the time period shown in the column header. For example, if a schedule being viewed covers 8:00 am to 1:00 pm,
 then the cumulative ASA shown at 9:00 am includes the ASA from 8:00 am to 9:15 am. Adjust the grid to see the cumulative
ASA for an overnight shift.

Expected OccupancyExpected Occupancy

The Expected OccupancyExpected Occupancy information shows the percentage of time that all the agents for each workgroup in the scheduling unit
are expected to either be, handling interactions or doing after call work.

NoteNote : If there are no scheduled agents or no forecast needs for agents during some time periods of the day, then those time
periods will not be included in the cumulative occupancy.

The expected occupancy value is calculated using Erlang-C with the same variables as the expected service level.
Right-click on the workgroup to select the type of information to view; CumulativeCumulative , By time periodBy time period, or both types. By timeBy time
periodperiod calculates the expected occupancy for each 15 minute or 30 minute interval that is visible in the schedule grid.
CumulativeCumulative  calculates what the occupancy will be for the entire shift, starting from the earliest time visible in the schedule
grid up to and including, the time period shown in the column header. For example, if a schedule being viewed covers 8:00 am to
1:00 pm,  then the cumulative occupancy shown at 9:00 am includes the service level from 8:00 am to 9:15 am. Adjust the grid
to see the cumulative occupancy for an overnight shift.

Weekly CountsWeekly Counts

The Weekly CountsWeekly Counts  information shows the totals for the week. The total number of agents in a shift, the number of paid hours,
and the number of total hours for each day are shown.

NoteNote : The rows that are displayed in the above information areas can be changed by right-clicking a row name, and selecting
the desired row names from the resulting menu (the options on the menu changes based on the information area). The rows
that are last selected to be displayed are saved when IC Business Manager is closed then reopened.

The data from all of the analysis and summary count tabs can be copied by selecting the desired cells of data, press Ctrl+C,
and then pasting (Ctrl+V) the selection in another application, such as Microsoft Excel.
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You can manually configure reforecasting to run request in Scheduling.
1. Do one of the following:

Under the Schedul ingSchedul ing pane button, click a schedule, then from the ActionsActions  menu, select Reforecast...Reforecast... .
Click Reforecast on the toolbar

2. Do any of the following:

View the current configured service levels.  The Service Level (under Goals for entire dayGoals for entire day) defaults to the value for the
service level of that workgroup.
Override currently configured service levels by selecting the associated OverrideOverride  checkbox(es).

NoteNote : You may decide to override the configured service level or ASA to adjust the interactions actually occurring that
day. When you make this change, the dialog box shows what service levels are needed for the rest of the day. This
information is based on the current total interactions for the day, and the reforecast number of interactions expected
for the remaining part of the day.

For example, even though a workgroup normally handles interactions with a service level of 85% within 30 seconds,
there could be a very high volume day where this service level is not attainable. You may notice that the morning
service level for that workgroup is under 80% and decide that it would be acceptable to get a service level of at least
82% within 30 seconds for the day. When you make this adjustment, the dialog box may show that the needed future
service levels for the rest of the day are 89% within 30 seconds, so that the overall service level for the day is 82%
within 30 seconds.

Service levels overrides impact only to specific workgroups where the override is made. Uncheck the OverrideOverride
checkbox to return to and use the original values.

3. Click Restore DefaultsRestore Defaults  to restore the defaults for the Reforecast Settings dialog box. Click Clear Forecast OverridesClear Forecast Overrides  on
the ActionsActions  menu to restore both the defaults for the Reforecast SettingsReforecast Settings  dialog box and the Advanced ReforecastAdvanced Reforecast
SettingsSettings  dialog box.

4. Change columns that are displayed by right-clicking on any column header. Service levels and service level objectives (labeled
Objective) are displayed if forecasting is based on service level, ASA is displayed if forecasting is based on ASA. The service
level or ASA data is visible in the Values up to  the current timeValues up to  the current time , the Needed future valuesNeeded future values  and the Goals for the entireGoals for the entire
dayday columns defined as follows:

Values up to  the current timeValues up to  the current time : Value that the service level has been starting at the earliest time when interactions started
on the current day up to the last recorded interval.
Needed future valuesNeeded future values : Shows what service level (or ASA) must be hit for the next interval all the way to the end of the
forecast intervals for the current day in order to meet the Goals for the entire dayGoals for the entire day  value. This value is recalculated every
time the Goals for the entire dayGoals for the entire day are changed.

5. Click AdvancedAdvanced to configure more reforecast options, or click Restore defaultsRestore defaults  to discard any changes and return to the
original settings.

6. Click OKOK when finished.

NoteNote : The status bar in the lower left-hand side of the application displays a message saying either "Reforecasting using
defaults" or "Reforecasting using overrides". When the status is "Reforecasting using defaults", then neither the reforecast
settings nor the advanced reforecast settings have any overridden values. When the status is "Reforecasting using overrides",
then the there is one or more values from the reforecast settings or advanced reforecast settings that has been overridden. The
tooltip on hover displays the most recent reforecast time.

   

Use Reforecasting in SchedulingUse Reforecasting in Scheduling
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You can use the export feature to port the current schedule into an HTML file (stored in the temporary directory of the local
machine) and view the data in Internet Explorer. The data exported depends on the selected export option (see below), and on the
timespan settings in the ExportExport  tab of the Schedule Display Options dialog box. The file can be saved to another location and
renamed for future use. The export options are:

Export Al lExport Al l  - This option exports both the schedule data and the analysis and summary counts area. The default file name is
"ScheduleAndTotalsInfo.htm".
Export ScheduleExport Schedule  - This option exports the schedule data without the analysis data. The default file name is
"ScheduleInfo.htm".
Export TotalsExport Totals  - This option exports the analysis and summary counts area without the schedule data. The default file name is
"TotalsInfo.htm".

Export allExport all

1. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, select Export All to HTML.
2. View the export data in Internet Explorer. Totals displayed depends on the totals that are in the current view of the schedule

when export is performed.

Export the scheduleExport the schedule

1. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Export Schedule to  HTMLExport Schedule to  HTML.
2. View the export data in Internet Explorer.

Export totalsExport totals

1. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Export Totals to  HTMLExport Totals to  HTML.
2. View the exported data in Internet Explorer. Totals displayed depends on the totals that are in the current view of the schedule

when export is performed.

NoteNote : If the schedule is in the day or multi-day view when exported, than all activities from the time period are shown. If the
schedule is in the week view when exported, then all shifts from the time period are shown. Again, the time period depends on
the timespan settings in the ExportExport  tab of the Schedule Display OptionsSchedule Display Options  dialog box.

   

Export dataExport data
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You can use the Export Coverage to Excel feature to port the current schedule or forecast per route group for each interval into an
Excell file. The file can be saved to another location and renamed for future use.
1. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Export Coverage to  Excel .Export Coverage to  Excel .
2. Save the file to the desired location.

   

You can view the scheduled and forecast counts data in graph format. The graph is based on all data in a schedule and does not
recognize filter settings. Choose from 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional views. Graphs are available in day and multi-day views.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the  Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, select Graphs.
3. View the schedule data in the displayed graph.
4. Do any of the following:

Use the up and down arrows to adjust the Start TimeStart Time and the End TimeEnd Time.
Change the graph view by clicking on the graph type buttons. The default view is 2-dimensional line chart.

Right-click in the graph and select which rows to include or exclude.

TipTip: When viewing a 3-dimensional graph, click and hold [Alt] while moving the mouse to rotate the graph.

   

 

Export coverage to ExcelExport coverage to Excel

Display graphsDisplay graphs
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The status bar displays the CIC server, the number of agents, view mode, changes not saved, editing status, and filter options that
are associated with the schedule in the workspace.

CIC IC ServerServer : This is the name of the CIC server that Interaction Optimizer Administrator is connected to.

Number Number of Agentsof Agents : This is the number of filtered agents out of the total number of scheduled agents for the schedule.

V iew V iew ModeMode: This is the type of schedule view currently being shown.

Changes Changes Not SavedNot Saved: This indicates if any changes have been made since the last save, or since the schedule was opened.

Editing Editing StatusStatus :  This indicates whether the schedule is opened in read-only or if editing is allowed.

Fi l ter OptionsFi l ter Options : This indicates whether the filter is on or if it is off. If the filter is on, then on hover or mouse-over over the status, a
tooltip with the filter details is displayed.

      

View the Status BarView the Status Bar
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The filter criteria allow the user to only view agent schedules that match certain requirements.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. On the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  toolbar, click Filter and Sort Options.
3. In the Fi l ter Fi l ter and Sort Optionsand Sort Options  dialog box, set any of the following in the Fi l ter Cri teriaFi l ter Cri teria  section:

WorkgroupWorkgroup: Select the workgroup from the pull-down list that you want to limit the view to in the schedule. Only one
workgroup can be selected, otherwise all <ALL> (default setting) workgroups are included. The workgroups available are the
workgroups that are included in the scheduling unit from which the schedule is generated.
Interaction TypeInteraction Type : Select the interaction type from the pull-down list that you want to limit the view to in the schedule. Only
one type can be selected, otherwise all <ALL> (default setting) interaction types are included.
Ski l l  SetSki l l  Set : Select the skill set from the pull-down list that you want to limit the view to in the schedule. Only one skill set can be
selected, otherwise all <ALL> (default setting) skill sets are included. The skill sets available are all the skill sets that are
recorded in the volume or headcount forecasts used for this schedule.
ShiftShift : Select the shift from the pull-down list that you want to limit the view to in the schedule. Only one shift can be selected,
otherwise all <ALL> (default setting) shifts are included. The shifts available are the shifts which are defined for the scheduling
unit from which the schedule was generated. If any shift other than <ALL> is chosen,  then only the Scheduled row is displayed
in the Scheduled and forecast information.

4. Select the sort order from the SortSort  OrderOrder  pull-down list that you want the schedule data to sort by. The sort order determines
the order that the agents will be shown on the schedule. Some sort order options have the same affect as clicking one of the
column headers in the agent information area. The direction of the arrow in the column header, indicates the sort order;
ascending or descending (shown).

When finished setting the filter and sort options, click OKOK. The selected settings are applied to the schedule.

TipTip: To quickly return to the default filter and sort options, click Reset Reset Fi l terFi l ter .

   

 

Schedule Bidding OverviewSchedule Bidding Overview

NoteNote : AI-powered schedules are not available to schedule bidding.

Schedule bidding is a common practice in contact centers that allows administrators to assign work schedules to agents using a
variety of methods, including seniority, performance or a combination of methods. With the Agent Preferences feature, you can
build schedules based on agent preferences. The order in which the schedules are built can be based on a number of criteria. The
Schedule Bidding feature is designed to complement the Skills-Based Scheduling and Agent Preferences features to round out the
scheduling capabilities of Interaction Optimizer. Administrators create schedule bids that are effective for a fixed or open-ended
time period and that can be bid on during a specific bid window. Agents cannot see the possible schedules before the bid window is
opened.

Use filter and sort optionsUse filter and sort options
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NotesNotes :

Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend you generate schedules on a client
machine.

If no agents have the Enable Schedule Bidding check box selected, a message appears with the option to close the Schedule
Bid wizard and open the Agent Groups view to give agents the right to bid on schedules.

Schedule:Schedule:  A schedule is all the activities one agent performs in a week. For example, one schedule could have activities
assigned from 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM on Monday through Friday.
Biddable Schedule:Biddable Schedule:  A biddable schedule is one possible schedule for an agent.
Schedule Bid:Schedule Bid:  A schedule bid is a set of many biddable schedules. An agent submits a bid to be assigned his or her preferred
schedule in this set of schedules.
Bidding window:Bidding window:  A bidding window is the interval during which bids are accepted for a Schedule Bid.
Effective dates:Effective dates:  The date range the schedule is in effect. If you don't specify an end date, the schedule is in effect indefinitely.
Base schedule:Base schedule:  A base schedule is a set of constraints used to create a fixed schedule for an agent for a given time period. A
base schedule is used for one agent in a similar way that a shift is used for creating schedules for many agents. A base
schedule is created when the schedule bid is processed, but it can also be created by using an existing weekly schedule for an
agent.

Schedule Bidding uses the same agent group and priority ranking options as the Agent Preferences feature. Priority ranking allows
supervisors to take into consideration a variety of criteria when determining the schedule assignment order within an agent group.
You can specify up to 10 metrics that can be used for an overall ranking.

There are three options for generating schedules: Skills-based, preference-based, and schedule bidding. You determine which of the
three options you would like to use for the next set of schedules. Once you select Schedule Bidding as the schedule generation
process, you have the following capabilities:

Specify the effective date for new schedules. You can make the schedule effective for a set period of time or leave the end date
blank so the schedule remains in place indefinitely. Once the schedules are assigned to agents, the agents receive the same
schedule every week until either the end date of the schedule set or until the next set of schedules is assigned.  
Specify start and end dates and times for the bid window. You can change the bid start date and time at any point prior to the
start of the bid window. You can change the bid end date and time any time as long as the schedule bid has not been processed
yet.
Select specific agents within the agent group to include or exclude in the bidding process. You can include all or part of an
agent group in a schedule bid.
Generate schedules based on coverage. Optimizer builds the number of schedules necessary to attain the service level or
Average Speed of Answer (ASA) goal based on the workgroup and agent group configuration, including any agent or shift
definition restrictions.
Create many schedule bids that only differ by a few input choices. Which means you could end up with many different numbers
of biddable schedules for the same effective dates. At some point, you activate exactly one schedule bid for a specific starting
effective date. Only this schedule bid is shown to agents during the bid window.
Set a maximum number of shifts that can be assigned per agent group. For example, if you have 10 agents in agent group A, you
could set a maximum of five agents to get Shift1 and five agents to get Shift2. For more information, see the Interaction Client
online Help in the documentation library.

Agents access schedule bidding through the Interaction Client. Agents gain access to the bidding options when the bidding window
opens. While the schedule bidding window is open, agents can view and sort the schedules based on a number of criteria.

Agents rank their schedules from most to least preferred. The numbering scheme is based on a 1 as the highest preference and
continues to their lowest preference based on the actual number of schedules available. Auto-ranking is also available and can be
based on the same criteria on which the view/sort options were based. For example, if an agent selects the auto-rank for earliest to

TermsTerms

Agent groups and priority rankingAgent groups and priority ranking

Schedule bidding configuration optionsSchedule bidding configuration options

Agent interface to schedule biddingAgent interface to schedule bidding
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latest and weekends off, the system ranks the earliest schedules with weekends off as the highest preference. Agents can make
changes until the schedule bidding window closes.  

Once the schedule bidding window closes, and you process the bids, Optimizer assigns the schedule to the agents. At this point,
you can review the assignments and prepare for any negative sentiments from agents who didn't receive their preferred schedule.
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NoteNote : AI-powered schedules are not available to schedule bidding.

You can add a schedule bid using the Schedule Bid Generation Wizard. The wizard provides a way to re-use a previous set of
schedule bid parameters so you can create "what-if” scenarios before deciding on a schedule bid to use. Schedule bids can be a mix
of bidding agents and non-bidding agents, as well as a combination of agent groups and shifts.

NoteNote : Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend you generate schedules on a
client machine..

Add a new schedule bidAdd a new schedule bid

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Create schedule bid.... The Schedule Bidding Inputs
page of the Schedule Bid Generation Wizard appears.

Do one of the following:

To specify your own inputs, click the Specify inputsSpecify inputs  radio button.
To import the information you entered and saved for a previously created biddable schedule, click Use previous inputsUse previous inputs , click
Browse, navigate to the folder where the inputs are located, and click OpenOpen.

3. Click NextNext .

NoteNote : If you chose to use previous inputs and you have no additional changes, click FinishFinish. Interaction Optimizer
generates the schedule bid.

4. If you chose to specify your own inputs, in the Schedule Bidding OptionsSchedule Bidding Options  dialog box specify the bidding options and click
NextNext .

5. In the Schedule Schedule Bidding TimesBidding Times  dialog box, select the bidding window and the effective schedule dates and click NextNext .
6. In the Schedule Schedule Bidding AgentsBidding Agents  dialog box, specify the agents for whom to create the schedule bid and click NextNext .
7. In the Schedule Schedule Bidding ShiftsBidding Shifts  dialog box, specify the shifts to include in the schedule bid and click NextNext .
8. In the Schedule Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsBidding Minimums and Maximums  dialog box, specify the number of shift occurrences for each shift to

be generated for the schedule bid and click FinishFinish. Interaction Optimizer generates the schedule bid.

Refresh the screenRefresh the screen

In the Interaction Optimizer toolbar, click the RefreshRefresh button.

Add a Schedule BidAdd a Schedule Bid
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You can specify a name and head count forecast for a schedule bid using the Schedule Bid Generation Wizard. The ScheduleSchedule
Bidding OptionsBidding Options  page appears after you click NextNext  on the Schedule Bidding InputsSchedule Bidding Inputs  page of the wizard.
1. In the Schedule bid nameSchedule bid name box, type a name for the schedule bid.
2. If desired, use the filters to only display specific head count forecasts.
3. Click the head count forecast to use as the coverage requirements for the schedule bid.
4. To allow non-bidding agents to specify schedule preferences, click Enable schedule preferences when avai lable for non-Enable schedule preferences when avai lable for non-

bidding agentsbidding agents .
5. Click NextNext . The Schedule Bidding TimesSchedule Bidding Times  page of the wizard appears.

 

    

You can specify the schedule bidding times and date range the schedule is effective using the Schedule Bid Generation WizardSchedule Bid Generation Wizard.
The Schedule Bidding TimesSchedule Bidding Times  page appears after you click NextNext  on the Schedule Bidding OptionsSchedule Bidding Options  page of the wizard.
1. In the Bidding windowBidding window section, select the date and time the bid window begins and ends. The agent receives notification in

the Interaction Client when bidding is open.
2. In the Effective schedule datesEffective schedule dates  section, select the date the schedule starts and, if desired, the date the schedule ends. If you

don't specify an end date. the schedule is in effect indefinitely.
3. Click NextNext . The Schedule Bidding AgentsSchedule Bidding Agents  page of the wizard appears.

    

Schedule Bidding OptionsSchedule Bidding Options

Schedule Bidding TimesSchedule Bidding Times
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You can specify the agents for whom to create the schedule bid using the Schedule Bid Generation WizardSchedule Bid Generation Wizard. The ScheduleSchedule
Bidding AgentsBidding Agents  page appears after you click NextNext  on the Schedule Bidding TimesSchedule Bidding Times  page of the wizard.
1. In the list box, click an option to indicate the agents to whom the schedule bid is available. The options are defined as

follows:

Create biddable schedules for al l  the agents configured to  be a part of a schedule bidCreate biddable schedules for al l  the agents configured to  be a part of a schedule bid: The schedule is available to
all agents, regardless of which ones are selected in the list. The schedule is also available to all agents in the agent groups for
which schedule bidding has been enabled. This option is the one you use the majority of the time.
Create biddable schedules for only the selected agentsCreate biddable schedules for only the selected agents : The schedule is only available to the agents selected in the list.
Select and clear the check boxes as necessary. You typically use this option when new agents were added to an agent group
after a schedule bid was already completed for the same time period. For example, you have 100 agents that bid for the first
quarter schedules during November. These schedules are assigned to the agents and you realize that you need 5 more agents
to meet your service level goals so you hire/train 5 more agents. You run another schedule bid for the first quarter with a bid
window in December so the 5 new agents can bid on the schedules that will be added to the 100 agents who already have
schedules.
Create biddable schedules for al l  except the selected agentsCreate biddable schedules for al l  except the selected agents : The schedule is available to all agents except the ones
selected in the list. Select and clear the check boxes as necessary. You typically use this option to exclude agents who have
fixed schedules and don’t need to bid. For example, say that you have 2 agents who will be doing a lot of training during the next
quarter and they have to work from 8:00am to 5:00pm for their training. You can exclude them from the bid for the next quarter,
and still keep them in the agent group.

2. Click NextNext . The Schedule Bidding ShiftsSchedule Bidding Shifts  page of the wizard appears.

    

You can specify the shifts to include in the schedule bid using the Schedule Bid Generation WizardSchedule Bid Generation Wizard. The Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding
ShiftsShifts  page appears after you click NextNext  on the Schedule Bidding AgentsSchedule Bidding Agents  page of the wizard.
1. If desired, use the filters to only display specific shifts.
2. In the IncludedIncluded column, click which shifts to include in the schedule bid.
3. Click NextNext . The Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsSchedule Bidding Minimums and Maximums  page of the wizard appears.

 

    

Schedule Bidding AgentsSchedule Bidding Agents

Schedule Bidding ShiftsSchedule Bidding Shifts
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You can specify the number of shift occurrences for each shift to be generated for the schedule bid using the Schedule BidSchedule Bid
Generation WizardGeneration Wizard. The Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsSchedule Bidding Minimums and Maximums  page appears after you click NextNext  on the ScheduleSchedule
Bidding ShiftsBidding Shifts  page of the wizard.

For each agent group listed in a column, the scheduling engine will generate some number of shifts of the type of shift listed in the
“Shift Name” column. For example, if you set the MinMin to 15 and the MaxMax to 20 for the “Agent Group 1” column and the “Floating”
shift row, the scheduling engine will generate at least 15 and at most 20 Floating shifts to be given to agents in the “Agent Group 1”
agent group. Whenever MinMin and MaxMax are exactly the same, that exact number of shifts will be generated for that agent group/shift
combination. Note that the number in parentheses after the agent group name is the number of agents that have been included in
this schedule bid and that belong to that agent group. If there are multiple shifts, make sure that the total of all the MaxMax values in
one agent group column is equal to or greater than the number of agents included in the schedule bid.
1. To change the minimum agents available for a shift and agent group, in the minmin box, type a number or click an arrow to

increase or decrease the value.
2. To change the maximum agents available for a shift and agent group, in the maxmax box, type a number or click an arrow to

increase or decrease the value.
3. To change the overall minimum number of biddable schedules, select Minimum biddable schedulesMinimum biddable schedules  and type or select the

desired value.

4. To change the overall maximum number of biddable schedules, select Maximum biddable schedulesMaximum biddable schedules  and type or select the
desired value.

Here's an example of how you might determine the overall maximum number of biddable schedules to use. Let's say you
determined how many 8x5 shifts and how many 4x10 shifts to use in order to get a more efficient schedule bid. In order to give
the scheduling engine more flexibility, you might have a large difference between MinMin and MaxMax for all the shifts and agent
group combinations. However, if you don't want the total number of schedule bids created to exceed the number of agents, you
could set the Maximum biddable schedulesMaximum biddable schedules  value to the number of agents in the scheduling unit.

5. Click FinishFinish. The Schedule GenerationSchedule Generation dialog box appears.

   

Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsSchedule Bidding Minimums and Maximums
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The Schedule GenerationSchedule Generation page appears when you select OKOK from the Create New ScheduleCreate New Schedule  dialog. The Schedule BidSchedule Bid
GenerationGeneration page appears after you click FinishFinish on the Schedule Bidding Minimums and Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsMaximums  page of the ScheduleSchedule
Bid Generation WizardBid Generation Wizard.

Beginning in 4.0 SU5, Interaction Optimizer includes an enhanced scheduling engine that more accurately schedules agents at
optimal times. This new scheduler produces schedules that provide a higher service level when using the same number of agents
for shifts flexible enough for this advanced algorithm. Because the new scheduling engine incorporates improved calculation
features, it produces schedules at a much slower rate than in previous versions. In addition, the enhanced scheduling engine now
supports deferred work when calculating schedules.

NoteNote : You can generate a local schedule and continue working in Interaction Center Business Manager while Interaction
Optimizer calculates the schedule. However, closing the tab or navigating to a different page within the same tab cancels the
current schedule generation.  You may freely open other tabs an work within them.

When you generate a schedule or schedule bid, Interaction Optimizer displays status messages as the schedule generation
progresses, such as which agent is being evaluated, staff estimates, schedule considerations, and what step is currently being
performed in the process.

When the schedule generation is complete, you can review any applicable details, warnings, or error messages associated with the
schedule. You can also view the schedule immediately or save schedule information for diagnostic and support purposes.

From the Schedule GenerationSchedule Generation page, you can perform any of the following actions:
To copy the schedule generation information to the clipboard, click Copy information to  cl ipboardCopy information to  cl ipboard.
To save the information you entered so you can troubleshoot or resolve scheduling issues, click Save Save Support LogSupport Log.
To view the schedule, click Open Open ScheduleSchedule . The schedule appears in the view.

From the Schedule Bid GenerationSchedule Bid Generation page, you can perform any of the following actions:
To copy the schedule bid generation information to the clipboard, click Copy information to  cl ipboardCopy information to  cl ipboard.
To save the information you entered so you can import it when creating schedule bids in the future, click Save Save InputsInputs . This
option saves you time if you want to do "what if" scenarios where you only change a few parameters and create many different
schedule bids.
To save the information you entered so you can troubleshoot or resolve schedule bidding issues, click Save Save Support LogSupport Log.
To view the schedule bid, click Open Open Schedule BidSchedule Bid. The schedule bid appears in the view.

    

Schedule and Schedule Bid GenerationSchedule and Schedule Bid Generation
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Manage Schedule BidsManage Schedule Bids
Typically, you create multiple schedule bids and then analyze them to determine the best one. You can view details such as
schedule efficiency, and then make changes to the schedule bids until you have a suitable schedule bid. Once you select the single
schedule bid you want to use for a particular effective date range, you must activate it. The bidding window does not open and
agents cannot begin bidding until you activate a schedule bid.

NoteNote : Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend you generate schedules on a
client machine.

You can make the following changes to a schedule bid:
1. Edit a schedule bid only before only before the bid window opensthe bid window opens . If you want to get a schedule bid that is much different from the one

generated, the best practice is to change the input parameters and create a new schedule bid, rather than making major edits.

NoteNote :  Use caution when editing a schedule bid.  Any changes you make to a biddable schedule will impact the
schedule's efficiency.

2. Move, edit, and delete activities within a daily schedule.
3. Move the entire daily schedule forward or backward.

You cannot perform any of the following activities:
Modify anything in the week view, such as dragging daily schedules from one day or user to another.
Swap daily schedules between agents.
Edit non-biddable schedules.

The system opens the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. While the bid window is open, agents access
Interaction client to view the schedule bids, select the schedule they want, and then submit their bid. You can view the Agent
Schedule Bids dialog box to see which agents have and have not submitted their bids. Then, for example, if it's getting close to time
for the bid window to close, agents can be reminded to submit their bids.

NoteNote : You can let the system open the bid window automatically on the specified date or you can open the bid window
manually before the specified start date. However, opening the bid window manually is not common practice.

The system closes the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. After the bid window closes, you notify the
system to process the bids. The system then creates a base schedule for all the agents who were part of the schedule bid. After
you select to process the bids, you cannot change the effective stop date and you cannot process the schedule bid a second time.

NoteNote : You can let the system close the bid window automatically on the specified date or you can close the bid window
manually before the specified end date. However, closing the bid window manually is not common practice.
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Typically, you create multiple schedule bids and then analyze them to determine the best one. You can view details such as
schedule efficiency, and then make changes to the schedule bids until you have a suitable schedule bid. Once you select the single
schedule bid you want to use for a particular effective date range, you must activate it. The bidding window does not open and
agents cannot begin bidding until you activate a schedule bid.

NoteNote : Generating schedules on the CIC server can result in performance issues. We recommend you generate schedules on a
client machine.

The system opens the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. While the bid window is open, agents access
Interaction client to view the schedule bids, select the schedule they want, and then submit their bid. You can view the Agent
Schedule Bids dialog box to see which agents have and have not submitted their bids. Then, for example, if it's getting close to time
for the bid window to close, agents can be reminded to submit their bids.

The system closes the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. After the bid window closes, you notify the
system to process the bids. The system then creates a base schedule for all the agents who were part of the schedule bid. After
you select to process the bids, you cannot change the effective stop date and you cannot process the schedule bid a second time.

Activate a schedule bidActivate a schedule bid

In the toolbar, click the Activate for Effective Dates button or, in the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu, click Activate Activate for Effectivefor Effective
DatesDates . No schedule bids are used until they are activated. Schedule bids are not automatically activated because that would de-
activate all the other schedule bids with the same effective start date.

Only one active schedule bid can exist with the same effective start date. Whenever one schedule bid is activated, the system de-
activates any other schedule bids in the same scheduling unit that have exactly the same effective start date. However, it does not
de-activate a schedule bid that may have an overlapping time period. For example, if you have one schedule bid that is effective
January 1 to March 31 and another one that is effective February 1 to March 31, activating the first schedule bid does not de-
activate the second schedule bid.

Whenever a schedule bid is processed, it creates base schedules for the effective time period. It overwrites any base schedules that
overlap that time period. For example, if the second schedule bid mentioned previously was processed second, the base schedules
from January 1 to January 31 are from the first schedule bid and the base schedules from February 1 to March 31 are from the
second schedule bid.

      

Activate a Schedule BidActivate a Schedule Bid
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The system opens the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. While the bid window is open, agents access
Interaction client to view the schedule bids, select the schedule they want, and then submit their bid. You can view the Agent
Schedule Bids dialog box to see which agents have and have not submitted their bids. Then, for example, if it's getting close to time
for the bid window to close, agents can be reminded to submit their bids.

NoteNote : You can let the system open the bid window automatically on the specified date or you can open the bid window
manually before the specified start date. However, opening the bid window manually is not common practice.

The system closes the bid window on the date you specified for the schedule bid. After the bid window closes, you notify the
system to process the bids. The system then creates a base schedule for all the agents who were part of the schedule bid. After
you select to process the bids, you cannot change the effective stop date and you cannot process the schedule bid a second time.

NoteNote : You can let the system close the bid window automatically on the specified date or you can close the bid window
manually before the specified end date. However, closing the bid window manually is not common practice.

Open bidding to the agentsOpen bidding to the agents

If you want to start the bidding immediately, you can open the bid window prior to the scheduled start time. This option is enabled
only if the schedule bid you are viewing is the active schedule bid for that effective start date and the current time is before the bid
window start time. In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click Start Bidding NowStart Bidding Now. The Bid
Window Information dialog appears.XC

Close bidding to the agents assigned to the schedule bidClose bidding to the agents assigned to the schedule bid

If you want to stop the bidding immediately, you can close the bid window prior to the scheduled stop time. This option is enabled
only if the schedule bid you are viewing is the active schedule bid for that effective start date, the bid window has already started,
and the current time is before the bid window stop time. While stopping bidding prior to the scheduled stop date is possible, there
are consequences (for example, agents may not have submitted their bids). To see which agents have or have not submitted bids,
see Agent Schedule Bids.
1. In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click Stop Bidding NowStop Bidding Now. The Bid Window Information

dialog appears.
2. Click YesYes  to close bidding.

Note:Note:  If there are agents who haven't submitted a bid and you want to keep bidding open until they submit their bids,
click NoNo .

After you close the bid window, you can process the bids and then view the outcome of bidding.

    

Open and Close Schedule BiddingOpen and Close Schedule Bidding
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After you create a schedule bid, you can access it from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, view schedule details, and rename the
schedule bid. You can also delete obsolete schedule bids.

Access a schedule bidAccess a schedule bid

From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule Bids
drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.

View details for a schedule bidView details for a schedule bid

In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click Show Schedule Detai lsShow Schedule Detai ls . The Schedule Detai lsSchedule Detai ls
dialog appears. For more information, see Schedule Details.

Rename a schedule bidRename a schedule bid

You can rename a schedule bid from the Schedule Bids tab.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, make sure you select Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  from the Schedul ingSchedul ing area of the InteractionInteraction
Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  link.  The Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  tab
opens.

2. Select the schedule you want to rename and click the Rename button. The Rename Schedule BidRename Schedule Bid dialog box opens.
3. In the Schedule nameSchedule name field, type an updated name for the schedule and click OKOK.

Delete a schedule bidDelete a schedule bid

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Schedule BidsSchedule Bids .
2. Do one of the following:

Right-click the schedule bid name and then click Delete selected schedule bidDelete selected schedule bid.
Select the schedule bid name and then, in the Navigation Pane toolbar, click the Delete button.

3. In the Delete ConfirmationDelete Confirmation dialog box, click YesYes .

    

View, Modify, and Delete Schedule BidsView, Modify, and Delete Schedule Bids
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You can change bidding times and the date range a schedule is effective before you process agent bids. If the bid window start time
is in the future, you can change it to any time desired. If you change it to a time in the past, the bid start time is set to the current
time. The bid window stop time can be changed to any time desired to allow you to close the bid window early if something is
wrong with the bid or extend the bid window to allow more agents to complete their bids. You cannot change the effective start date
for the schedule because the weekly schedule associated to the schedule bid is created for the first week the schedule bid is
effective and all active bids are based on this week. You can change the effective end date or leave it open-ended.

Change schedule bidding timesChange schedule bidding times

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule
Bids drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the toolbar, click Change Dates or open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click ChangeChange
Dates...Dates... . . The Schedule Bidding TimesSchedule Bidding Times  dialog box appears.

3. In the Bidding windowBidding window section, select the date and time the bid window begins and ends and click OKOK.

    

You can view detail information for an agent.

View agent detailsView agent details

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  area select the appropriate schedule bid from the ScheduleSchedule
BidsBids  drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. Right-click the agent and then click Show Agent Detai lsShow Agent Detai ls . The Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls  dialog appears.

Change Schedule Bidding TimesChange Schedule Bidding Times

View Agent DetailsView Agent Details
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You can view which agents have submitted bids and which have not for a specific schedule bid. View this dialog box before
processing the bids to see if any agents haven't submitted their bid. If necessary, you can change the bid window end time to give
an agent a little more time to bid. Also, if an agent disputes his or her schedule, you can use this dialog box to investigate the
situation. For example, if the agent failed to submit a bid, the agent is assigned a random schedule after all the agents who did bid
have been processed.

View agent bidsView agent bids

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the ScheduleSchedule
BidsBids  drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click V iew Agent BidsView Agent Bids . The Agent Schedule BidsAgent Schedule Bids
dialog appears.

    

You can process agent bids for a schedule bid after the bid window closes. You can only process the bids once so make sure that
all the agents have completed bidding before you process the bids. See Agent Schedule Bids.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Process a schedule bidProcess a schedule bid

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule
Bids drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the toolbar, click Process Bids or, in the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click ProcessProcess
Bids..Bids.. . The Process BidsProcess Bids  dialog box appears.

3. Click StartStart . When processing is complete, a message appears indicating the bids were processed successfully.
4. Click FinishFinish. The schedules are assigned to the bidding agents, base schedules are created for all the agents who "won" the

biddable schedules, and a new weekly schedule is created for the first week in the effective time range.
5. Evaluate the newly created schedule, make any necessary changes, and publish it.
6. The first effective week’s schedule is automatically created and can be accessed by clicking the Open scheduleOpen schedule  link.

Subsequent week schedules for the remaining effective weeks must still be generated as you would do for ‘normal’ week
schedule generation. That process looks for effective base schedules, then shift rotations, then shifts in order to determine
constraints.

    

View Agent Schedule BidsView Agent Schedule Bids

Process a Schedule BidProcess a Schedule Bid
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You can view details for a schedule bid.

Schedule efficiency is the measurement of how closely the scheduled resources match the forecast number of resources needed.
For example, if you need 10 agents, but you schedule 9 agents, the schedule efficiency for that interval would be 90%. Schedule
efficiency is reduced if you over-schedule in the same way that it is reduced if you under-schedule. For example, if you schedule 11
agents when you need 10 agents, the schedule efficiency would be 90%.

The formula used to measure schedule efficiency is: 1 - (absolute value (forecast – scheduled) / forecast )

The [non-weighted] schedule efficiency shown in the Schedule Details dialog is the average schedule efficiency for all the intervals
in the schedule where either the forecast or the scheduled value is non-zero. The weighted schedule efficiency shown in this dialog
box factors how large the forecast is for each interval when determining the overall weighted schedule efficiency. For example, say
you have two intervals. The first interval has a schedule efficiency of 50% and the forecast resource is 10. For the second interval,
the schedule efficiency is 90% and the forecast resource is 100. The weighted schedule efficiency would be (5 + 90) / 110 = 86.37%,
but the non-weighted schedule efficiency would be (50 + 90) / 200 = 70%.

The weighted schedule efficiency is calculated by multiplying the schedule efficiency in each interval by the forecast number of
resources, adding up all these weighted numbers for all intervals where the forecast or scheduled value is non-zero, and then
dividing by the total of all the forecast number of resources for all the intervals.

View schedule detailsView schedule details

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule
Bids drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.

2. In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click Show Schedule Detai lsShow Schedule Detai ls . The ScheduleSchedule
Detai lsDetai ls  dialog box appears.

3. To display information for a specific agent group, in the agent groupagent group box, click the agent group for which to display
information.

  

View Schedule Bid DetailsView Schedule Bid Details
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You can assign an unassigned schedule bid to an available agent after you process the schedule bid.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Assign a schedule to an agentAssign a schedule to an agent

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select a schedule bid from the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  drop-down
list and click Open selected schedule bid.Open selected schedule bid.  The selected schedule bid opens.  

2. Right-click the agent and then click AssignAssign Schedule to  Agent...Schedule to  Agent...  from the menu that appears. The Assign Schedule toAssign Schedule to
AgentAgent  dialog box appears.

3. Click the name of the agent to assign to the schedule and then click OKOK. A base schedule is created for this agent that is
effective for the time period specified in the original schedule bid.

You can view bid outcome statistics for a schedule bid to evaluate bidding results. The statistics show you the bidding choices
(from first to last) and the number of agents who received that choice. The statistics show both the counts and percentages, and
the cumulative levels so you can see how many agents were assigned a schedule within the top five choices. You can use this
information to answer questions from agents as to why they didn't get their first schedule choice, for example.

View bid outcome statisticsView bid outcome statistics

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule
Bids drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. In the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, click Schedule BiddingSchedule Bidding and then click V iew Bid OutcomesView Bid Outcomes . The Bid OutcomeBid Outcome
StatisticsStatistics  dialog appears.

TipTip: To filter the information by agent group, in the Agent groupAgent group box, click the agent group for which to display
information.

    

Assign Schedule to AgentAssign Schedule to Agent

Bid Outcome StatisticsBid Outcome Statistics
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Schedule Display OptionsSchedule Display Options
You can use the schedule display options to configure how your schedule looks. This section includes:

Activity Colors
Display
Messages
Export

NoteNote : To view/edit the schedule, you must have the appropriate Scheduling Unit selected on the Interaction Optimizer Home
page. In order to see the Actual Work and RTA Exceptions rows, you must have the "Optimizer Supervisor Plug-in" license.

You can change the colors of the text and background for each activity type. You can also change the font.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page.

Make changes to activity appearanceMake changes to activity appearance

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, click Display Options.
3. On the Activi ty ColorsActivi ty Colors  tab, select the checkbox(s) for the activity you want to change.
4. Do one or more of the following:

To change the background color, click Choose back co lor... ,Choose back co lor... ,  select the new background color, and click OKOK.
To change the font color, click Choose font co lor...Choose font co lor... , select the new font color, and click OKOK.
To change the font, click Choose font...Choose font... , select the new font, font style, and size, then click OKOK.

5. To show individual activities of each day when in week view, rather than show the entire shift as one item, check the Show al lShow al l
the activi ties in a shift in week viewthe activi ties in a shift in week view check box.

6. When all changes are made, click ApplyApply  to apply to changes to the schedules, then click OKOK.

TipTip: To return the display to the original settings, click Restore DefaultsRestore Defaults . To edit all activities at the same time, click CheckCheck
Al lAl l . 

    

Change Activity ColorsChange Activity Colors
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You can change the size of rows and lines, and you can change the format of the activity name and display.

Changes the schedule's appearanceChanges the schedule's appearance

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected Open selected schedule l ink .schedule l ink .  The selected schedule opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toobar, click Display Options.
3. On the DisplayDisplay  tab in the Size, Size, rows and l inesrows and l ines  section, change one or more of the following:

Use the up or down arrows to change the Height Height of activi ty timebars in rowsof activi ty timebars in rows . The default height is 15.
Use the up or down arrows to change the Height Height of one rowof one row. This determines the height of each row in the schedule. The
value should be greater than the height of activity bars so there is enough space to click when you want to add new activities to
a specific row. The default height is 18.
Use the up or down arrows to change the Granulari ty Granulari ty for activi ty timesfor activi ty times . This setting determines how many minutes are
used for “stop positions” when dragging and dropping activities in a schedule. For example, if the granularity is set to 15, then
an activity which starts at 10:00 will automatically snap to 10:15, 10:30, 10:45, and so on, when being moved. If this same
activity is moved when the value of this setting is 5 minutes, then the activity would snap to 10:05, 10:10, 10:15, and so on. The
default value is 15.
Select the Show actual  work  Show actual  work  rowrow check box to make the Actual Work rows visible for any schedule that is for the current
week or for some time in the past.
Select the Show adherence exceptions Show adherence exceptions rowrow check box to make the RTA Exceptions rows visible for any schedule that is for
the current week or for some time in the past.  
Select the Show schedule preference Show schedule preference rowrow check box to make the agent's schedule preferences visible for any schedule that
is for the current week or for some time in the past.  
Select the Show shift trade Show shift trade rowrow check box to display the shift trade row regardless of whether the agent has a trade or not.
If you selected Show shift trade row, select the Only Only show shift trade rowshow shift trade row for agents that have trades to only display this
row for agents who have shift trades.
Select Use last checked value Use last checked value for rounding activi tiesfor rounding activi ties  to use the previous value of the Force time values to  the Force time values to  the
nearest 15 minutesnearest 15 minutes  option when you add or edit an activity in the Modify Modify Activi ty Detai lsActivi ty Detai ls  dialog. For example, you select
Use Use last checked value for rounding activi tieslast checked value for rounding activi ties . Next time you edit an activity in the Modify Activi ty Modify Activi ty Detai lsDetai ls  dialog, the
dialog sets Force Force time values to  use the nearest 15 minutestime values to  use the nearest 15 minutes  option to the value previously used for the activity. You can
select Use Use last checked value for rounding activi tieslast checked value for rounding activi ties  when editing past activities to bring the agent into adherence.
Select the Restore defaultsRestore defaults  button to clear manual changes to the Display tab and return to the default settings.
Select the Show vertical  grid Show vertical  grid l inesl ines  checkbox to display vertical, dotted lines every hour in the day and multi-day views, and
every day in the week view.
Select the Color alternating Color alternating rowsrows  checkbox to make the first row have a white background, and the second row to have a
shaded background, and continue alternating. This alternate row setting applies to the analysis and summary count areas, as
well.

4. In the Activi ty Activi ty name display formatname display format  section, select one of the following:

Activity type only
Activity type and description
Description only

5. When all changes are made click ApplyApply , then click OKOK.

TipTip: To discard changes and return to the original settings, click Restore Restore DefaultsDefaults .

Change DisplayChange Display
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You can change when you want a pop-up message, or when you want the messages hidden.

Change pop-up messagesChange pop-up messages

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open Open selected schedule l ink .selected schedule l ink .  The selected schedule opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, click Display Options.
3. On the MessagesMessages  tab, set the pop-up message behavior. The options are:

Select Do not ask before moving Do not ask before moving a single ACD activi tya single ACD activi ty  if you do not want the system to ask whether you want to move
one ACD activity individually. Since the default activity for the entire shift is ACD, moving one ACD activity overwrites any
activities it's placed over, but it also leaves the area it was moved from as ACD. It is recommended that you delete the
activities that aren’t needed, rather than moving a single ACD activity on top of those activities.
Select Do not ask before deleting Do not ask before deleting activi tiesactivi ties  if you do not want the system to warn before deleting an activity.
Select Do not ask before deleting Do not ask before deleting shiftsshifts  if you do not want the system to warn before deleting an entire shift.
Select Do not ask whether to  Do not ask whether to  edit a publ ished scheduleedit a publ ished schedule  if you always want published schedules for the current week to
open in the mode that was selected when you selected the Do not show this message Do not show this message againagain checkbox, when answering the
original question of whether to edit the publish schedule. If “Yes” is chosen, then the published schedule always open in read-
write mode. If “No” is chosen, then the published schedule always open in read-only mode.
Select When not asked, always When not asked, always edit a publ ished scheduleedit a publ ished schedule  to always opens a published schedule in read-write mode.
(This option is only used when the previous Do not ask whether to  edit a publ ished Do not ask whether to  edit a publ ished scheduleschedule  option is selected). If not
selected, the published schedule for the current week opens in read-only mode.
Select Do not ask before publ ishing Do not ask before publ ishing edited past activi tiesedited past activi ties  if you do not want the system to warn about publishing a
schedule that has edits to activities, that occurred before the current time.
Select When not asked, always When not asked, always use read-only mode for o ld schedulesuse read-only mode for o ld schedules  to direct the system to display a message saying
that schedules that end before the current week are always opened in read-only mode. By default, this option is enabled
(selected).
Select Notify Successful  merge Notify Successful  merge on saveon save  if you want the system to display a message saying the initial load is processed
successfully.

4. When all changes are made click ApplyApply , then click OKOK.

TipTip: To discard changes and return to the original settings, click Restore Restore DefaultsDefaults .

Change MessagesChange Messages
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You can change the way data is exported.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Change data export behaviorChange data export behavior

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, click Schedule Display Options.
3. On the ExportExport  tab, set the timespan area on data export.
4. Select one of the following options:

Export vis ible timespanExport vis ible timespan - this option captures the timespan that is visible in the current schedule view, when you select an
Export... option. For example, 6:00 am to 10:00 am is visible in the schedule, so those times are the only times included in
export.
Export scro l lable timespanExport scro l lable timespan - this option captures the timespan that is scrollable in the current schedule view, when you
select an Export... option. For example, 6:00 am to 10:00 am may be visible in the schedule, but if you scroll all the way right,
you can see 6:00 am to 5:59 am (the following day). All the scrollable timeslots are included in the export.
Export specified timespanExport specified timespan (default) - this option captures a specific timespan in the current schedule, when you select an
Export... option. Use the up and down arrows to set the hours and the days for capture. For example, you might set the values at
12 hours in a day and 7 days in a week.

4. When all changes are made click ApplyApply , then click OKOK.

TipTip: To discard changes and return to the original settings, click Restore DefaultsRestore Defaults .

 
 

 

Change Export BehaviorChange Export Behavior
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Edit SchedulesEdit Schedules
After you generate a schedule, you can edit it in the Interaction Optimizer Module in IC Business Manager. This section includes:

Time Off Requests
Publish Notes
Activities
Agent Actions

NotesNotes : Multiple users can edit the same schedule at the same time. When you save a schedule that contains edits from
another user, the system asks you if you want to merge the changes with the other schedule edits. If multiple users
simultaneously edit the same previously published schedule, the system asks if they want to merge the changes when
publishing the schedule.

Users can also open older schedules and unpublished schedules from the current week in read-only or read-write mode. By
default, the schedule is opened in read-only mode, but the read-write mode can be selected. Older published schedules can not
be unpublished, nor can older unpublished schedules be published.
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Because approved time off requests help determine an agent's accrual balance, time off requests must match activities in a
schedule. For example, if an agent is listed on the schedule for vacation, but the backing time off request has been cancelled,
Optimizer will not deduct the time from the agent's accrual balance, even though the schedule shows the agent does not have to
work. Workforce management administrators should, when managing time off requests, always add, edit, and cancel the requests in
the time off request view. After the administrator makes time off requests that affect scheduled activities, he or she should
synchronize them in the affected schedule.

In the Differences Between time Off Activi ties and Time Off RequestsDifferences Between time Off Activi ties and Time Off Requests , you can apply the default fixes to the differences.
This table shows the types of differences encountered, and the automatic fixes to apply:

Time off requestTime off request
detai ldetai l

FixFix

No related time off
activity in the schedule

Create the time off activity associated with a Time off request and resolve associated
differences. This fix is selected by default, and best practice recommends the change be applied
immediately.

Request was cancelled,
but time off activity still
exists in the schedule

Replace the time off activity with ACD. This fix is unchecked by default to encourage the
administrator to review the schedule before applying a change.  In many cases, the administrator
will put new activities in place of the old time off activity.

Time off request length
and time off activity
length do not match

When the time off request is longer than the activity, overwrite the activities nearby the time
off activity so the lengths will match.  

When the Time off request time off request is shorter than the activity, replace the "extra" time
not in the activity with ACD. This fix is unchecked by default to encourage the administrator to
review the schedule before applying these changes.

Time off request starts at
a time different than the
time off activity

Replace the activity with ACD, create a new time off activity with the same start and length as
the TOR, and overwrite any activities that overlap with the time off request.  This fix is
unchecked by default to encourage the administrator to review the schedule before applying
these changes.

Time off request activity
code does not match the
time off activity code

Change the activity code of the time off activity match the time off request activity code.  This
fix is selected by default, and best practice recommends the change be applied immediately.

Time off activity appears
on the schedule but does
not relate to an existing
time off request

Create a backing time off request and match it to the activity.  

Note: This fix is the only automatic fix that directs the schedule editor to create or modify a
time off request. When complete, the schedule editor opens a new time off request view, and
then opens the TOR details in that view.  This fix is selected by default, and best practice
recommends the change be applied immediately.

In addition, use the V iew selected activi ty in scheduleView selected activi ty in schedule  and V iew selected request in time off viewView selected request in time off view to jump to a specific
difference in the schedule editor.  The Differences Between time Off Activi ties and Time Off RequestsDifferences Between time Off Activi ties and Time Off Requests  dialog box remains
open, allowing you to view it and the schedule editor simultaneously, making it easier for the administrator to view and evaluate
each difference for resolution.

Understanding time off synchronizationUnderstanding time off synchronization
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In the Differences Between Time Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box, in the Automatic Fix column Optimizer presents a
default fix for each difference. This fix is applied automatically when you select Apply Checked.

NoteNote : The request value is always used, since changes to requests should be done in the time off requests view and then
applied to the scheduled time off activities.

To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:

1. From the Optimizer Home page, open a selected schedule.
2. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Show Differences in Time Off RequestsShow Differences in Time Off Requests . The Differences Between Time

Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box opens.

NoteNote : The scheduled time off activities shown in this dialog box either differ from the associated time off requests, or
do not have a backing time off request.

3. To apply the automatic fix to all differences, make sure all boxes in the Checked column are selected and click ApplyApply
CheckedChecked.

4. To apply the automatic fix to only certain differences, clear the check boxes for the differences you do not want to fix and then
click Apply CheckedApply Checked.

5. To analyze a scheduled time off activity in the schedule, click the V iew selected activi ty in scheduleView selected activi ty in schedule  link.
6. To manage a scheduled time off request, click the V iew selected request in time off viewView selected request in time off view link.
7. To refresh the dialog box, click Reload differencesReload differences .

The Publ ish NotesPubl ish Notes  dialog box opens when you select Publ ish SchedulePubl ish Schedule  from the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu. In the Publ ishPubl ish
NotesNotes  dialog, type any applicable notes for the schedule you are about to publish, and click OKOK.

NotesNotes : Multiple users can edit the same schedule at the same time. When you save a schedule that contains edits from
another user, the system asks you if you want to merge the changes with the other schedule edits. If multiple users
simultaneously edit the same previously published schedule, the system asks if they want to merge the changes when
publishing the schedule.

Users can also open older schedules and unpublished schedules from the current week in read-only or read-write mode. By
default, the schedule is opened in read-only mode, but the read-write mode can be selected. Older published schedules can not
be unpublished, nor can older unpublished schedules be published.  

 
 

 

Synchronize time off requests and time off activitiesSynchronize time off requests and time off activities

Enter Publish NotesEnter Publish Notes
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You can change existing activities, add new activities, and modify details in a local schedule that allows edits (current schedule or
schedule for a future date). You cannot edit activities for AI-powered schedules. This section includes:

Edit an existing activity
Add a new activity
Move an activity
Change activity length
Create new activity of specified length
Create new activity of default length
Schedule Group Activity

To access several actions to apply to an agent, right-click the agent and select the appropriate activity from the menu that appears.
See Agent Actions for more details.

Activity Behavior in the ScheduleActivity Behavior in the Schedule

The default activity type is “ACD”. When you move or delete an activity, adjacent ACD activities adjust around the change. ForFor
exampleexample : An agent has an ACD activity from 1:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. and a scheduled meeting from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. The ACD
activity changes from one activity at 1:30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. to two activities; one before the meeting at 1:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m., and
one after the meeting at 3:00 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. Also note the background of the activity with changes is dotted:

After you save changes to an activity, the the activity background returns to a solid background:

 

Edit ActivitiesEdit Activities
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Add a New ActivityAdd a New Activity

You can add a new activity to a local schedule. You cannot add a new activity to an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you add a new activity, select the appropriate Schedul ingSchedul ing unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Add an act ivityAdd an act ivity

1. From the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules
drop-down list and click the OpenOpen selected schedule link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Select the activity type you want to add from the drop-down list.
3. Click Add Activity and drag the mouse to the agent row where you want to add the activity.
4. Release the cursor. The Modify Modify Activi ty Detai lsActivi ty Detai ls  dialog opens.
5. Make the necessary changes to the new activity. Options include Activity Type, Length, Start time, description, determining if

the activity is paid or counts toward contiguous work time, and the ability to force time values to the nearest 15 minute
increment.

6. Click OK.OK.

Edit ActivityEdit Activity

You can edit an existing activity on a local schedule. You cannot edit an existing activity for an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you edit an activity, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page.

Edit  an exist ing  act ivityEdit  an exist ing  act ivity

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Select the activity, then right-click the activity and select Edit Activi tyEdit Activi ty  from the menu that appears. (You can also double click
on the activity to edit it). The Modify Activi ty Detai lsModify Activi ty Detai ls  dialog opens.

3. Make the necessary changes and click OKOK. Options include Activity Type, Length, Start time, description, determining if the
activity is paid or counts toward contiguous work time, and the ability to force time values to the nearest 15 minute increment.

NoteNote : The background of the activity with changes is dotted. You must save the schedule to save all changes. Once changes
are saved, the background of the activity is solid.
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Move an ActivityMove an Activity

You can move an activity to another time slot for that agent in a local schedule. You cannot more an activity in an AI-powered
schedule.

NoteNote : Before you move an activity, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Move an exist ing  act ivityMove an exist ing  act ivity

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click the Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Select one or more activities using Ctrl+Cl ickCtrl+Cl ick , and move (an arrow appears) them right or left within each activity's row.

3. If a single activity is moved, a confirmation dialog appears. Select YesYes  to continue, or NoNo  to cancel the move.
4. If you select Yes, the system moves the activity or activities to the new time slots. If you select No, the system cancels the

move.  

NoteNote : If multiple non-contiguous activities in the same shift are selected, all activities between the first and last selected
activity are automatically selected, when the activities are moved right or left.
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Change Activity LengthChange Activity Length

You easily change the length of an activity in a local schedule. You cannot change the length of an activity in an AI-powered
schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page.

Change the act ivity lengthChange the act ivity length

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Select one or more activities using Ctrl+Cl ickCtrl+Cl ick , and move (an arrow appears) them right or left within each activity's row to the
new time slot.

The length of the activity or activities are changed.

NoteNote : Re-sizing multiple activities within the same shift is not allowed.
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Create New Activity of Default LengthCreate New Activity of Default Length

You can easily create a new activity of the default length in a local schedule. You cannot create a new activity of the default length
in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Create an act ivity of a default  lengthCreate an act ivity of a default  length

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules
drop-down list and click Open selected Open selected scheduleschedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Click the Activity button to the right of the activity type drop-down list.

3. Drag the cursor to the location where you want to add the new activity and release the mouse. The Modify Modify Activi ty Detai lsActivi ty Detai ls
dialog appears, showing the new activity.

NoteNote : The new activity defaults to the activity type visible in the activity type drop-down list, and the length and options for this
activity are set to the defaults for that activity type.
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Create New Activity of Specified LengthCreate New Activity of Specified Length

You can easily create a new activity of a specific length in a local schedule. You cannot create a new activity of a specific length in
an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Create a new act ivity of specific lengthCreate a new act ivity of specific length

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area select the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules
drop-down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Position the mouse above or below the time slot in the row where you want the new activity. Notice the pencil cursor.

3. Click the time where you want the activity to start and drag the cursor to where you want the activity to end.

4. Release the mouse. The Modify Modify Activi ty Detai lActivi ty Detai l s dialog opens and displays the new activity.

NoteNote : The new activity defaults to the activity type visible in the activity type drop-down list at the top of the schedule.

5. Click OKOK to save the new activity.

Schedule Group ActivitySchedule Group Activity

You can save time by scheduling an activity for multiple agents at the same time in a local schedule. You cannot scheduling an
activity for multiple agents at the same time in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure activities, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page.

Schedule a group act ivitySchedule a group act ivity

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules
drop-down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link.  The selected schedule opens.

2. Do one of the following:

Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Schedule Group Activity.
Right-click in the Agent area and select Schedule Schedule Group Activi ty...Group Activi ty...  from the menu that appears.

3. In the Schedule Activi tySchedule Activi ty  dialog, enter the activity details.
4. In the Select agents and possible Select agents and possible schedule datesschedule dates  section, choose to Show Show al l  feasible schedul ing times for datesal l  feasible schedul ing times for dates

selected.selected.  or Al low scheduler to  pick  the best time to  Al low scheduler to  pick  the best time to  schedule.  schedule.  
5. If you select Show al l  feasible Show al l  feasible schedul ing times for dates selected,schedul ing times for dates selected,  the system uses the list of selected agents with the

selected schedule dates and processes the information. The Start Time PickerStart Time Picker  dialog appears, displaying the resulting
headcount differences between the forecast and scheduled agents for each date selected. The following information is
displayed:
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Start TimeStart Time: This is the suggested group activity start time.
Headcount Difference:Headcount Difference:  This is the difference between the forecast number of people and the scheduled number of people
after scheduling the group activity.

For example, you are trying to schedule 4 people for a meeting from 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm. There are 9 people forecast, and 12
people scheduled for the 2:00 pm - 2:15 pm time slot. If the 4 people were to attend this meeting, that would leave 8 people
working of the 12 people scheduled. Since 9 people were forecast and 8 are actually working, the headcount difference is -1 for
this 15 minute time slot.

Continue calculating the difference for the 2:15 pm - 2:30 pm time slot (the next 15 minute interval). For this time slot, there are
11 people forecast, and 13 people scheduled. If the 4 people were to attend the meeting, that would leave 9 people working of
the 13 people scheduled. Since 11 people were forecast and 9 are actually working, the headcount difference is -2 for this 15
minute time slot. Factoring the headcount difference for both 15 minute time slots (30 minutes for the group activity), the
aggregate of the difference is -1 plus -2, so -3.  
Headcount DistributionHeadcount Distribution: This is the headcount difference for each 15 minute interval that is included in the 30 minute
activity. Using the same example above, the distribution is listed as -1.0 / -2.0. 

NoteNote : The system calculates data every 15 minutes, providing the difference per every 15 minutes and the aggregate
value of the difference for the total time period of the activity. This aggregate provides helpful scheduling information
at-a-glance.

In the Start Time PickerStart Time Picker  dialog box, select the best possible time for the group activity. Multiple times can be selected to
schedule multiple activities. Click OKOK to save the activity. Click RetryRetry  to return to the Schedule Activi tySchedule Activi ty  dialog box and start
over.

TipTip: A Headcount Difference closer to 0 (or a more positive number), is the best time to schedule an activity.

6. If you select the Al low scheduler Al low scheduler to  pick  the best time to  scheduleto  pick  the best time to  schedule  option, the system asks for confirmation of the
activity start time.

7. If confirmed, the activity is scheduled. If the start time is not confirmed, the scheduling is canceled. If you select the Al lowAllow
scheduler to  pick  the best time to  scheduler to  pick  the best time to  schedule,schedule,  the Start Time Picker dialog does not appear.
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When you right-click an agent in a local schedule (where editing is allowed) in the day, multi-day, or week view, you can perform the
following actions:

Add Agent(s...)
Remove Shift(s)
Assign Shift...
Assign All Shifts week view only
Swap Shifts
Swap All Shifts week view only
Copy Shift to Agent(s)...
Show Agent Details
Schedule Group Activity
Create Base Schedule
Edit Base Schedule
Toggle Detail Information

When you right-click an agent in an AI-powered schedule, you can perform the following actions:
Show Agent Details
Create Base Schedule
Edit Base Schedule
Toggle Detail Information

 

 

Agent Information AreaAgent Information Area: View agent names, paid hours and total hours in the agent area left of the schedule in the workspace.

ConfigurationConfiguration: Consider and compare agent preference configurations when scheduling.

Intraday Monitoring:Intraday Monitoring:  Compare actual activity to forecast activity within a given day.

ReforecastingReforecasting: Reforecast in Intraday Monitoring and Reforecasting in Scheduling to create new forecasts based on the current
trends for the day.

Schedule PreferencesSchedule Preferences :View all the preferences for the agents in their agent group.

Agent GroupsAgent Groups : Create groups of peer agents who can handle the same types of interactions and have similar skills.

Agent DataAgent Data: View and edit agent data to be used to rank agents in agent groups.

Group Activi ty SchedulerGroup Activi ty Scheduler : Schedule an activity for multiple agents using a range of possible schedule dates.

Time Off Requests Appl icationTime Off Requests Appl ication: View and apply time off requests that were created after the schedule generation.

Analysis and Summary Counts AreaAnalysis and Summary Counts Area: View scheduled and forecast counts, activity counts, expected service level, expected
ASA, and expected occupancy based on the view mode.

Status Bar AreaStatus Bar Area: View the status bar at-a-glance to see the number of agents, view mode, changes not saved, editing status, and
filter options that are associated with the schedule in the workspace.

Fi l ter and Sort OptionsFi l ter and Sort Options : Use the filter and sort options to set filter criteria and sort order.

Schedule Display OptionsSchedule Display Options : Use the schedule display options to set activity, row, and column appearance, as well as, to configure
if and when to display informational messages.

ScheduleSchedule  Publishing: Make schedules official for the current time period, or for a future time period.

GraphsGraphs : View schedule and forecast data in line or bar, in two dimensional or three dimensional graph format.

ExportExport : Export schedule data and forecast totals to a document in HTML format to print or to post on a web site.

Miscel laneous CommandMiscel laneous Commands: Save and publish schedule changes, zoom in or out when viewing a schedule, and use quick keys to
speed navigation.

Actual  Work and RTA ExceptionsActual  Work and RTA Exceptions : View agents actual work time and real-time adherence (or RTA exception) information on
current or past schedules.

Agent ActionsAgent Actions
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Add Agent(s)....Add Agent(s)....

You can easily add one or more agents to a local schedule. You cannot add one or more agents to an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure agent settings, select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

Add an agent  to  the scheduleAdd an agent  to  the schedule

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules
drop-down list and click the Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule  link. The selected schedule opens.

2. Right-click any agent's name and select Add Add Agent(s)Agent(s)  from the menu that appears.
3. In the Add Agents(s)Add Agents(s) dialog, select one or more agent name and click OKOK.
4. The additional agents appear in the agent column, but they don’t have shifts until you add activities for them. By default, the

Show agents that do  not match fi l ter cri teriaShow agents that do  not match fi l ter cri teria  option is selected. This option shows all agents regardless if an agent is
not available due to being filtered, e.g., a shift rotation filter.

NoteNote : The Add AgentsAdd Agents  dialog lists only agents in the same scheduling unit as the one used to generate the schedule.

TipTip: Use Shift+cl ickShift+cl ick  to select a range of agent names. Use Ctrl+cl ickCtrl+cl ick  to select multiple agent names.
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Remove Shift(s) Remove Shift(s) (day or multi-day view)(day or multi-day view)

Unexpected circumstances may require you to remove shift(s) from a local schedule. You cannot remove shift(s) from an AI-
powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Remove one or more shifts from the schedule Remove one or more shifts from the schedule (day view and multi-day view)

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Select all the agents’ names that have a shift you want to remove for the currently visible day.
3. Right-click and select Remove Remove shift(s)shift(s)  from the menu that appears.
4. Click YesYes  to confirm the shift removal.

NoteNote : The shift is removed from the schedule, but the agent's name remains.

TipTip: Use Shift+cl ickShift+cl ick  to select a range of agent names from which to remove shifts. Use Ctrl+cl ickCtrl+cl ick  to select multiple agent
names.

Remove Shift (s) Remove Shift (s) (week viewweek view )

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Configuration area click ShiftsShifts . The ShiftsShifts  tab opens.
2. Right-click the shift  to remove and select Delete from the menu that appears.
3. Click YesYes  to confirm shift removal.

Remove Agent(s) (Remove Agent(s) (week viewweek view ))

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Select all the agents’ names that have a shift you want to remove for the currently visible day.
3. Right-click and select Remove Remove shift(s)shift(s)  from the menu that appears.
4. Click YesYes  to confirm the agent removal.
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Assign ShiftAssign Shift

You can easily assign one agent's shift to another agent in the local schedule you are editing. This action is available in day and
multi-day view, but not in week view. You cannot assign shifts in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Assign a shift  from one agent  to  anotherAssign a shift  from one agent  to  another

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Right-click any agent's name and select Assign Assign Shift...Shift...  from the menu that appears.
3. Select one agent in the Assign Assign ShiftShift  dialog box, and click OKOK.

The shift is now assigned to the agent selected. The agent's name that the shift was assigned from is still displayed, but no shift is
displayed for that agent. By default, the Show agents that do  not match fi l ter Show agents that do  not match fi l ter cri teriacri teria  option is selected. This option shows all
agents regardless if an agent is not available due to being filtered, e.g., a shift rotation filter.

NoteNote : The Assign ShiftAssign Shift  dialog box lists only agents in the same scheduling unit and not yet assigned a shift for the currently
visible day.
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Assign All ShiftsAssign All Shifts

You can easily assign all shifts assigned to an agent in a weekly local schedule to another agent. This action is not available in day
or multi-day views. You cannot assign all shifts in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Assign all shifts in a weekly schedule to  another agentAssign all shifts in a weekly schedule to  another agent

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Right-click any agent's name and select Assign Assign Al l  Shifts...Al l  Shifts...  from the menu that appears.
3. Select one agent in the Assign Assign Al l  ShiftsAl l  Shifts  dialog box, and click OKOK.
4. The weekly shifts are now assigned to the agent selected. The agent's name that the weekly shifts were  assigned from is still

displayed, but no shifts are displayed for that agent.

By default, the Show Show agents that do  not match fi l ter cri teriaagents that do  not match fi l ter cri teria  option is selected. This option shows all agents regardless if an
agent is not available due to being filtered, e.g., a shift rotation filter.

NotesNotes : The Assign Al l  ShiftsAssign Al l  Shifts  dialog box lists only agents in the same scheduling unit and not yet assigned a shift in this
schedule.

You cannot assign all shifts during the current week if some of those shifts are before or on the day you are editing the
schedule.
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Swap Shifts Swap Shifts (day or multi-day view)(day or multi-day view)

You can switch (or swap) one agent's shift with another agent's shift in a local schedule. This action is available in day and multi-
day view, but not in week view. You cannot swap shifts in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Swap a shift  from one agent  to  anotherSwap a shift  from one agent  to  another

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Highlight both agents' names, right-click, and select Swap shift(s)Swap shift(s)  from the menu that appears.
3. Click YesYes  to confirm the shift swap.

Swap Shifts Swap Shifts (week view)(week view)

You can switch (or swap) two shifts in week view.  This action is not available in day and multi-day view. The two shifts must meet
one of the following criteria:
1. They both belong to the same agent.
2. They both occur on the same day.
3. If they belong to different agents on different days, the agent which is getting the newly swapped shift cannot have a current

shift on that day. For example, if Alice has a shift on Monday but not on Tuesday, and Bob has a shift on Tuesday but not on
Monday, then you can swap their shifts. However, if Alice has shift on Monday and Tuesday, she cannot swap her shift with Bob
who has a shift on Tuesday.

Swap a shift  from one agent  to  anotherSwap a shift  from one agent  to  another

1. Highlight both shifts, right-click, and select Swap Swap shift(s)shift(s)  from the menu.
2. Click YesYes  to confirm the shift swap.
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Swap All ShiftsSwap All Shifts

You can switch (or swap) all of an agent's shifts in a week with another agent's shifts in that week in a local schedule. This action
is not available in day and multi-day view. You cannot swap all shifts in an AI-powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

To swap all shifts in a week from one agent  to  another:To swap all shifts in a week from one agent  to  another:

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules  drop-
down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Highlight both agents' names, right-click, and select Swap al l  shiftsSwap al l  shifts  from the menu that appears.
3. Click YesYes  to confirm the shift swap.

Copy Shift to AgentsCopy Shift to Agents

You can copy an agent’s shift to another agent or agents (this maintains or keeps the assignment of the originally selected agent)
in a local schedule. This action is available in day and multi-day view, but not in week view. You cannot copy shifts in an AI-powered
schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  drop-down list.

To copy a shift  from one agent  to  another agent  or agents:To copy a shift  from one agent  to  another agent  or agents:

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Right-click the agent's name and select Copy Copy Shift to  AgentsShift to  Agents  from the menu that appears.
3. Select one or more agents in the Copy Copy Shift fromShift from dialog, and click OKOK.

The shift is now assigned to the selected agents, but the shift remains assigned to the original agent as well.

NoteNote : Shifts can only be copied on days when the agent receiving a copy of the shift is not already assigned a shift.

TipsTips : Use Shift+cl ickShift+cl ick  to select a range of agent names to copy shifts. Use Ctrl+Cl ickCtrl+Cl ick  to select multiple agent names. Drag
and drop a shift from one day to another day, or from one agent to another agent.
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Copy Shifts to AgentCopy Shifts to Agent

You can copy an agent’s shift to another agent or agents (this maintains or keeps the assignment of the originally selected
agent) in a local schedule. This action is available in week view, but not in day or multi-day view. You cannot copy shifts in an AI-
powered schedule.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  drop-down list.

To copy a shift  from one agent  to  another agent  or agents:To copy a shift  from one agent  to  another agent  or agents:

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the SchedulesSchedules
drop-down list and click Open selected scheduleOpen selected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Right-click on the agent's name and select Copy Copy Shift to  AgentsShift to  Agents  from the menu that appears.
3. Select one or more shifts in the Copy Copy Shift fromShift from dialog box, and click OKOK.

The shift is now assigned to the selected agents, but the shift remains assigned to the original agent as well.

NoteNote : Shifts can only be copied on days when the agent receiving a copy of the shift is not already assigned a shift.

TipsTips : Use Shift+cl ickShift+cl ick  to select a range of agent names to copy shifts. Use Ctrl+cl ickCtrl+cl ick  to select multiple agent names. Drag
and drop a shift from one day to another day, or from one agent to another agent.
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Show Agent DetailsShow Agent Details

You can view agent details, such as workgroup memberships and constraints, if editing a schedule in day, multi-day, or week view.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

To view agent  details :To view agent  details :

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Scheduling area click the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click Open Open selected scheduleselected schedule . The ScheduleSchedule  tab opens.

2. Right-click the agent's name and select Show Show Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls  from the menu that appears.
3. The Agent Detai lsAgent Detai ls  screen displays information in a scrolling, view-only dialog . When finished viewing the information, click

OKOK.

NoteNote : When an agent has more than one type of a constraint, the most rigid constraint is shown.  

Work with agent-initiated shift tradesWork with agent-initiated shift trades
Shift trading enables agents to trade daily shifts or parts of a shift with other agents based on business rules that the scheduling
administrator configures. This feature increases agent satisfaction and also decreases the amount of time that the administrator
spends manually changing schedules.

 

      

The Shift Trading Configuration view allows administrators to set up the options that are appropriate for their call center. From the
Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area select Shift Trading. The Shift Trading tab opens.

Enable Shift TradingEnable Shift Trading

Use the Enable Shift Trading check box to enable or disable all shift trading functionality for the scheduling unit. When you leave
this box unchecked, the Schedule Trading tab will not appear in an agent's client and they cannot add or change trades. If Shift
Trading is enabled, and you then disable this check box, Optimizer does not delete any existing trade requests, but the requests are
no longer visible until you re-enable the check box.

About Shift Trading configurationAbout Shift Trading configuration
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Trades must be at least this many hours in the futureTrades must be at least this many hours in the future

Use the up and down controls to define how much time is needed to give agents and administrators proper warning about a change
to the schedule that resulted from a schedule trade.

Depending on the number you set here, agents cannot create a trade request where the first possible trade occurs less than number
of hours in the future. Optimizer checks hourly for expired trades and changes the trade status accordingly. Optimizer validates
trade times before saving it as a matched trade to confirm that the chosen times are not far enough in the future that the save will
fail.

Minimum trade length (in hours)Minimum trade length (in hours)

Use the up and down controls to protect from agents trading a block of time that is too short. When the agent creates a trade
request, Optimizer checks the length and will not save invalid lengths.

Minimum consecutive block of time left after partial trade (in hours)Minimum consecutive block of time left after partial trade (in hours)

Use the up and down controls to set the lowest number of consecutive hours allowed to remain in an agent's shift after he or she
has been granted a partial trade request. This setting is designed to protect an agent from having a very short shift after making a
trade. The block of time left refers to the part of the agent’s shift that is left after the trade. For example, if an agent has a 6 hour
shift and trades away 4 hours, then he or she will be left with a 2-hour shift.

Purge expired trades from database once they are this old (in days)Purge expired trades from database once they are this old (in days)

Use the up and down controls to define when to purge old trade requests is designed to reduce the size of the database.  Any trade
request that is in the expired or canceled status after the configured number of days will be deleted from the database.

Partial day trade recommendation window (in hours)Partial day trade recommendation window (in hours)

Use the up and down controls to determine how close to the original request any potential trades must be before being shown to
other agents. For example, assume Agent A's shift begins at 8:00 a.m. and he wants to take off from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. for a
doctor's appointment. Setting the partial day trade recommendation window to 2 hours, the system only considers trades that begin
at 8:00 a.m. and end between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A possible trade ending at 3:00 p.m. will not be shown in the list of trades
from which the agent can pick because the difference is more than 2 hours from 12:00 p.m.

Require admin approval for trades that contain a partial shiftRequire admin approval for trades that contain a partial shift

Select this check box to automatically set any partial day trades to Pending status until an administrator approves or denies the
partial day trade. Clear this check box to direct Optimizer to automatically approve partial day trades that meet matching and rule
criteria.

Agent matching criteriaAgent matching criteria

Select the matching criteria by which agents can trade. Depending on your selection, agents will only be allowed to trade with
agents in the same scheduling unit, agents with the same staff type, agents in the same coverage group, agents that have the same
ACD workgroups, or agents that have the same ACD workgroups and skills. Once set, neither agents nor administrators can
override the criteria to create requests with non-matching agents.

If you chose the Agents that belong to the same ACD workgroups criteria, matches only include workgroups that have queues, and
will receive interactions. If an agent belongs to additional workgroups that do not have queues, the group of agents with which they
can trade does not change.

Activity type rulesActivity type rules

Activity type rules determine what to do with each activity when one agent's schedule is traded with another agent's schedule.
Select an action for each activity type. Stays with schedule, Cannot be traded, and Replaced with ACD.

Stays with scheduleStays with schedule . The activity given by one agent is included in the schedule received by the other agent.  
Replaced with ACD.Replaced with ACD.  The activity given by one agent is not included in the schedule received by the other agent. Instead, the
time range receives an ACD activity.  
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Cannot be tradedCannot be traded. An agent cannot trade any schedule range that includes this activity. For example, if an agent attempts to
trade a Time Off activity, he or she receives an error message and Optimizer will not complete the trade.  

NoteNote : Time off is restricted from trade requests. Therefore, Time Off and Vacation are permanently set to Cannot be tradedCannot be traded.

Admin Review columnAdmin Review column

Check this column if you do not want to automatically approve a matched trade. Instead, Optimizer sets matched trades to Pending
status until the administrator approves or denies the match.  

Warning columnWarning column

Check this column if you want to present a warning to the agent whenever this activity type is included in any part of the shift to be
traded.  

Warning Message columnWarning Message column

If the Warning column contains a check mark for the activity type, you must also enter a warning message in this column. If you
check the Warning column but do not add a warning message, Optimizer will not save the configuration. These warnings appear to
the agent when he or she attempts to trade a shift that includes this activity type.

From the Interaction Optimizer Home page's Scheduling area, select Shift Trading Requests to open the Shift Trading Requests tab.
This view allows administrators to manage both matched and unmatched trade requests. Here, you can manage matched trade
requests, and you can also view unmatched trade requests.

The following buttons allow an administrator to manage the trade requests:

Approve proposed
shift trade

Use this button to approve a matched trade currently set to “Pending”. This feature is also available
for previously denied matches if the original request:

Has not  later been approved
Does not have another pending match

Deny entire shift
trade request

Use this button to deny an entire request that is unmatched or not already approved.

Deny pending shift
trade match

Use this button to deny a pending shift trade match without denying the entire request. The request
remains open.

The link to view schedules will be available for both matched and unmatched trades. When the administrator approves a matched
trade, the schedules will be updated immediately.

Show requests afterShow requests after

Use the controls in this area to filter the selection of shift trading requests you want to view. These controls change, depending on
the range you select.

About Shift Trading RequestsAbout Shift Trading Requests
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Pending  | Show Previous Filter buttonPending  | Show Previous Filter button

Click the PendingPending button, shown by default, to view only pending matched trades and filter out approved or denied trades. When you
click the Pending button, it changes to Show Previous Filter.

Click Show Previous Fi l terShow Previous Fi l ter  to return to the trade requests that match the last filter criteria. The system returns either a complete
list, or a list based on any variables you set from a column heading's filter menu prior to clicking the Pending button. For more
information about filtering trade requests, see the Related topicsRelated topics .

StatusStatus

Click the box directly below the Status column heading to view a list of statuses by which to filter the trade requests. Select one or
more of the following check boxes: All, Approved, Canceled, Denied Match, Denied Request, Expired, Pending, and Unmatched.

Offering  Agent   Offering  Agent   

The agent that created the initial unmatched trade request.  

Offering  Agent 's  ScheduleOffering  Agent 's  Schedule

A link to the schedule for the agent who initiated the trade request. Click it to open this agent's schedule

ReviewerReviewer

If an administrator has reviewed a trade request, his or her name appears here.

Reviewed DateReviewed Date

The date an administrator reviewed the trade request.

Accept ing  AgentAccept ing  Agent

The agent that accepted a matched trade.  

Accept ing  Agent 's  ScheduleAccept ing  Agent 's  Schedule

A link to the schedule for the agent who accepted the trade request. Click it to open the agent's schedule.

Deny ReasonDeny Reason

If a trade request was denied by the system or an admin, the reason appears here. For more information on trade request denial
options and status values, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

Shift trade status valuesShift trade status values
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Optimizer provides a list of status values that vary, depending on whether the trade is a request or a match.

Status values for trade requestsStatus values for trade requests

The allowed status values for trade requests are:

CanceledCanceled

The trade request was canceled by the offering agent.

NoteNote : Trade requests can only be canceled by the offering agent that creates the initial trade request. If the trade is matched to
another agent, then the accepting agent can cancel the match and the trade request will be available for selection by another
agent.

Denied  RequestDenied  Request

The trade request and all pending matches were denied, and no other agents will see it.

ExpiredExpired

A trade request can be assigned an expired status for any of the following reasons:
The trade request is invalid, and a trade cannot occur within the specified time.
The trade has an expiration time specified by the offering agent. The trade will expire within one hour of the set expiration time.
The start time specified by the offering agent occurs in the future time that is less than the number of hours specified for how
long in the future to allow trades as specified in the shift trading configuration view.
None of the possible start times that the offering agent is willing to work is at least the number of hours in the future specified
in the schedule trading configuration view. 

PendingPending

The trade request has been matched, but requires administrator review.

UnmatchedUnmatched

The initial state for a trade request that is created. As of the current viewing session, no agent has accepted this trade. A request is
unmatched only if it does not have any associated matches. An associated match can be approved, denied, canceled, etc.

Status values for trade matchesStatus values for trade matches

The allowed status values for trade matches are: 

PendingPending

Similar to matched trade requests, this status means that the trade request has been matched, but requires the administrator
review.

ApprovedApproved

This match has been approved and the shifts have already been traded.

Denied  MatchDenied  Match

The match was denied. No schedules were traded.

CanceledCanceled
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The match was canceled by the accepting agent.

 

  

Use the Enable Shift Trading check box to enable or disable all shift trading functionality for the scheduling unit. If shift trading is
disabled, or unchecked, the Schedule Trading tab will not appear in an agent's client and they cannot add or change trades. If Shift
Trading is enabled, and you later disable it, Optimizer does not delete any existing trade requests, but the requests are no longer
visible until you re-enable the check box.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click the Shift TradingShift Trading link. The Shift TradingShift Trading tab

opens.
2. Check the Enable Shift TradingEnable Shift Trading check box.
3. Configure the remaining default values.
4. Click SaveSave .

For more information on shift trading configuration, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

  

Enable shift tradingEnable shift trading
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On the Shift Trading tab, you can configure the requirements and behavior of shift trade requests. To configure the trade
requirements, shift trading must be enabled.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click the Shift TradingShift Trading link. The Shift TradingShift Trading tab

opens.
2. In the Trades must be at least this many hours in the futureTrades must be at least this many hours in the future  area, use the up and down controls to define how much

time is needed to give agents and administrators proper warning about a change to the schedule that resulted from a schedule
trade.

NoteNote : Depending on the number you set here, agents cannot create a trade request where the first possible trade
occurs less than number of hours in the future. Optimizer checks hourly for expired trades and changes the trade status
accordingly. Optimizer validates trade times before saving it as a matched trade to confirm that the chosen times are
not far enough in the future that the save will fail.

3. In the Minimum trade length (in hours)Minimum trade length (in hours) area, use the up and down controls to protect from agents trading a block of time
that is too short. When the agent creates a trade request, Optimizer checks the length and will not save invalid lengths.

4. In the Minimum consecutive block of time left after partial  trade (in hours) area, uMinimum consecutive block of time left after partial  trade (in hours) area, use the up and down controls to
set the lowest number of consecutive hours allowed to remain in the agent’s daily shift  after an agent has been granted a
partial trade request. This option ensures an agent does not trade away too many hours and is then left with a shift that is too
short. For example, trading 7 hours of an 8 hour shift would require the agent to come in for just one hour of work.

5. In the Purge expired trades from database once they are this o ld (in days)Purge expired trades from database once they are this o ld (in days) area, use the up and down controls to
define when to purge old trade requests is designed to reduce the size of the database.  Any trade request that is in the expired
or canceled status after the configured number of days will be deleted from the database. Approved or denied trades are not
removed from the database, allowing supervisors to view trade details, such as the reason a person’s schedule was changed or
who denied a request.

6. In the Partial  day trade recommendation window (in hours)Partial  day trade recommendation window (in hours) area, to set the number of hours an agent is willing to adjust
from his or her original start or end time.  For example, if an agent wants to finish her shift at noon, setting this value to 1 hour
will show any trades that end between 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM. Use this option to show possible trades, helpful if an agent
wants to see matches that do not exactly fit his or her specifications. If this number is larger, the system shows more
matches. If an agent searches for partial day trades, the system only includes more recommendations in the middle of the shift
to prevent the agent from getting a split shift. For example, Agent X's scheduled shift is 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and she searches
for the option to take off 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., the system will show recommendations that start between 12:00 and 2:00 p.m.
and end at 5:00 p.m., but not ones that end at 4:00 or 4:30 p.m.

7. To specify that an administrator approve or deny any partial day trade requests, select the Require admin approval  forRequire admin approval  for
trades that contain a partial  shifttrades that contain a partial  shift  check box. Or to select automatic approval for partial day trades, clear this check box.

NoteNote :  The system will only automatically approve the partial day trade if all matching and rule criteria have been met

  

Configure shift trade requirementsConfigure shift trade requirements
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This section describes the matching criteria by which agents can trade. Set up agent matching criteria on the Shift TradingShift Trading tab,
available from the Configuration area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page.

NoteNote : Before you begin, familiarize yourself with staff types and coverage groups.

Depending on your selection, agents will only be allowed to trade with agents in the same scheduling unit, agents with the same
staff type, agents in the same coverage group, agents that have the same ACD workgroups, or agents that have the same ACD
workgroups and skills. Once set, neither agents or administrators can override the criteria to create requests with non-matching
agents. The following list describes the agent matching criteria options:

Al l  agents in this schedul ing unitAl l  agents in this schedul ing unit : This option's only limitation is that the agents belong to the same scheduling unit. If the
agent is in a different scheduling unit, they cannot appear in the same schedule. Therefore, it is not possible for them to trade
shifts. This is the broadest constraint.
Agents belonging to  the same staff typeAgents belonging to  the same staff type : Agents in the same staff type can handle the same interactions, but they might
normally work different hours during the day. If you select this option, agents will have fewer overlapping scheduled hours and
therefore more trade opportunity.
Agents belonging to  the same coverage groupAgents belonging to  the same coverage group: Agents in the same staff type can handle the same interactions and
typically work similar hours during the day.
Agents that have al l  the same ACD workgroupsAgents that have al l  the same ACD workgroups : Agents must belong to all of the same workgroups that have a
queue. Agents can trade with another agent that has an additional workgroup without a queue, since that workgroup may exist
only for reporting or team management purposes. 

NoteNote : Agents cannot trade shifts with another agent that has a different workgroup with a queue.

Agents that have al l  the same ACD workgroups and sk i l lsAgents that have al l  the same ACD workgroups and sk i l ls : Two agents are only allowed to trade shifts if they have the
same workgroups that have queues, and they have the same skills. This constraint protects the service levels from being
affected by trades, but it is also likely to significantly reduce the number of possible trades. This constraint is the most
restrictive.

  

Review agent matching criteria for shift trading requestsReview agent matching criteria for shift trading requests
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Here, select the matching criteria by which agents can trade. Depending on your selection, agents will only be allowed to trade with
agents in the same scheduling unit, agents with the same staff type, agents in the same coverage group, agents that have the same
ACD workgroups, or agents that have the same ACD workgroups and skills. Once set, neither agents or administrators can override
the criteria to create requests with non-matching agents.

If you choose the Agents that belong to the same ACD workgroups criteria, matches only include workgroups that have queues, and
will receive interactions. If an agent belongs to additional workgroups that do not have queues, the group of agents with which they
can trade does not change.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click the Shift TradingShift Trading link. The Shift TradingShift Trading tab

opens.
2. In the Agent matching criteria area, select one of the following:

All agents in this scheduling unit
Agents belonging to the same staff type
Agents belonging to the same coverage group
Agents that have all the same ACD workgroups
Agents that have all the same ACD workgroups and skills

  

Set agent matching criteria for shift trading requestsSet agent matching criteria for shift trading requests
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Activity type rules determine what to do with each activity when one agent's schedule is traded with another agent's schedule.
Select an action for each activity type. To configure these shift trade requirements, shift trading must be enabled.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click the Shift TradingShift Trading link. The Shift TradingShift Trading tab

opens.
2. In the Activi ty type rulesActivi ty type rules  area, locate the activity type whose shift trading request rule you want to configure.
3. In the desired activity type's ActionAction column, click the existing action and from the menu that appears, select one of the

following:

Stays with scheduleStays with schedule  (the activity given by one agent is included in the schedule received by the other agent)
Cannot be tradedCannot be traded (an agent cannot trade any schedule range that includes this activity)
Replaced with ACDReplaced with ACD  (the activity given by one agent is not included in the schedule received by the other agent. Instead, the
time range receives an ACD activity)

NoteNote : If you chose Stays with schedule or Replaced with ACD, a check box appears in the Admin Review column.

4. If you choose Stays with scheduleStays with schedule  or Replaced with ACDReplaced with ACD , the Admin ReviewAdmin Review column's check box appears. Select this
check box if you do not want to automatically approve a matched trade. Optimizer sets matched trades to Pending status until
the administrator approves or denies the match.

5. Select the activity type's WarningWarning column check box if you want to present a warning to the agent whenever this activity type is
included in any part of the shift to be traded.  

6. If you selected the activity type's Warning column check box, in the Warning MessageWarning Message  column field enter a warning message
to describe behavior if this activity is traded.

NoteNote : If you select the Warning column's check box, but do not add a warning message, Optimizer will not save the
configuration. These warnings appear to the agent when he or she attempts to trade a shift that includes this activity
type.

 

  

Specify activity type rules for shift trade requestsSpecify activity type rules for shift trade requests
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You can approve a matched shift trade request from the Shift Trading tab. If you have configured Optimizer to require admin
approval for full or partial shift trade requests, the agent sees a message, "This post has been placed in Admin review", when he or
she posts the trade request.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click the Shift Trading Requests link. The Shift Trading

Requests tab opens.
2. To approve a time off request, select the request you want to approve and click the Approve proposed trade button.

For more information about shift trading, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

   

Approve a matched shift trade requestApprove a matched shift trade request
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Depending on configuration, you can specify that an administrator must review shift trade requests and approve or deny them.
Requests can also be denied depending on the configuration you set up for activity type rules and agent matching criteria. Shift
trade requests can be denied for the following reasons, which appear in the Deny Reason column on the Shift Trading Requests tab:

Agent is  not a part of the schedul ing unitAgent is  not a part of the schedul ing unit

These specifications are set when configuring shift trade requirements.

Denied by adminDenied by admin

Shift trading is configured to require that an administrator review each shift trade request. The administrator reviewed and denied
the request.

Inval id trade matching cri teriaInval id trade matching cri teria

A generic error message indicating that some criteria did not match correctly, preventing the trade from occurring.

Minimum trade hours not metMinimum trade hours not met

The length of the hours to be traded was too short. These values are set when configuring shift trade requirements.

Minimum trade start buffer hours not metMinimum trade start buffer hours not met

If the system is configured so that the trade must start after least 24 hours from now and the start time for the trade is less than 24
hours from now, minimum trade start buffer hours will not be met.

Trade away times do not have a publ ished scheduled with tradable activi tiesTrade away times do not have a publ ished scheduled with tradable activi ties

Traded times must have an associated published schedule with configured tradable activities.

Trade time not in increments of 15 minutesTrade time not in increments of 15 minutes

Trade times must be requested in 15 minute increments.

Trade start t ime is  after trade end timeTrade start t ime is  after trade end time

The shift trade start time must begin prior to the shift trade end time.

   

Denial of shift trade requestsDenial of shift trade requests
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You can deny a full trade request, which eliminates the chance that an original trade request made by an offering agent could ever
be matched by another agent; and the trade match, which only removes the paring between the offering agent and the accepting
agent.

You can deny shift trade requests and matches in the Shift Trading Requests tab.

Deny a shift trade requestDeny a shift trade request

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Shift Trading RequestsShift Trading Requests  link. The Shift Trading
tab opens.

2. Select the full shift trade request and click the Deny entire shift trade request button. The shift trade request's status changes
to Denied.

NoteNote : The original trade request has now been denied and will no longer be visible or available for consideration by other
accepting agents.  

Deny a shift trade matchDeny a shift trade match

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Shift Trading RequestsShift Trading Requests  link. The Shift Trading
tab opens.

2. Select the full shift trade request and click the Deny pending shift trade match button. The shift trade match's status changes
to Denied. 

Note:Note:  The original trade request created by the offering agent is now available for other agents to match.

For more information about shift trade requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

   

Deny shift trade request or shift trade matchDeny shift trade request or shift trade match
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You can filter and sort to search and manage time off requests.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page,  in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Shift Trading RequestsShift Trading Requests  link. The ShiftShift

TradingTrading tab opens.
2. In the field directly below the column heading, click the icon to the left of the field and do the following:

a. Click the icon in the left side of the column heading.
b. From the drop-down list that appears, select an option and then click inside the column heading box.
c. Type the value to use to filter the view, or where applicable use the icons on the right side of the column heading to select

available values. The view is filtered based on your selection. You can filter by more than one column heading at a time.
d. To clear a filter, click the "x" in the right side of the column heading for each filter you want to clear.

3. To sort shift trading requests, click anywhere in the header that contains the criteria by which you want to sort (Status, Offering
Agent, Offering Agent's Schedule, Reviewer, etc.).

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

You can filter the selection of shift trading requests you want to view.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page,  in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Shift Trading RequestsShift Trading Requests  link. The ShiftShift

TradingTrading tab opens.
2. Click the date range button above the shift trading requests grid.
3. From the menu that appears, do one of the following:

To view shift trading requests after a specific date, select FutureFuture  and click the calendar button to select the date.
To view shift trading requests within a specific date range, click Date RangeDate Range  and use the calendar buttons to narrow the
viewing selection.
To view shift trading requests on a specific date, click DayDay and use the calendar button to select the date.
To view shift trading requests within a specific week, click WeekWeek  and use the calendar button to choose the week to view.
To view shift trading requests within a single month, click MonthMonth and use the arrow buttons to narrow the selection to the
desired month and year.
To view all shift trading requests in a single year, click YearYear  and use the drop-down list (or arrow buttons) to select the desired
year.

For more information about shift trade requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

            

Filter and sort shift trade requestsFilter and sort shift trade requests

Select a range of shift trade requests to viewSelect a range of shift trade requests to view
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If you change the range of dates by which to filter the selection of shift trading requests, you may need to update, or refresh, the
current list. If your date range selection changes the current list of shift trade requests, a Refresh button appears:

 

Click RefreshRefresh to update the list of shift trade requests for the selected date range.

 

Refresh the shift trade date rangeRefresh the shift trade date range
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Intraday Management OverviewIntraday Management Overview
The Intraday Management area of the Interaction Optimizer Home page allows authorized users to analyze actual versus
forecasting data, reforecast based on current daily trends, and provides the latest schedule adherence information for currently
scheduled agents. Intraday monitoring allows you compare actual activity of the day to forecast activity of the day. This monitoring
provides the information to analyze and make any necessary changes to the schedule for the rest of the day. For example, if the
analysis shows that the actual needs for the day are much higher than the forecast needs, then additional agents could be called in
for the afternoon, or perhaps a non-critical afternoon training session could be cancelled. You cannot calculate service levels or
ASA on the CIC server.

NoteNote : Before you configure Intraday Management, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  from the Interaction
Optimizer Home page.

ConfigurationConfiguration
LinkLink

PurposePurpose

Intraday
Monitoring

Shows actual activity on a specific day compared to forecast data.  Allows reforecasting the forecast based
on current trends for the day.

Real-time
Adherence

Provides the latest schedule adherence information for agents currently scheduled.

Adherence
Exceptions

View and excuse adherence exceptions.

 

 

Intraday Monitoring OverviewIntraday Monitoring Overview
You can use the intraday monitoring features to compare the forecast and actual Customer Interaction Center activity, such as
number of interactions or average handle time in data tables and in data graphs.

NoteNote : You cannot calculate service levels or ASA on the CIC server.

This section includes:
Use the Intraday Monitoring data table
Use Intraday Monitoring in graph view
Set Intraday Monitoring Display Options 

 

You can use the intraday monitoring/reforecasting features to view and compare actual activity of a specific day to the forecast
activity of the day.  NoteNote : You cannot calculate service levels or ASA on the CIC server.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, make sure you select the appropriate Schedul ing Schedul ing unitunit  from the Interaction Optimizer
Home page.

Use the Intraday Monitoring Data TableUse the Intraday Monitoring Data Table
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Use the intraday monitoring data tableUse the intraday monitoring data table

1. From the Interaction Interaction Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page, in the Intraday Management area select Intraday Monitoring.Intraday Monitoring.  The Intraday
information is displayed in the workspace. By default, the Data Data TableTable  view is displayed.

2. In the Cri teriaCriteria  section set any of the following filters:

WorkgroupWorkgroup: Select the workgroup from the pull-down list that you want to limit the view to in the schedule. Only one
workgroup can be selected, otherwise all <ALL> (default setting) workgroups are included. The workgroups available are the
workgroups that are included in the scheduling unit from which the schedule is generated. The last used or viewed workgroup is
persistent.
Start t imeStart t ime : Use the up and down arrows to set the start time you want to limit the view to in the information displayed. "8:00
AM" is the default start time.

NoteNote : The start and end times are persistent by the user logged in, meaning once the times are changed, they do not
change back to the default times for that user. For example, if you used the same login as another user that set the
start time at 7:00 AM and the end time to 6:00 PM, then those times would persist.

End timeEnd time : Use the up and down arrows to set the end time you want to limit the view to in the information displayed. "5:00 PM"
is the default end time. See the note above.
DateDate : Select the date for the intraday information to display. Click the up arrow to move the date back or click the down arrow
to move the date forward. You can also click the pull-down menu to display a calendar and select a date. The default date is the
current day.

NoteNote : Intraday monitoring is mostly beneficial for monitoring the current day's actual activities, but can also be useful
to view data from past or future days.

RefreshRefresh: Click this button to refresh the intraday information displayed. If you make a change to the  start time, end time, or
date, you must click RefreshRefresh to update the view.

NoteNote : If Interaction Optimizer cannot complete the calculation, the forecast service level values in Intraday Monitoring
revert to 0. This result may occur if no forecast volume exists, no agents are available to handle the forecast at that
interval, or not enough agents are configured to handle all of the interactions.

3. View and compare information in the data data tabletable  view. The information is displayed in numeric value of each 30 minute
interval, and includes columns that show the value difference between the forecast data and actual data. There are summary
rows at the bottom of the table that show the percentage differences between the forecast data and the actual data, up to the
last completed time period. Data can be displayed in the following columns:

NoteNote : To change the columns that are displayed in the default table view, see Select Columns to Display.

TipTip: You can also drag and drop the column headers to change the order or width of the columns.

TimeTime (displayed by default): This is the 30 minute interval in the selected day.
Forecast InteractionsForecast Interactions  (displayed by default): This is the forecast number of interactions in the 30 minute time period.
Actual  InteractionsActual  Interactions  (displayed by default): This is the actual number of interactions in the 30 minute interval.
Interactions DifferenceInteractions Difference  (displayed by default): This is the difference between how many actual interactions there were and
the number of interactions forecast in the 30 minute interval. For example, if the actual interactions value is "17" and the
forecast interactions value is "13", the difference would be "4", meaning the actual number of interactions in the 30 minute
interval is 4 more than the forecast  number.
Reforecast InteractionsReforecast Interactions : This is the number of interactions that have been reforecast for the rest of the day. This reforecast
is based on the trends in the sliding window (which defaults to the last 4 hours) combined with any changes made to the more
advanced reforecast settings. For example, if the “Customer Service” workgroup has had 10% higher interaction volume in the
last 4 hours and the service level has been dropped from 85% to 82% answered within 30 seconds, then the reforecast for the
rest of the day will use these new values in its calculations.
ForecastForecast  AHT (displayed by default): This is the forecast average handle time in seconds of interactions in the 30 minute
interval.
ActualActual  AHT (displayed by default): This is the actual average handle time in seconds of interactions in the 30 minute interval.
AHT DifferenceDifference  (displayed by default): This is the difference between the actual average handle time of interactions and the
forecast average handle time of interactions in the 30 minute interval. For example, if the actual AHT value is "241.54" and the
forecast AHT value is "299.00", then the difference would be "-57.46", meaning the actual average handle time of interactions in
this 30 minute time period is about 1 minute less than the forecast average.
ReforecastReforecast  AHT: In general, this is the average handle time in seconds of interactions that will occur throughout the rest of
the day, if the trend for the day continues exactly as it has. For example, if the actual AHT has been 10% more than forecast
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AHT up to this point in the day, then the rest of the day’s reforecast AHT is increased by 10%. See Reforecast Interactions
above for more details about the reforecast concept.
Forecast Average Interaction Forecast Average Interaction TimeTime: This is the forecast average time in seconds of an interaction in the 30 minute time
period.
Actual  Average Interaction Actual  Average Interaction TimeTime: This is the actual average time in seconds of an interaction in the 30 minute time period.
Average Interaction Time DifferenceAverage Interaction Time Difference : This is the difference between the actual average time of an interaction and the
forecast average time of an interaction and in the 30 minute interval. For example, if the actual average interaction time is
"215.00" and the forecast average interaction time is "218.67", then the difference would be "-3.67", meaning the actual average
handle time of interactions in this 30 minute interval is about 3-½ seconds less than the forecast average.
Reforecast Average Interaction Reforecast Average Interaction TimeTime: In general, this is the average interaction time in seconds in each 30 minute interval
that will occur throughout the rest of the day, if the trend for the day continues exactly as it has. For example, if the actual
average interaction time has been 10% more than the forecast average interaction time up to this point in the day, then the rest
of the day’s reforecast average interaction time is increased by 10%. See Reforecast Interactions above for more details about
the reforecast concept.
Forecast AverageForecast Average  ACW: This is the forecast average time in seconds of after call work in the 30 minute interval.
Actual  AverageActual  Average  ACW: This is the actual average time in seconds of ACW in the 30 minute time period.
AverageAverage  ACW DifferenceDifference : This is the difference between the actual average time of ACW and the forecast average time of
ACW in the 30 minute interval. For example, if the actual average ACW time is "58.50" and the forecast average ACW is "60.00",
then the difference would be "-1.50", meaning the actual average ACW in this 30 minute time period is about 1-½ seconds less
than the forecast average.
Reforecast AverageReforecast Average  ACW: This is the average ACW time in seconds that will occur throughout the rest of the day, if the trend
for the day continues exactly as it has. For example, if the ACW time has been 10% more than the forecast ACW time up to this
point in the day, then the rest of the day’s reforecast ACW time is increased by 10%.
ForecastForecast  FTEss  (displayed by default): This is the forecast number of full time equivalent employees that are required to work
in this 30 minute interval. For example, if you forecast 10 FTEs, this could be satisfied by 9 employees working the full 30
minutes while 2 employees work 15 minutes and take a break for 15 minutes. The last two employees would work a total of 30
minutes together which is one FTE.
ActualActual  FTEss  (displayed by default): This is the actual number of full time equivalent employees that worked in the 30 minute
interval.
FTEs s DifferenceDifference  (displayed by default): This is the difference between the number of full time equivalent employees that
actually worked and how many full time equivalent employees forecast to work in the 30 minute time period. For example, if the
actual FTEs were "10" and the forecast FTEs was "9", then the difference would be "1", meaning the forecast FTEs in this 30
minute interval is 1 employee less than the actual number of employees.
ReforecastReforecast  FTEss : This is the number of FTEs that are needed to work throughout the rest of the day, in order to meet the set
service level or ASA goals. See Reforecast Interactions above for more details about the reforecast concept.

NoteNote : The SL/ASA goals only impact Reforecast FTEs and can be called out separately.

Forecast Service LevelForecast Service Level : This is the percentage of interactions forecast to be answered within the number of seconds
configured for the service level objective. For example, if the system forecasts that 8 out of 10 calls will be answered within 30
seconds, then you will have a forecast service level of 80.
Actual  Service LevelActual  Service Level : This is the actual percentage of interactions answered within the number of seconds configured for the
service level objective.
Service Level  DifferenceService Level  Difference : This is the difference between the actual service level and the forecast service level.
Reforecast Service LevelReforecast Service Level : This is the service level that is expected for the rest of the day based on the current published
schedule, reforecast interactions and reforecast AHT. See Reforecast Interactions above for more details about the reforecast
concept.
Forecast ASAForecast ASA : This is the forecast average speed of answer (ASA) in seconds in the 30 minute interval.
Actual  ASAActual  ASA : This is the actual average speed of answer in seconds in the 30 minute interval.
ASA DifferenceASA Difference : This is the difference between the actual average speed of answer and the forecast average speed of answer
in the 30 minute interval. For example, if the actual ASA value is "9.33" and the forecast ASA value is "10.34", then the difference
would be "-1.01", meaning the actual average handle time of interactions in this 30 minute time period is about 1 second less
than the actual average.
Reforecast ASAReforecast ASA : This is the average speed of answer that is expected for the rest of the day based on the current published
schedule, reforecast interactions and reforecast AHT. See Reforecast Interactions above for more details about the reforecast
concept. 

4. To optionally print the information in the data tabledata table  view, select one of the PrintPrint  options from the Interaction Optimizer menu,
or from the PrintPrint  button on the toolbar.
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  or 

 Print...Print...  opens the Print dialog box where you can set additional print options.
Quick  Quick  PrintPrint  sends the data directly to the default printer for printing.
Print Print Preview...Preview...  opens the Print Preview dialog box to see the image of the data.

5. To optionally export the information, select one of the ExportExport  options from the Interaction Optimizer menu, or from the ExportExport
button on the toolbar.

 or  

Export Export to  PDFto  PDF sends the data to Adobe Acrobat (must be installed and licensed).
Export Export to  Excelto  Excel  sends the data to Microsoft Excel (must be installed and licensed).

6. Display the data in Graph View.
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You can use graph view to display the intraday monitoring information in one or more graph tabs. NoteNote : You cannot calculate
service levels or ASA on the CIC server.

Add a graph tab to the Intraday Monitoring viewAdd a graph tab to the Intraday Monitoring view

1. Next to the Data Data TableTable  tab, right-click and select Add Add graph tabgraph tab from the menu that appears.

2. View the intraday monitoring data in the displayed graphs. By default, the number of interactions, the average handle time (AHT)
in seconds, the number of full time equivalents (FTEs), and the average interaction time in seconds data is displayed each in
four 2-dimensional line graphs (see Set Graph Tabs Display Options to change the display).

TipTip: You can change the number of graphs and orientation (for two graphs) by right-clicking on any of the existing
graphs and selecting Graph Count.

Use Intraday Monitoring in Graph View Use Intraday Monitoring in Graph View 
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3. Do any of the following using the graph sub-menu:

To select a different display option, click the graph data type drop-down list and select the data type. The default data type is
InteractionsInteractions .

To change the graph type to BarBar  or LineLine , click the graph type button. The default graph type is LineLine .
To toggle between 2D and 3D, click the dimension button. By default, the graph is displayed in 2-dimensional view.

TipTip: When viewing a 3D graph, you can rotate/spin the graph by holding down the [Alt] key and moving your mouse.

To print the graph, click the print button to select a printing option.

Print...Print... Opens the Print dialog box where Opens the Print dialog box where you can set additional  print options.you can set additional  print options.

Quick Print Sends the data directly to the default printer for printing.

Print Preview... Opens the Print Preview dialog box to see the image of the data.

To remove a graph tab from the view, right-click the tab and select RemoveRemove.
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To display details of an element, hover your mouse over the desired data element .

 

 

You can use the intraday monitoring display options to configure how your table and graph data is displayed. You cannot calculate
service levels or ASA on the CIC server.

This section includes:
Set Graph Tabs Options
Set Graph Data Defaults
Set General Display Options
Select Columns to Display

Set Intraday Monitoring Display OptionsSet Intraday Monitoring Display Options
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Set Graph Tabs OptionsSet Graph Tabs Options

You can make changes to the tab name or the number of graphs for any graph tab, and you can also change the order of the tabs.

Change the graph tabsChange the graph tabs

1. Click the Display Options button. The Intraday Display OptionsIntraday Display Options  dialog opens and displays the GraphsGraphs  tab.
2. To change the graph tab name, click in the graph tab name area and type a new name.
3. To change the number of graphs displayed or how those graphs are displayed (orientation; available if you select 2 graphs),

click on the arrow on under the Number of GraphsNumber of Graphs  column.
4. To change the order of the graph tabs, highlight a graph name and click Move UpMove Up or Move DownMove Down.
5. To add a graph tab, click Add.
6. To remove a graph tab, highlight a graph name and click RemoveRemove.
7. Click OKOK when you are finished making changes to the Graph TabGraph Tab display options.

TipTip: You can change the number of graphs and orientation (for two graphs) by right-clicking on any of the existing graphs and
selecting Graph CountGraph Count .
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Set Graph Data Defaults Set Graph Data Defaults 

You can change the range of values displayed in the graphs for each of the types of data available.

Change the range of valuesChange the range of values

1. Click the Display Options button. The Intraday Display OptionsIntraday Display Options  dialog opens and displays the GraphsGraphs  tab.
2. Click the Graph Data DefaultsGraph Data Defaults  tab.
3. To change the range of values on the Y axis, in the Type of DataType of Data column locate the value you want to change, and in the

AutomaticAutomatic  column select the check box.

NoteNote : Selecting this check box displays the range of values lowest to highest. De-selecting, or turning off, this check
box allows you to set a fixed range in the Minimum and Maximum value fields.

4. To set the minimum and maximum values, click in the MinimumMinimum and MaximumMaximum fields, then use the up and down arrows to set
the values, or type the numbers you want.

MinimumMinimum: This is the lowest value shown on the Y axis for graphs.
MaximumMaximum: This is the highest value shown on the Y axis for graphs.

NoteNote : These values may be slightly rounded.

5. To display a forecast for any data points during the current day that do not yet have actual data, select the ReforecastReforecast  check
box. Clear this check box to hide reforecast data.

NoteNote : Reforecasts are not shown on the graphs when the selected date is not the current day since reforecasts are
only done based on the current day's data.

6. Click OKOK when you are finished making changes to the Graph Data DefaultsGraph Data Defaults  display options.

 

Set General Display Options Set General Display Options 

You can change the general behavior of the intraday monitoring data types, server offset, refresh values, and export folders. You
cannot calculate service levels or ASA on the CIC server.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Change the general d isp lay opt ionsChange the general d isp lay opt ions

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Intraday Management area click Intraday Monitoring. The IntradayIntraday
MonitoringMonitoring tab opens.

2. Open the Interaction Optimizernteraction Optimizer  menu and select Display OptionsDisplay Options , or from the toolbar click the Display Options button.
3. Click the GeneralGeneral  tab to display it.
4. To change the Server offsetServer offset  in minutes, use the up and down arrow keys or type the desired value.

NoteNote :  The Server offsetServer offset  is the number of minutes to add to the client time to result in the server time. For example, if
the client time is 10:00 am, and the server time is 11:00 am, then the server offset is 60 minutes.
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5. To change the Refresh frequencyRefresh frequency in seconds, use the up and down arrow keys or type the desired value.

NoteNote :  The Refresh frequencyRefresh frequency is the number of seconds to wait before refreshing the intraday data.

6. To change the Refresh offsetRefresh offset  in seconds, use the up and down arrow keys or type the desired value.

NoteNote :  The Refresh offsetRefresh offset  is the number of seconds to wait after the beginning of the hour and refresh frequency
before starting to refresh the intraday data. For example, if the Refresh frequencyRefresh frequency is set to 1800 seconds, and the
Refresh offsetRefresh offset  is set to 120 seconds, then the data is refreshed 2 minutes and 32 minutes after the hour.

7. To change the Sl iding windowSliding window in minutes, use the up and down arrow keys.

NoteNote : The Sl iding windowSliding window specifies which intervals to use when calculating the reforecast. It includes intervals
starting from the last completed interval and goes back the number of minutes specified. The default value is 4 hours,
and can be changed to whatever amount of time is appropriate for that scheduling unit. The sliding window only uses
intervals that occurred on the current day, even though the maximum sliding window size is 24 hours. This means that if
the sliding window goes back into the previous day, only intervals starting at 12:00am and later are used.

8. In the Cri teria granulari tyCriteria granulari ty  area, select the type of data you want to select from on the Intraday Monitoring tab:  Service GoalService Goal
GroupsGroups  or WorkgroupsWorkgroups .

9. To change the Export fo lderExport fo lder  location, click BrowseBrowse  to set a different location. The Export Export fo lderfo lder  location defaults to your
temporary file location, which is typically in C[local drive]:\Documents and Settings\[user name]\Local
Settings\Temp\.  

NoteNote : This is the folder where exported Adobe Acrobat PDF and Microsoft Excel files are saved.

10. To stop displaying the warning message when you remove a graph tab, select the Do not ask before Do not ask before removing graph tabremoving graph tab
check box.

NoteNote : You can select Do not show this message Do not show this message againagain checkbox on the Tab Removal  Tab Removal  ConfirmationConfirmation message
as well, to stop displaying the message.

11. To reforecast the rest of the day before each intraday monitoring refresh of data, select Automatical ly Automatical ly reforecast beforereforecast before
refreshrefresh . The most recent reforecast will overwrite past reforecasts for all the intervals from the current interval to the end of
the day. By default this option is turned on (selected). You can turn it off and choose to run a reforecast manually.

12. To direct the system to attempt to reach service level and ASA goals by the end of the workday, select the Aim Aim to  reach theto  reach the
service level  and ASA goals by the end of the dayservice level  and ASA goals by the end of the day check box.
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Select Columns to Display Select Columns to Display 

Use the Column SelectorColumn Selector  dialog box to control the columns that are displayed in a data table view.

Change columns d isp layed in the data tab leChange columns d isp layed in the data tab le

1. Right-click in the data table space, and select Choose co lumns...Choose co lumns...  from the menu that appears. The Column SelectorColumn Selector  dialog
opens.

2. Do any of the following:

Select the columns to show or to hide, or select or clear the check box associated with the column to show or to hide. The
column names that are checked are visible. Use the [Shift] and [Ctrl] keys to to check or uncheck all of the selected columns at
one time. For example, to display all columns, click the first column, hold down the [Shift] key and click the last column, and
then click the ShowShow button.
Select a column and click Move Up or Move Down to change the order of appearance.
Select Relative sizeRelative size  (you can use the up and down arrows to set the size), or Best fi tBest fi t  in the Column WidthColumn Width section to
change the selected column's width in the data table view.

NoteNote : The last two options can be changed when only one column is selected.  

3. Select OKOK when you're done making changes and return to the data table view. 

TipTip: You can also drag and drop the column headers to change the order or width of the columns.
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Real Time Adherence OverviewReal Time Adherence Overview
The Real -time Real -time AdherenceAdherence  (RTA) view monitors agents’ adherence to the schedule at all times. It provides instant feedback and
helps call centers maintain proactive control over agent schedules.

NoteNote : Before you configure real-time adherence, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer
HomeHome page Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

This view identifies users who are in or out of adherence based on a variety of factors.  It allows a call center manager to track
current agent activity and presence, by comparing actual agent activity with the published schedule. 

The display combines overview and agent details in one view. The top section of the view (RTA Overview) indicates how many users
are in or out of adherence with the current schedule. This information is also presented in a chart control.  The bottom section of
the view (Agent Details) provides details about each individual agent's adherence to schedule. 

Drop lists make it easy to choose a different Scheduling Unit or Workgroup. Selecting a different Adherence status or Exception
type affects Agent Details only.

RTA statistics inform about agents who are currently scheduled. RTA statistics report scheduling unit, workgroup, status, scheduled
activity, actual activity (based on status), adherence status, exception type, and adherence time for an agent.

The Real  Time AdherenceReal  Time Adherence  wizard appears when you select Real  Time AdherenceReal  Time Adherence  from the Intraday ManagementIntraday Management  area of the
Interaction Optimizer home page. Pages in this wizard prompt for Interaction Optimizer Scheduling Unit, Workgroup, Adherence
Status, and Exception Type.

Configure the Real-time Adherence view:Configure the Real-time Adherence view:

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Intraday ManagementIntraday Management  area click Real -time AdherenceReal-time Adherence . The Real -timeReal-time
Adherence WizardAdherence Wizard dialog opens.

NoteNote : Use this wizard page to select an Interaction Optimizer Scheduling Unit. A scheduling unit is a collection of
workgroups that are scheduled together. 

2. Select the name of a scheduling unit and click NextNext . If many scheduling units are defined, you can type all or part of the name
in the Fi l terFi l ter  box. The Real -time Adherence Wizard - WorkgroupReal-time Adherence Wizard - Workgroup dialog opens.

NoteNote :  When more than 20 scheduling units exist in the system, only the first 20 are shown, and an indicator informs
that more scheduling units are available. Once you click to select a scheduling unit, its name appears in the Scheduling
Unit box. This helps verify your selection.

3. Select the name of a workgroup and click NextNext . If many are defined, you can type all or part of the name in the Fi l terFi l ter  box. The
Real-time Adherence Wizard - Adherence StatusReal-time Adherence Wizard - Adherence Status  dialog opens. Use this page to select whether to display agents who are
in or out of adherence.

NoteNote : When more than 20 workgroups exist in the system, only the first 20 are shown, and an indicator informs that
more workgroups are available. Once you click to select a workgroup, its name appears in the Workgroup box. This
helps verify your selection.

4. Select either In AdherenceIn Adherence  (with schedules), Out of Adherence, or <**Al l**>Out of Adherence, or <**Al l**>  and click NextNext . The Real -time AdherenceReal-time Adherence
Wizard - Exception TypeWizard - Exception Type  dialog opens. Use this page to select exception type to use as selection criteria. Possible values
are Unknown, Early, Late, Unscheduled, Logged Out, or <**All**>.  

Use the Real time Adherence WizardUse the Real time Adherence Wizard
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NoteNote : An exception occurs whenever an agent's actual activity does not match their scheduled activity.  An agent can
have an exception in 1 of 2 ways:

Case 1: When the scheduled activity changes but the agent's actual activity doesn't change.
Case 2: When the agent's status and actual activity changes but the scheduled activity doesn't change.

In theory, it is possible for both an agent's scheduled and actual activity to change at the same time; but in practice, that
will rarely happen. Optimizer statistics track the "before" and "after" actual activity.  For case 1, the actual activity before
and after the scheduled activity change would be the same.  For case 2, the "before" actual activity would be the actual
activity before the status/activity change and the "after" actual activity would be the actual activity after the
status/activity change.

The "before" and "after" actual activities are relevant to the exception type.  When an exception occurs, the before and
after actual activities are examined and compared to not only the scheduled activity but also the previous and next
scheduled activities:

If the before actual activity is the same as the previous scheduled activity, the exception is LateLate .  The thought is that the
agent is still doing what they were last scheduled to do and are late in changing to the new scheduled activity.
If the after actual activity is the same as the next scheduled activity, the exception is EarlyEarly .  The thought is that the agent
started doing what they are next scheduled to do before they are scheduled to do it.
It is possible for both conditions to be true.  In that case, the exception would be LateLate .
If the before actual activity doesn't match the previous scheduled activity and the after actual activity doesn't match the
next scheduled activity, then the exception is UnscheduledUnscheduled.
If there is no exception (the scheduled activity and actual activity match), then the exception type is Unknown.Unknown.

5. Click FinishFinish.  The Real-time Adherence view opens.

The Real -time AdherenceReal-time Adherence  (RTA) view monitors agents’ adherence to schedule at all times. It provides instant feedback and helps
call centers maintain proactive control over agent schedules. This view identifies users who are in or out of adherence based on a
variety of factors.  It allows a call center manager to track current agent activity and presence, by comparing actual agent activity
with the published schedule. 

When people change status to activity mapping(now written as a view in ICBM optimizer administration plugin) the change is
communicated to optimizer server to process RTA updates. It should be noted that the change is picked up only for the next update
of the stats (say schedule changes or agent status changes) and existing report of adherence information will not be flushed out.

Change statistics in this viewChange statistics in this view

1. Right-cl ickRight-cl ick  any statistic to open a shortcut menu.
2. Choose SelectSelect  StatisticsStatistics  from the menu that appears. The Select Statistics dialog appears. Use this dialog to select which

statistics appear in the view.
3. The list on the left contains items that are not currently included in the view. The list on the right contains items selected for

inclusion in the view.

Select statistics in the list on the left. Then click AddAdd to move them to the other list. Add Al lAdd Al l  selects all items for inclusion.
Use Move UpMove Up and Move DownMove Down buttons to optionally change the display order of columns in the view.
To exclude statistics from the view, select items in the list on the right. Then click RemoveRemove. The Remove Al lRemove Al l  button excludes
all statistics from the view, but at least one must be included.

Working with Real time AdherenceWorking with Real time Adherence
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4. Click OKOK when finished.

Customize the chartCustomize the chart

The chart can be customized by:
Right-clicking the chart control and selecting a new chart type (Pie, Column, or Bar).

Right-clicking the chart control and selecting a new position for the legend relative to the chart. Show LegendShow Legend toggles the
legend itself on or off. Show valuesShow values  toggles display of current values next to each statistic in the legend.

Remove a categoryRemove a category

To remove a category column from the Agent Details section of the view, right click a column and select Remove CategoryRemove Category  from
the shortcut menu.

Add a categoryAdd a category

To add a category column to the Agent Details section of the view, right click a column and select Add CategoryAdd Category  from the
shortcut menu. The Select Statistics dialog box opens, allowing you to select categories to appear in the view.

Display Help for a statisticDisplay Help for a statistic

1. Right-click the statistic to display the shortcut menu.
2. Select HelpHelp. The description of the statistic appears in the Statistic HelpStatistic Help dialog. For example, if you right-click the Percent of

agents out of adherence statistic, the Statistic HelpStatistic Help dialog appears for this particular statistic.

NoteNote : If you want more information regarding statistics, click the Help button on the Statistic HelpStatistic Help dialog. The InteractionInteraction
SupervisorSupervisor  help opens.
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Reforecasting OverviewReforecasting Overview
Intraday Reforecasting complements Intraday Monitoring and adds the next level of functionality. While Intraday Monitoring allows
supervisors to see how the forecast and actual values for the day differ, Intraday Reforecasting creates a new forecast based on the
current trends for the day. The goal of Intraday Reforecasting is to provide more accurate information about how many agents are
needed throughout the rest of the day to meet the desired service levels. This information is shown in the Intraday Monitoring area
as well as in the schedule for the current week so it will be even easier to make changes to the current schedule and see how those
changes will meet the reforecast requirements for the rest of the day.  

 

You can use reforecasting in intraday monitoring automatically and you can configure reforecasting to run on request. When
reforecasting automatically, the reforecast is run before the intraday monitoring data is automatically reloaded, by default, every 30
minutes. If you choose not to reforecast automatically, then you can manually reforecast the remainder of the day either from the
intraday monitoring section or from the current week's schedule section.

NoteNote : Before you use reforecasting, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

Use reforecasting in intraday monitoringUse reforecasting in intraday monitoring

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Intraday Management area select Intraday Monitoring.Intraday Monitoring.
2. Do one of the following:

Open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and select Reforecast...Reforecast...
Click Reforecast on the toolbar. The Reforecast SettingsReforecast Settings  dialog box opens.

3. Do any of the following:

If you want to meet the service level and ASA goals by the end of the day, select the Aim to  reach the service level  andAim to  reach the service level  and
ASA goals by the end of the dayASA goals by the end of the day check box. If you want to meet the service level and ASA goals per interval, leave this
check box unchecked.
View the current configured service levels. The Service Level (under Goals for entire dayGoals for entire day) defaults to the value for the service
level of that workgroup.
Override currently configured service levels by selecting the associated OverrideOverride  checkbox(es).

Use Reforecasting in Intraday MonitoringUse Reforecasting in Intraday Monitoring
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NoteNote : You may decide to override the configured service level or ASA to adjust the interactions actually occurring that
day. When you make this change, the dialog box shows what service levels are needed for the rest of the day. This
information is based on the current total interactions for the day, and the reforecast number of interactions expected
for the remaining part of the day.

For example, even though a workgroup normally handles interactions with a service level of 85% within 30 seconds,
there could be a very high volume day where this service level is not attainable. You may notice that the morning
service level for that workgroup is under 80% and decide that it would be acceptable to get a service level of at least
82% within 30 seconds for the day. When you make this adjustment, the dialog box may show that the needed future
service levels for the rest of the day are 89% within 30 seconds, so that the overall service level for the day is 82%
within 30 seconds.

Service levels overrides impact only to specific workgroups where the override is made. Uncheck the OverrideOverride
checkbox to return to and use the original values.

4. Click Restore DefaultsRestore Defaults  to restore the defaults for the Reforecast Settings dialog box. Click Clear Forecast OverridesClear Forecast Overrides  on
the ActionsActions  menu to restore both the defaults for the Reforecast SettingsReforecast Settings  dialog box and the Advanced ReforecastAdvanced Reforecast
SettingsSettings  dialog box.

5. Change columns that are displayed by right-clicking on any column header.

Service levels and service level objectives (labeled Objective) are displayed if forecasting is based on service level, ASA is
displayed if forecasting is based on ASA. The service level or ASA data  is visible in the Values up to  the current timeValues up to  the current time , the
Needed future valuesNeeded future values  and the Goals for the entire dayGoals for the entire day columns defined as follows:

Values up to  the current time:Values up to  the current time:  Value that the service level has been starting at the earliest time when interactions started
on the current day up to the last recorded interval.
Needed future valuesNeeded future values : Shows what service level (or ASA) must be hit for the next interval all the way to the end of the
forecast intervals for the current day in order to meet the Goals for the entire day  value. This value is recalculated every time
the Goals for the entire day are changed.

6. Click AdvancedAdvanced to configure more reforecast options, or click Restore defaultsRestore defaults  to discard any changes and return to the
original settings.

7. Click OKOK when finished.

NoteNote : The status bar in the lower left-hand side of the application displays a message saying either "Reforecasting
using defaults" or "Reforecasting using overrides". When the status is "Reforecasting using defaults", then neither the
reforecast settings nor the advanced reforecast settings have any overridden values. When the status is "Reforecasting
using overrides", then the there is one or more values from the reforecast settings or advanced reforecast settings that
has been overridden. The tooltip on hover displays the most recent reforecast time.

You can configure the expected number of interactions, average interaction time, or average ACW time that is used to reforecast
information for the rest of the day.

Configure Advanced Reforecast SettingsConfigure Advanced Reforecast Settings
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Configure advanced reforecast settingsConfigure advanced reforecast settings

1. From the Reforecast SettingsReforecast Settings  dialog box, click AdvancedAdvanced to open the Advanced Reforecast SettingsAdvanced Reforecast Settings  dialog box.

2. Do any of the following:

Use the up and down arrows to set the percentage change in override of the default values of the service goal group. When you
change the override, the OverrideOverride  checkbox is checked. The Override % ChangeOverride % Change  value is used only when the OverrideOverride
checkbox is checked.

Right-click the column headers and select to add columns or deselect to remove columns.
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ServiceService
GoalGoal
GroupGroup

The name of the service goal group.

ForecastForecast The total of all values forecast for this service goal group during the sliding window time (default value is
4 hours)

ActualActual The total of all actual values for this service goal group during the sliding window time.

%%
ChangeChange

The percent difference between the ForecastForecast  and ActualActual  values during the sliding window time.

OverrideOverride
%%
ChangeChange

The last set value for the percent difference that is used when calculating reforecasts during the rest of
the day if the override checkbox is checked. For example, if Override Override % Change% Change  is set to "5%" and the
forecast for some service goal group during a future interval is 100 interactions, then the reforecast will
use 105 interactions in its calculations. This value defaults to the rounded value of % % ChangeChange.

OverrideOverride When checked, then the value of Override Override % Change is% Change is  used to calculate the inputs for the reforecast.
If unchecked, then the value of % % ChangeChange  is used to calculate the inputs for the reforecast.

Click Restore defaultsRestore defaults  to clear the override checkboxes and set Override Override % Change% Change  values to the current value for %%
ChangeChange.

3. Click OKOK to save your changes and return to the Reforecast Reforecast SettingsSettings  dialog box.

NotesNotes : This page allows you to make changes that steers the reforecast in the way you think is appropriate, however editing
these inputs should not typically be necessary, since the system is gathering data throughout the day to determine how the
interaction volume and average handle time is changing. These settings are handled at the service goal group level, so changes
to one service goal group do not impact other service goal groups.

An example of when edits might be made:  If an electric company has a major power outage, the forecast number of
interactions for the service department may need to increase dramatically for a portion of the day. The system may take a few
hours to catch up with this increased volume, but the administrator could act immediately to increase the interaction volume
and reforecast for the next few hours.
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Understanding adherence managementUnderstanding adherence management
Adherence exceptions are calculated based on the current schedule and the agent's actual status at the time of the exception.  If a
workforce management administrator changes the schedule, Interaction Optimizer recalculates the adherence exception and,
depending on the outcome, it may no longer appear. Excusing exceptions in the Adherence Exceptions view will change the
schedule so that it matches actual agent work performed.

An agent's status setting is used to track his or her adherence to the published schedule. Adherence to the published schedule is
defined as an agent's status being consistent with his or her currently scheduled activity. For example, if an agent is scheduled to be
taking calls (Scheduled ACD) but his or her current status is "On Break," this difference from the schedule creates an adherence
exception.

Adherence exceptions are the basis for the time out of adherence statistics for each agent. These statistics can be monitored in
Interaction Supervisor. Supervisors can review and manage adherence exceptions. A supervisor can completely or partially excuse
any adherence exception.

Adherence Management enables a supervisor to:
Search for selected adherence exceptions
Refresh the list of adherence exceptions to include the most recent events.
Manage one adherence exception.
Manage multiple adherence exceptions.
Quickly excuse one or more adherence exceptions.

Users can no longer "unexcuse" exceptions from the adherence exceptions view. To "unexcuse" an adherence exception,
administrators must edit the schedule to match the activity.

NoteNote : When an agent changes his or her status to an activity type, the change is not reflected in the current adherence
calculations. Interaction Optimizer Server receives the change and processes RTA updates for the next statistics update.

  

      

The Adherence ExceptionsAdherence Exceptions  tab is available from the Interaction Optimizer home page.  In the Adherence Exceptions tab, you can:
Select search options that control which adherence exceptions are displayed.
Refresh the display to include the most recent adherence exceptions.
Add or remove columns by right-clicking on a column heading. For more information, see Add or remove view columns.
Sort the table by clicking on column heading.

Access and view adherence exceptionsAccess and view adherence exceptions

From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Intraday ManagementIntraday Management  area select Adherence ExceptionsAdherence Exceptions . The AdherenceAdherence
ExceptionsExceptions  tab opens. The Adherence ExceptionsAdherence Exceptions  tab displays selected adherence exceptions for a single Scheduling Unit for a
selected period of time.

NoteNote : When you open the Adherence Management dialog box, it displays all of today's adherence exceptions for all agents
belonging to the first Scheduling Unit to which you have access. Scheduling Unit access is configured in Interaction
Administrator. Supervisors may have access to data for all or only some of the Interaction Optimizer scheduling units.

The available information about each adherence exception includes:

View adherence exceptionsView adherence exceptions
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AgentAgent This is the user nameuser name of the Agent. The name shown here is the display name or, if the display name is not
defined, the user name listed in Interaction Administrator.

TeamTeam This is the team to which the agent belongs. Set up and assign teams in the Agent Details view.

TypeType This is the type of adherence exception. 
EarlyEarly  means that an agent started a scheduled activity early.
LateLate  means that an agent did not start a scheduled activity on time
UnscheduledUnscheduled means the agent set a status during the adherence exception even though the agent was not
required to work based on the schedule.
SkippedSkipped means an agent skipped all of a scheduled activity.

NoteNote : A "Skipped" adherence exception occurs when an agent's status does not change to match a
scheduled activity at any time during its scheduled time.

UnknownUnknown means that the agent was logged out when the adherence exception occurred. Or it can mean the
agent set a status that was completely unrelated to the scheduled activity.

StartStart

EndEnd

These two columns display the date and time that the adherence exception began and ended.

LengthLength This is how long the adherence exception occurred, in minutes.

ScheduledScheduled
Activi tyActivi ty

This is the activity that was scheduled to take place when the adherence exception occurred.

ActualActual
Activi tyActivi ty

This is the actualactual  activity that occurred, based on the agent's status, before and after the adherence exception.

NoteNote : If an adherence exception occurs because an agent does not change his or her status when the scheduled
activity changes, the activity before and activity after have the same values.  For example, if an agent’s activity
should have been "Scheduled ACD" from 8:00 to 10:00 and "In a Meeting" from 10:00 to 10:30, but the agent did not
change the status from "Scheduled ACD" at 10:00, the activity before and activity after both show "Scheduled ACD".

ActualActual
StatusesStatuses

This is the actualactual  status the agent was in when the adherence exception occurred.

AdherenceAdherence Adherence indicates the percentage of time the agent's actual activity type was equal to the scheduled activity type.

NoteNote : To direct Interaction Optimizer to consider all activities excluding ACD equally for adherence purposes, set
the scheduling unit to select adherence exception settings and conformance calculations. For more information,
see the Related Topics.
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ConformanceConformance Conformance essentially answers the question, “Did the agent work the right number of hours even though they
might have been in the wrong activities during the day?” 

Conformance indicates the percentage of time worked for activi ties consideredactivi ties considered in conformance calculations
compared to time scheduled for activi tiestime scheduled for activi ties  considered in conformance calculations.

ExampleExample :

Let's assume only ACD is counted in the conformance, and an agent is scheduled to work 6 hours of ACD activity
for the day:

If the agent works only 5 hours of ACD, his or her conformace is 83.33%. 
If the agent works 6 hours of ACD, his or her conformance is 100%.
If the agent works 7 hours of ACD, his or her conformance is 116.67%.

WorkgroupWorkgroup The workgroup to which the agent belongs.

 

For more information on adherence exceptions, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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You can display selected adherence exceptions by filtering dates in the Adherence Exceptions tab. The Adherence Exceptions tab
displays selected adherence exceptions for a single Scheduling Unit for a selected period of time.

Search for specific adherence exceptionsSearch for specific adherence exceptions

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Intraday ManagementIntraday Management  area select Adherence ExceptionsAdherence Exceptions . The
Adherence Exceptions tab opens.

2. Do one of the following:

Use the left and right arrows next to the Week ofWeek of area to navigate to the week that contains the exceptions you want to view.
Click the CalendarCalendar  button and use the left and right arrows in the calendar header to display the desired range of dates.

3. To optionally narrow the search further by day:

Click the down arrow in the StartStart  drop-down list and select the first day to include in the adherence exceptions.
Click the down arrow in the EndEnd drop-down list and select the last day to include in the adherence exception search.

For more information on adherence exceptions, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

        

Search for adherence exceptionsSearch for adherence exceptions
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You can update the table of adherence exceptions displayed in the Adherence Management tab at any time by doing one of the
following:

Click the Refresh button.
Press F5.F5.
Right-click anywhere in the table of exceptions and select RefreshRefresh from the shortcut menu.

This retrieves all the latest adherence exceptions using the current values in the search parameters. For example, if you open the
Adherence Management application in the morning and do not change the default settings, clicking the RefreshRefresh button retrieves all
adherence exceptions for the current day, including those that occurred after you started the application.

NoteNote : Only 1 week of data appears at one time. To see another week of data, use the left and right arrows to navigate to the
desired week.

For more information on adherence exceptions, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

  

 You can review adherence exceptions one by one and mark them excused. You can also partially excuse an adherence exception.

ExampleExample : If an agent is late returning from a meeting, but you know the meeting took longer than scheduled, you can excuse
the extra time spent in the meeting, but count part of the unreasonably long time the agent took to get back to work in the
agent's time out of adherence statistics.

EExcuse all or part of a single adherence exceptionxcuse all or part of a single adherence exception

1. Select the adherence exception you want to excuse.
2. Click the Excuse a single adherence exception button. The Excuse Exception dialog box opens.
3. In the Minutes to  excuseMinutes to  excuse  area, use the spin control to select the number of minutes you want to excuse.
4. Click the down arrow at the end of the Activi tyActivi ty  drop-down list and select the activity toward which to apply the excused

minutes.
5. In the NotesNotes  field, optionally enter a reason for the adherence exception.
6. Click OKOK to save changes to this adherence exception.

 

Refresh the list of adherence exceptionsRefresh the list of adherence exceptions

Excuse a all or part of a single adherence exceptionExcuse a all or part of a single adherence exception
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You can quickly excuse one or more selected adherence exceptions using the values set on the Scheduling Unit tab. For
information on configuring default values, see Select adherence exception settings and conformance calculations.

Excuse selected adherence exceptionsExcuse selected adherence exceptions

1. Do one of the following:

Select one adherence exception.
Select non-adjacent adherence exceptions by clicking the first adherence exception, then holding down CtrlCtrl  while clicking the
ones you want to add to the selection.
Select a range of adherence exceptions by clicking the first one, then holding down ShiftShift  while clicking the last one in the
range.

2. Click the Excuse adherence exceptions using default values button. This excuses the exception(s) and omits the total length of
each adherence exception from the time out of adherence statistics for the appropriate agent or agents.

For more information on adherence exceptions, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

Excuse adherence exceptions using default valuesExcuse adherence exceptions using default values
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Time Off Planning OverviewTime Off Planning Overview
Interaction Optimizer’s time off planning features automates the process of approving time off requests, alleviating the time WFM
administrators spend performing this task manually. It includes:

NoteNote : Before you configure Time Off Planning, make sure you select the appropriate Scheduling unit from the Interaction
Optimizer Home page.

LinkLink PurposePurpose

Accrual
plans

Show the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity codes and configure settings for
when time off requests can be automatically approved or denied.

Time Off
Plans

Manage the allotments of time off per staff type. Based on these settings, the processing engine automatically
approves, waitlists, or denies time off requests.

Time Off
Requests

Search for existing time off requests. Add, edit, cancel, approve or deny requests, based on scheduling unit and
agent.

 

 

About automatic time off processingAbout automatic time off processing
When you create a time off plan, you set an allotment of time that will be automatically approved when an agent requests time off.
You can set an automatically approved amount of time per day, per staff type, and per coverage group.

Configure accrual rates to show the rate at which groups of agents will get more time off in the specified activity code. Create staff
types to group together agents with the same workgroups, interaction types, and skills. This grouping prevents time off from being
granted to all agents of a particular type on the same day.

Based on the settings you choose in time off plans, accrual rates, and staff types, the processing engine places the time off request
in one of the following states.

Click the state to see a detailed explanation of its automatic processing conditions and requirements:

Approved

In order for the processing engine to automatically approve a time off request and place it in the approved state, the agent and the
request must meet the following conditions.

An agent who submits a time off request must:

Belong to a scheduling unit and a coverage group when the processing engine processes the time off request.

Be associated with a valid accrual plan for the activity code the agent selects in the time off request.

Have enough accrued hours to be eligible for the requested time off.

Have enough accrued hours to accommodate any previously approved time off requests for a future date.

In addition, to the agent conditions, the time off request must meet the following requirements for automatic approval:

All the days in the time off request must be included in an active time off plan.

The accrual plan must be configured to allow automatic approval.
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The days in the time off request cannot be a designated blackout day from the time off plan.

Enough allotments, based on length of time off request, should exist on the particular day of time off request based on coverage
group. The system makes this calculation by looking at assigned allotments and subtracting approved time off requests for agents
who belong to the same coverage group. This is only required if the accrual plan counts towards allotment.

NoteNote : When an agent submits a time off request, and the agent belongs to an accrual plan that does not count toward
allotment, the request is bypassed for automatic approval checks.  For example, if an accrual plan for Jury Duty is not counted
towards allotments, then the time off request could be auto-approved even if no allotments remain for that day.

If the time off request meets the above requirements, the processing engine automatically approves the request.

Pending

In Interaction Optimizer, time off requests in a pending state are considered to be waitlisted.

The processing engine places a time off request in the pending state if the request is still being processed and confirmation of
eligibility for approval has not been confirmed. A time off request may be placed in pending status if:

No active time off plan exists in the system.

An agent does not belong to a scheduling unit or coverage group at the time the request is processed.

An agent has not accrued enough time off hours, based on the configured reference date, but the waitlist capping hours still remain
on the time off accrual plan.

The time off request contains an activity code not defined in the agent’s accrual plan.

The agent’s accrual plan is not configured to automatically approve time off requests.

The time off request does not meet allotment availability, but enough time remains in the accrual plan’s waitlist capping setting.

An agent has accrued enough hours at the time the request is submitted, but that request would invalidate  any previously approved
time off requests for a future date.

Denied

In some cases, the processing engine automatically denies a time off request. The potential for automatic denials is only available
if your site uses the time off planning feature. If you do not use time off planning, automatic denials are unavailable.

A time off request may be automatically denied if:

A time off request is not spanned by an active time off plan during any portion of the request. An agent must submit a time off
request during a period where an active time off plan exists. A time off request can span multiple active and adjacent time off
plans.

The agent who submits the time off request does not have enough accrued hours. If the accrual plan requires that the accrual
balance be large enough at the time of the submission and the accrual balance is less than the number of hours in the time off
request, the request will be waitlisted or denied.  If the accrual plan requires that the accrual balance be large enough at the start of
the time off request, the system will calculate how many hours will be added to the accrual balance before the time off request
starts.  If the accrual balance will not be high enough, the request will be waitlisted or denied.  The system determines whether to
waitlist or deny the request based on the waitlist cap settings on the accrual plan.

A lack of enough accrued hours and failing the waitlist cap check happens, based on the time that the request was submitted.

The time off requests includes any full or multiple days that fall on a black out date, and the request is submitted by an agent
whose accrual plan count towards allotment.

A request exceeds the allotment and waitlist cap settings as defined on the accrual plan.

If the agent does not have enough accrued hours, the processing engine denies the request.

For more information, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Accrual plan overviewAccrual plan overview
Accrual planning helps administrators calculate and track an agent's earned or projected time off benefits. In Interaction Optimizer,
accrual plans show the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity codes.

NoteNote : An agent can only belong to accrual plans that do not share activity codes. See the following example:

Time Off PlanTime Off Plan Activi ty CodeActivi ty Code

Plan 1 Vacation

Plan 2 Jury Duty

Plan 3 Sick

Jury Duty

In the above scenario, Plans 2 and 3 both include the Jury Duty activity code. Agent A can only belong to Plan 1 and eithereither  Plan 2 or
Plan 3.

To view and access the list of accrual plans from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area select Accrual
Plans. On this tab, you can:

Create and define accrual plans
Edit accrual plans
Rename accrual plans
Make a copy of an existing accrual plan
Copy the accrual plan to another scheduling unit
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Create an accrual plan to define the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity
codes, define permissions and restrictions, and set up approval options.

NoteNote : Accrual plans use reference dates to calculate which rate at which the agent accrues hours. Only agents with reference
dates are eligible for an accrual plan. You can either copy the hire date to the reference date, or you can manually enter it when
you select eligible agents.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab
opens.

2. Click the add button. The Create New Accrual  PlanCreate New Accrual  Plan dialog box opens.
3. Enter a descriptive name for the accrual plan and click the OKOK button. The accrual plan's configuration page opens.
4. Configure the new accrual plan.

After you create an accrual plan, configure the plan's permissions and restrictions, approval options, accrual rates, automatic
processing settings, eligible activity codes, and selected agents for the plan.

Accrual plans use reference dates to calculate which rate at which the agent accrues hours. Only agents with reference dates are
eligible for an accrual plan. You can either copy the hire date to the reference date, or you can manually enter it when you select
eligible agents. The application server updates the agent accruals for all agents at midnight.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new accrual plan or have chosen to edit an existing accrual plan and have opened
the accrual plan's configuration page.

1. Configure the accrual plan's general  settingsgeneral  settings :
a. In the Plan NamePlan Name field, optionally update the accrual plan name.
b. To ensure the time off request is applied to the plan's daily allotment, select the Counts against al lo tmentCounts against al lo tment  check box.

For example, assume you set the time off allotment on June 1 to an amount of hours equal to 5 agents taking a full-day off.
Then you select the Counts against al lo tmentCounts against al lo tment  check box for the VacationVacation accrual plan, but do  notdo not  select it for the Jury
Duty accrual plan. In this scenario, if Agents 1 through 5 take a vacation day on June 1st, then Agent 6 is still permitted to
take the day as time off for Jury Duty.

c. To allow agents permission to request time off against this plan, select the Agents can request time offAgents can request time off  check box.
2. In the Accrued Hours CappingAccrued Hours Capping area, configure capping calculations:

Note:Note:  Capping hours annually is typically used to manage rollover hours. For example, to specify that agents can only
roll over one week of vacation to the next year.  This feature does not cap the amount of accruals you can add during
the year, but it does cap the accrual balance on one specific day each year.

a. To place a cap on the number of hours an agent can accrue, select the Cap accrued hours atCap accrued hours at  check box, and in the box
next to it enter the maximum hours allowed under this plan.

b. To cap hours annually:
i. Select the Once a year, cap accrued hours atOnce a year, cap accrued hours at  check box and enter the maximum hours allowed yearly under this

plan.
ii. In the Recurring yearly onRecurring yearly on drop-down lists, select the month and year at which to cap the allowed hours.

3. In the Waitl ist CappingWaitl ist Capping area, configure any of the following waitlist capping calculations:

Create an accrual planCreate an accrual plan

Configure an accrual planConfigure an accrual plan
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NoteNote : The system combines the selected options in this area.

To allow agents on a waitlist for only the currently accrued hours, select the Currently accrued hoursCurrently accrued hours  check box.
To allow agents on a waitlist for the planned hours remaining in a time off plan, select the Planned accrual  hours for thePlanned accrual  hours for the
rest of the current time off planrest of the current time off plan check box.
To allow agents on a waitlist for additional, unplanned hours, select the Extra hoursExtra hours  check box and in the box next to it enter
the maximum number of hours an agent can choose.

4. In the Automatic Processing of Time Off RequestsAutomatic Processing of Time Off Requests  area, select one of the following automatic processing defaults:

Agent must have enough accrued hours prior to time off period for automatic approval
Agent must have enough accrued hours at request submission time for automatic approval
No automatic processing of time of requests

5. In the Accrual  Plan RatesAccrual  Plan Rates  area, set up the accrual plan rate:
a. Click the add button. The Accrual  Plan RatesAccrual  Plan Rates  dialog box opens.
b. Use the up and down arrows to select the number of Accrual  hoursAccrual  hours  to add in the period.
c. Select the arrow at the end of the Accrual  periodAccrual  period drop-down list and choose the length of time in the accrual period. This

option defines how frequently hours are added to the accrual balance.
d. Use the up and down arrows in the Up to  durationUp to  duration box to select the numerical duration length of the plan. This determines

how long the accrual rate will be in effect.  For example, if you select up to 2 years, then this accrual rate will be used any
time after the previous rates up to 2 years.  After two years, this rate will no longer apply.

e. Select the Up to  periodUp to  period drop-down list and select the duration length of days, weeks, months or years.
f. Click the OKOK button. The configured rate appears in the Accrual Plan Rates grid.
g. In the Accrual Plan Rates area, to specify an accrual rate to use when the rate or rates set in the Accrual Plan Rates grid are

no longer valid, do the following:
i. In the Continued accrual hours field, enter the number of hours to accrue after the configured rate expires.

ii. Click the Continued accrual period drop-down list and select the continued accrual period.

ExampleExample : Let's assume you have an accrual plan in the grid with an Up to  durationUp to  duration of 6 years. If you set the
Continued accrual  hoursContinued accrual  hours  to 80, and the Continued accrual  periodContinued accrual  period to Yearly, then after 6 years until the agent
is no longer employed he or she will receive 80 vacation hours per year.

6. In the Activi ty codesActivi ty codes  area, select the check boxes next to the activity codes to include in the accrual plan.
7. In the Accrual Rates for Selected Agents, choose the eligible agents for the plan:

a. Click the add button. The Select AgentsSelect Agents  dialog box opens.
b. Check the box to the left of the agent or agents you want to include in the plan.
c. To resolve any Reference Date discrepancies, click the Copy start date(s) to  reference date(s) which have not beenCopy start date(s) to  reference date(s) which have not been

set l ink ,set l ink ,  or manually enter reference dates in the appropriate agent's Reference DateReference Date  field.
8. Click OKOK to return to the accrual plan configuration.
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An accrual period is a set interval of time calculated with configured plan rates to determine an agent's available time off accrual
balance. 
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab

opens.
2. In the upper right side of the page, click the Define accrual  period ratesDefine accrual  period rates  button. The Define Accrual Period Dates dialog box

opens.
3. For a weekly accrual period, in the Weekly Accrual  PeriodWeekly Accrual  Period area use the drop-down list to select a day of the week in which to

apply accruals.
4. For a biweekly accrual period, in the Biweekly Accrual  PeriodBiweekly Accrual  Period area do one of the following:

NoteNote : The system increases the accrual balance every other week on the day of the week that matches the selected
reference date.

Use the drop-down list to select a reference month and date at which the accrual period should begin
To set the reference date to the current date, click the Set reference date to  todaySet reference date to  today link

5. For a semi-monthly accrual period, in the Semimonthly Accrual  PeriodSemimonthly Accrual  Period area, use the drop-down lists to select the first and
second days of the month to apply accruals.

6. For a monthly accrual period, in the Monthly Accrual  PeriodMonthly Accrual  Period use the drop-down list to select the day of the month to apply
accruals.

7. For a yearly accrual period, in the Yearly Accrual  PeriodYearly Accrual  Period area do one of the following:

Use the drop-down lists to select a month and year as the reference date
To set the reference date to the current date, click the Set reference date to  todaySet reference date to  today link

8. Click the OKOK button.

Define accrual period datesDefine accrual period dates
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Set up the rates for the current accrual plan. The system increases the accrual balance every other week on the day of the week that
matches the selected reference date.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new accrual plan or have chosen to edit an existing accrual plan and have opened
the accrual plan's configuration page.

1. From the accrual plan's configuration page, in the Accrual  Plan RatesAccrual  Plan Rates  area click the add button. The Accrual  Plan RatesAccrual  Plan Rates
dialog box opens.

2. In the Accrual  hoursAccrual  hours  area, use the up and down arrows to select the number of accrual hours allowed in a period.
3. In the Accrual  periodAccrual  period area, select the arrow at the end of the accrual period drop-down list and choose the length of time in

the accrual period. This option defines how frequently hours are added to the accrual balance.
4. In the Up to  durationUp to  duration area, use the up and down arrows to select the numerical duration length of the plan. This determines

how long the accrual rate will be in effect.  For example, if you select up to 2 years, then this accrual rate will be used any time
after the previous rates up to 2 years.  After two years, this rate will no longer apply.

5. Select the Up to  periodUp to  period drop-down list and select the duration length of days, weeks, months or years.
6. Click the OKOK button.
7. In the Accrual Plan Rates area, to specify an accrual rate to use when the rate or rates set in the Accrual Plan Rates grid are no

longer valid, do the following:
a. In the Continued accrual hours field, enter the number of hours to accrue after the configured rate expires.
b. Click the Continued accrual period drop-down list and select the continued accrual period.

Example:Example:  Let's assume you have an accrual plan in the grid with an Up to duration of 6 years. If you set the ContinuedContinued
accrual  hoursaccrual  hours  to 8080, and the Continued accrual  periodContinued accrual  period to YearlyYearly , then after 6 years until the agent is no longer
employed he or she will receive 80 vacation hours per year.

8. Click the save button.

 

  

Set up accrual plan ratesSet up accrual plan rates
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Select the agents you want to include in the accrual plan. Accrual plans use reference dates to calculate which rate at which the
agent accrues hours. Only agents with reference dates are eligible for an accrual plan. You can either copy the hire date to the
reference date, or you can manually enter it when you select eligible agents.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new accrual plan or have chosen to edit an existing accrual plan and have opened
the accrual plan's configuration page.

1. From the accrual plan's configuration page, in the Accrual  Rates for Selected AgentsAccrual  Rates for Selected Agents  area, click the add button. The
Select AgentsSelect Agents  dialog box opens.

2. Check the box to the left of the agent or agents you want to include in the plan.
3. To resolve any Reference Date discrepancies, do one of the following:

To use the agents' start date as the reference date, click the Copy start date(s) to  reference date(s) which have notCopy start date(s) to  reference date(s) which have not
been set l inkbeen set l ink
To use a date other than the agent's start date, manually enter it in the appropriate agent's Reference DateReference Date  field.

4. Click the OKOK button and then click the save button.

 

  

This topic assumes you have already created a new accrual plan.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link.
2. On the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab, do one of the following:

Click the Edit accrual plan button.
Double-click the accrual plan you want to configure.
Select the accrual plan to edit and press EnterEnter  on your keyboard.

The accrual plan's configuration page opens.

3. Change or update the accrual plan.

  

Select agents to include in the accrual planSelect agents to include in the accrual plan

Edit an accrual planEdit an accrual plan
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In the Rename selected accrual plan dialog box, you can change the name of the selected plan. This dialog box also displays the
date that the accrual plan configuration was last modified, as well as the name of the person who made the update.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab

opens.
2. Select the accrual plan you want to rename and click the rename button. The Rename selected accrual  planRename selected accrual  plan dialog box

opens.
3. Enter the updated accrual plan name and click OKOK to return to the Accrual Plans tab.

  

You can copy an existing accrual plan, then rename and optionally modify the configuration to your requirements.

NoteNote : This action copies the agents to the new accrual plan, but does not copy any activity codes from the original accrual
plan.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab
opens.

2. Select the accrual plan you want to copy and click the copy button. Interaction Optimizer adds the "Copy of [accrual plan]" to
the list of plans.

3. Double-click the copied plan to rename it or modify the configuration settings.

 

  

Rename an accrual planRename an accrual plan

Make a copy of an existing accrual planMake a copy of an existing accrual plan
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You can copy an existing accrual plan to another scheduling unit, then rename and optionally modify the configuration to your
requirements.

NoteNote : This action copies all activity codes from the original accrual plan, but does not copy any agents from the original
plan. Because an agent can only belong to one scheduling unit at a time, you cannot copy agents from one scheduling unit to
another.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab
opens.

2. Select the accrual plan you want to copy and click the copy to another scheduling unit button. The Select Schedul ing UnitsSelect Schedul ing Units
dialog box opens.

3. In the Schedul ing Unit NameSchedul ing Unit Name area, select the scheduling unit or units to which to copy the accrual plan and click OKOK. A
message appears, informing you that the plan was successfully saved to the new scheduling unit.

4. Click OKOK.

You can open the accrual plan in the new Scheduling Unit and optionally rename it or modify the configuration settings.

Copy an accrual plan to another scheduling unitCopy an accrual plan to another scheduling unit
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From the Agent Accruals dialog box, you can view agent accrual information and scheduled or processed time off requests. The
Agent Accruals dialog box displays how many hours an agent has accrued or will accrue in the future, scheduled time off requests,
and time off hours taken.

Use the Start Date and End Date fields to select the accrual information you want to view.  If the selected date range overlaps the
current date, the Accrued Balance is calculated on the current date.

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual  Plans tab or from a time off plan's  al lo tment editor:Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual  Plans tab or from a time off plan's  al lo tment editor:

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual Plans tabAccess the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual Plans tab

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off PlanningTime Off Planning area select Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans . The Accrual Plans tab
opens.

2. Open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and select V iew Agent AccrualsView Agent Accruals .

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Time Off Planning areaAccess the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Time Off Planning area

 from the Interaction Optimizer menu in the Time Off Plans tom
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off PlanningTime Off Planning area select Time Off PlansTime Off Plans . The Time Off Plans

tab opens.
2. Double-click the desired time off plan. The time off plan's allotment editor opens.
3. Open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and select V iew Agent Accruals.V iew Agent Accruals.

About the Agent Accruals column informationAbout the Agent Accruals column information

Accrued balanceAccrued balance : The number of hours an agent has accrued. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If the
date range includes the current day, the value shows the current accrued balance. If the date range is for the future, the value shows
the expected accrued balance on the start date for the date range. This value starts with the current accrued balance, subtracts all
approved time off requests before the start date, and adds hours to be accrued before the start date.

ScheduledScheduled: The number of hours scheduled in the future.  If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If the date
range includes the current day, the value is the sum of all approved time off requests from today to the end date. If the date range is
the future, the value is the sum of all approved time requests during that time range.

UnscheduledUnscheduled: The difference between accrued balance and scheduled hours. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not
applicable>". If the date range includes the current day or is in the future, this value is calculated by subtracting the scheduled from
the accrued balance.

To be accruedTo be accrued: The number of hours to be accrued in the future. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If
the date range includes the current day, the value is the number of hours to be accrued between the current day and the end date.  If
the date range is in the future, the value is the number of hours to be accrued during the entire date range. This value does not
subtract any approved time off requests.    

TakenTaken: The number of hours of approved time off requests taken in the past. If the date range selected is completely in the past,
the taken value includes all approved requests during that date range. If the date range includes the current day, the taken value
includes all approved requests up to yesterday. If the date range is all in the future, the taken value is "<Not applicable>".

 

Time off planning with the allotment editorTime off planning with the allotment editor

View agent accrualsView agent accruals
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A time off plan allows administrators to set an allotment of time off that the system automatically approves when agents request
time off. You can set an allotment per day, per staff type, and per coverage group. To access the allotment editor, create a new time
off plan or edit an existing one. The allotment editor opens.

In the allotment editor, you can perform these tasks:
Modify a time off plan's allotment
Set up a representative schedule
Change time off plan display options
Import predicted staff

In addition to the tasks described above, you can open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select:
V iew Capped DaysView Capped Days  to view capped days per staff type and coverage group
Export to  ExcelExport to  Excel  to export allotment values per day, staff type, and coverage group to an Excel spreadsheet
Import from ExcelImport from Excel  to import allotment values per day, staff type, and coverage group from an Excel spreadsheet
Activate time off plan to activate the plan. Before activation, Interaction Optimizer may prompt you to save any unsaved
changes. If another active time off plan overlaps any dates in the plan being activated, you will be asked if you want to proceed.
If you proceed, the other time off plan will be de-activated and your time off plan will become the active plan.
View Agent Accruals to view agent accrual balances and scheduled or processed time off requests.

When you open the allotment editor for a time off plan, three groups appear in expandable panels on the left side of the screen:
DayDay. Select the days to show on the allotment editor graph. For example, if your agents only work Monday through Friday, clear
the Sunday and Saturday check boxes to prevent them from appearing on the graph.
GraphGraph. All graphs are measured in either hours or FTEs based on a display option. Select the check box next to one or more
parameters to include in the graph:

ParameterParameter DescriptionDescription

Allotment The amount of time off the system will automatically approve

Predicted
Staff

The system obtains this information from the imported predicted staff and represents the total expected
available staff if no one takes time off

Approved
Time Off

The total time off requests, in hours, or FTEs in approved status

Time Off
Remaining

The total amount of time off awaiting approval before the plan ends--the total amount of time for all accrual
balances for all agents in the scheduling unit minus the amount of time off requests approved.  As time off
requests are approved throughout the plan, this amount reduces.

Allotment
Remaining

The total amount of time off available for automatic approval. The allotments for each day are subtracted
from this value.  For example, if 3650 FTEs of allotment remain on January 1 and that day has 10 FTEs of
allotment, the Allotment Remaining on January 2 will be 3640.

NoteNote : Click the colored bar next to any graph parameter to change it's color on the graph.

Staff Type and Coverage GroupStaff Type and Coverage Group. The graph shows the total values across all checked staff types and coverage groups.
After you select a representative schedule, you can pick some, but not all of the coverage groups.  Before selecting a
representative schedule, you can only pick one coverage group at a time or you can select all coverage groups from all staff
types.

On the graph, red lines mark today's date. Use the Start Date and End Date to change the range shown on the graph. Below the
graph, use the Week, Month, Future, and Full Plan buttons to modify the time period in the graph.

Interaction Optimizer menu optionsInteraction Optimizer menu options

Graph display optionsGraph display options

Graph AreaGraph Area
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Below the graph, Interaction Optimizer displays a row for each data point in the selected area of the graph.

The allotment cap is used to protect a day from every having a higher allotment than the allotment cap.  For example, let's assume
you set the allotment cap to 5 on January 1st. If you create a modification that increases everything in January by 30% and
subsequently increases the allotment for January 1st fro 5 to 7, the allotment is only set to 5.

Here, you can:
Click the Modify Al lotmentModify Al lotment  button to change the allotments shown in the grid.
Click the fields in the Al lotment valuesAl lotment values  and Al lotment Cap valuesAl lotment Cap values  to edit them.

NoteNote : If you attempt to set an allotment higher than the allotment cap, the value will be set equal to the allotment cap.

Select the check box the “Blackout Day” column to make that day a blackout day.  

NoteNote : Because no plan allows time off on a blackout day, the system automatically denies requests make on blackout days.

 

 

This topic assumes you have already created a new time off plan.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Time Off PlansTime Off Plans  link.
2. On the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab, do one of the following:

Click the Edit time off plan button.
Double-click the accrual plan you want to configure.
Select a time off plan and press EnterEnter  on your keyboard.

The time off plan's allotment editor opens.
3. Change or update the accrual plan.

    

Data point gridData point grid

Edit a time off plan  Edit a time off plan  
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To make a time off plan active:
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off PlansTime Off Plans  link. The Time Off PlansTime Off Plans

tab opens.
2. Select the time off plan you want to activate and click the Activate time off plan button.

 Interaction Optimizer returns to the Time Off Plans page, and a check mark appears in the time off plan's Active column.

 

    

In the Rename time off plan dialog box, you can change the name of the selected plan. This dialog box also displays the date that
the time off plan configuration was last modified, as well as the name of the person who made the update.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off PlansTime Off Plans  link. The Time Off PlansTime Off Plans

tab opens.
2. Select the time off plan you want to rename and click the rename button. The Rename Time Off PlanRename Time Off Plan dialog box opens.
3. Enter the updated time off plan name, and optionally, the description, and click OKOK to return to the Time Off Plans tab.

    

Activate a time off planActivate a time off plan

Rename a time off planRename a time off plan
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You can copy an existing time off plan, then rename and optionally modify the configuration to your requirements.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off PlansTime Off Plans  link. The Time Off PlansTime Off Plans

tab opens.
2. Select the time off plan you want to copy and click the copy button. Interaction Optimizer adds the "Copy of [accrual plan]" to

the list of plans.
3. Double-click the copied plan to rename it or modify the allotment settings.

 

    

In the Modify Allotment dialog box, you can apply modifications only to the dates you select. This feature allows you to
immediately see how your proposed changes will affect the plan by displaying the differences in the Allotment and New Allotment
columns. 

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new time off plan or have chosen to edit an existing time off and have opened
the time off plan's allotment editor.

1. From the allotment editor, click the Modify al lo tmentModify al lo tment  button. The Modify Allotment dialog box opens.
2. In the ModificationModification drop-down list, select the method you want to use to change the allotment or allotment cap. Choose

from:

Set Value
Modify Value
Set Allotment Cap
Clear Allotment Cap
Set allotment to percent of predicted staff

NoteNote : Depending on the option you choose, additional calculation parameters appear next to the selection.

3. Select or clear the check boxes next to the dates to which you want to apply allotment.
4. Click the OKOK button. Interaction Optimizer reflects your changes in the time off plan's allotment editor.

   

Make a copy of an existing time off planMake a copy of an existing time off plan

Modify a time off plan's allotmentModify a time off plan's allotment
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A representative schedule should represent a normal week, and it could be a recent schedule. Interaction Optimizer uses this
schedule to divide the weekly totals from the Import Predicted Staff dialog box into staff types and coverage groups per day.

After you select a schedule, in the allotment editor's display options, you can optionally select to allow multiple staff types, and any
changes made are distributed according to the ratios in the representative schedule. However, if you selects the Modify Value by
percent modification, the distributed value is included in the staff types.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new time off plan or have chosen to edit an existing time off and have opened
the time off plan's allotment editor.

1. From the allotment editor, open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose Set Representative ScheduleSet Representative Schedule . The
Representative Schedule dialog opens.

2. In the Select a schedule to  represent a normal weekSelect a schedule to  represent a normal week , choose a recent and typical schedule.
3. In the Distribution from selected schedule (in hours)Distribution from selected schedule (in hours) area, optionally change any coverage group hours so the ratios

between coverage groups and days will be correct.
4. Click OKOK to return to the time off plan's allotment editor.

 

   

From the Import Predicted StaffImport Predicted Staff  dialog box, you can download a template in which to add FTE numbers for the number of agents
predicted to work each week. Modifying the pre-defined format settings in the template may prevent the predicted staff values from
being imported properly.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new time off plan or have chosen to edit an existing time off and have opened
the time off plan's allotment editor.

1. From the allotment editor, open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose Import Predicted StaffImport Predicted Staff . The ImportImport
Predicted StaffPredicted Staff  dialog box opens.

2. Click the Download predicted staff templateDownload predicted staff template  file button and save the template to the desired location.
3. Modify the new file without changing the pre-defined format settings and save it for future use.

You can now select this file when you import predicted staff.

 

   

Set up a representative scheduleSet up a representative schedule

Download the predicted staff templateDownload the predicted staff template
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In the Import Predicted Staff dialog box, you can upload an Excel file that includes a weekly total for predicted staff for the duration
of the plan.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new time off plan or have chosen to edit an existing time off and have opened
the time off plan's allotment editor.

1. From the allotment editor, open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose Import Predicted StaffImport Predicted Staff . The ImportImport
Predicted StaffPredicted Staff  dialog box opens.

2. Click the Import predicted staff buttonImport predicted staff button and select the previously saved Excel spreadsheet.
3. To determine when allotment will be changed, do one of the following:

To leave allotment unchanged when you import predicted staff, select the Don't update al lo tmentDon't update al lo tment  radio button
To base the allotment values on predicted staff, select the Set al lo tment from predicted staffSet al lo tment from predicted staff  radio button and enter the
percent from which to set the allotment.

4. Click OKOK to return to the time off plan's allotment editor.

   

You can select whether the allotment editor displays default graph measurements in either hours or FTEs. 

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new time off plan or have chosen to edit an existing time off and have opened
the time off plan's allotment editor.

1. From the allotment editor, click the Display Options button. The Time Off Plan Display Options dialog opens.
2. In the Display UnitsDisplay Units  area, select one of the following:

To display the number of full-time equivalent, select Show FTEsShow FTEs
To show the number of hours, select Show hoursShow hours

3. Optionally select the Al low multiple staff typesAl low multiple staff types  check box.

NoteNote : This option is disabled if you have not added a representative schedule.

4. Click OKOK to return to the time off plan's allotment editor.

 

   

Import predicted staffImport predicted staff

Change time off plan display optionsChange time off plan display options
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From the Agent Accruals dialog box, you can view agent accrual information and scheduled or processed time off requests. The
Agent Accruals dialog box displays how many hours an agent has accrued or will accrue in the future, scheduled time off requests,
and time off hours taken.

Use the Start Date and End Date fields to select the accrual information you want to view.  If the selected date range overlaps the
current date, the Accrued Balance is calculated on the current date.

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual  Plans tab or from a time off plan's  al lo tment editor:Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual  Plans tab or from a time off plan's  al lo tment editor:

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual Plans tabAccess the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Accrual Plans tab

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off PlanningTime Off Planning area select Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans . The Accrual Plans tab
opens.

2. Open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and select V iew Agent AccrualsView Agent Accruals .

Access the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Time Off Planning areaAccess the Agent Accruals dialog box from the Time Off Planning area

 from the Interaction Optimizer menu in the Time Off Plans tom
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off PlanningTime Off Planning area select Time Off PlansTime Off Plans . The Time Off Plans

tab opens.
2. Double-click the desired time off plan. The time off plan's allotment editor opens.
3. Open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and select V iew Agent Accruals.V iew Agent Accruals.

About the Agent Accruals column informationAbout the Agent Accruals column information

Accrued balanceAccrued balance : The number of hours an agent has accrued. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If the
date range includes the current day, the value shows the current accrued balance. If the date range is for the future, the value shows
the expected accrued balance on the start date for the date range. This value starts with the current accrued balance, subtracts all
approved time off requests before the start date, and adds hours to be accrued before the start date.

ScheduledScheduled: The number of hours scheduled in the future.  If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If the date
range includes the current day, the value is the sum of all approved time off requests from today to the end date. If the date range is
the future, the value is the sum of all approved time requests during that time range.

UnscheduledUnscheduled: The difference between accrued balance and scheduled hours. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not
applicable>". If the date range includes the current day or is in the future, this value is calculated by subtracting the scheduled from
the accrued balance.

To be accruedTo be accrued: The number of hours to be accrued in the future. If the date range is in the past, the value is "<Not applicable>". If
the date range includes the current day, the value is the number of hours to be accrued between the current day and the end date.  If
the date range is in the future, the value is the number of hours to be accrued during the entire date range. This value does not
subtract any approved time off requests.    

TakenTaken: The number of hours of approved time off requests taken in the past. If the date range selected is completely in the past,
the taken value includes all approved requests during that date range. If the date range includes the current day, the taken value
includes all approved requests up to yesterday. If the date range is all in the future, the taken value is "<Not applicable>".

 

View agent accrualsView agent accruals
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Working with time off requestsWorking with time off requests
Use the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  page to search for existing time off requests, or to add, edit, cancel, approve or deny requests, based
on scheduling unit and agent. On this page, you can:

Add a time off request
Approve or deny a time off request
Cancel a time off request
Edit a time off request
Filter and search for time off requests
View pending time off requests
Select from a range of requests to view
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You can add a time off request in the Time Off Requests page.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off

RequestsRequests  tab opens.
2. To add a time off request:

a. Click the Add button. The Time Off Request dialog box opens.
b. Click the arrow at the end of the AgentAgent  drop-down list and select the checkbox for the agent or agents for whom the time

off request applies.

NoteNote : You can select multiple agents for this request.
c. Click the arrow at the end of the Activity code drop-down list and select the appropriate activity code for the time off

request.
d. In the TypeType  area, select Ful l  dayFul l  day or Partial  dayPartial  day.
e. In the StateState  area, select PendingPending, ApprovedApproved, or DeniedDenied.
f. In the StartStart  field, click the calendar and select the start date of the new or existing time off request. If this is a partial day

request, the default start time is the shift start time.
g. In the EndEnd field, click the calendar icon and select the end date of the new or existing time off request.
h. In the Length field, use the up and down arrow keys to set the length in hours of the time off request per day. The default

value is 8 hours (08:00). Acceptable values are 15 minutes (00:15) through 23 hours and 59 minutes (23:59).
i. If this time is considered paid time, select the Use Paid TimeUse Paid Time check box.
j. In the NotesNotes  field, optionally enter a description of or notes about the time off request.

k. Click OKOK.

NoteNote : The Submitted by field displays the person who enters the request in Interaction Optimizer or in Interaction
Client. New time off requests are noted as Not reviewed until a person with the appropriate credentials approves
or denies the time off request.  The system checks current time off requests in the database and if overlapping or
duplicate requests are found, a caution message is generated.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

Add a time off requestAdd a time off request
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You can approve or deny a time off request from the Time Off Requests tab.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off

RequestsRequests  tab opens.
2. To approve a time off request, select the request you want to approve and click the Approve button.
3. To deny a time off request, select the request you want to deny and click the Deny button.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

You can cancel approved or pending time off requests in the Time Off Requests page.

NoteNote : You cannot cancel denied time off requests.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off
RequestsRequests  tab opens.

2. Click the Cancel  time off requestCancel  time off request  button. The time off request's status changes to Canceled.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

Approve or deny a time off requestApprove or deny a time off request

Cancel a time off requestCancel a time off request
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You can make changes to a time off request in the Time Off Requests page.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off Requests link. The Time Off

Requests tab opens.
2. To make changes to the time off request:

Select the time off request to edit and click the Open Selected Time Off Request button. The Time Off Request dialog box
opens.
Make the changes in the appropriate fields:

Field or
Box

DescriptionDescription

Activity
code

Select the appropriate activity code to apply to the time off request.

Type Select Ful l  dayFul l  day or Partial  dayPartial  day

State Select PendingPending, ApprovedApproved, DeniedDenied or CanceledCanceled.

Start Click the calendar and select the start date of the time off request. If this is a partial day request, the
default start time is the shift start time.

End Click the calendar icon and select the end date of the time off request.

Length Use the up and down arrow keys to set the length in hours of the time off request per day. The default
value is 8 hours (08:00). Acceptable values are 15 minutes (00:15) through 23 hours and 59 minutes
(23:59).

Use
Paid
Time

If this time is considered paid time, select the check box.

Notes Optionally enter a description of or notes about the time off request.

3. Click OKOK.

For more information about time off requests, and details about each status, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

  

Edit a time off requestEdit a time off request
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You can filter and sort to search and manage time off requests.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off

RequestsRequests  tab opens.
2. To show or hide columns, right-click any of the columns in the view and from the menu that appears select or deselect the

columns you want to show or hide.
3. To filter the time off requests, do one of the following in the column heading to filter:

a. Click the icon in the left side of the column heading.
b. From the drop-down list that appears, select an option and then click inside the column heading box.
c. Type the value to use to filter the view, or where applicable use the icons on the right side of the column heading to select

available values. The view is filtered based on your selection. You can filter by more than one column heading at a time.
d. To clear a filter, click the "x" in the right side of the column heading for each filter you want to clear.

4. To sort time off requests, click anywhere in the header that contains the criteria by which you want to sort (Agent, Type, Start
Date, End Date, Status, Hours Per Day, etc.).

5. To add additional columns of information, right-click in the header area and select the criteria you want to add.
6. To save changes you make in the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab, click the Save button.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

You can quickly view all the time off requests that have not been processed.  This feature allows an administrator to review all
pending requests and decide whether to approve or deny them. 
1. In the top right corner of the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab, click the PendingPending button. The PendingPending button changes to ShowShow

Previous Fi l terPrevious Fi l ter , and the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab displays only pending requests.
2. To show the previous date selection and filter settings, click Show Previous Fi l terShow Previous Fi l ter .

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

     

Filter and sort time off requestsFilter and sort time off requests

View pending time off requestsView pending time off requests
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You can filter the selection of time off requests you want to view.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off

RequestsRequests  tab opens.
2. Click the date range button above the time off grid.
3. From the menu that appears, do one of the following:

To view time off requests after a specific date, select FutureFuture  and click the calendar button to select the date.
To view time off requests within a specific date range, click Date RangeDate Range  and use the calendar buttons to narrow the viewing
selection.
To view time off requests on a specific date, click DayDay and use the calendar button to select the date.
To view time off requests within a specific week, click WeekWeek  and use the calendar button to choose the week to view.
To view time off requests within a single month, click MonthMonth and use the arrow buttons to narrow the selection to the desired
month and year.
To view all time off requests in a single year, click YearYear  and use the drop-down list (or arrow buttons) to select the desired
year.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

     

Select a range of time off requests to viewSelect a range of time off requests to view
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In the Differences Between Time Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box, in the Automatic Fix column Optimizer presents a
default fix for each difference. This fix is applied automatically when you select Apply Checked.

NoteNote : The request value is always used, since changes to requests should be done in the time off requests view and then
applied to the scheduled time off activities.

To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:To review the differences between time off activities and time off requests:

1. From the Optimizer Home page, open a selected schedule.
2. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Show Differences in Time Off RequestsShow Differences in Time Off Requests . The Differences Between Time

Off Activities and Time Off Requests dialog box opens.

NoteNote : The scheduled time off activities shown in this dialog box either differ from the associated time off requests, or
do not have a backing time off request.

3. To apply the automatic fix to all differences, make sure all boxes in the Checked column are selected and click ApplyApply
CheckedChecked.

4. To apply the automatic fix to only certain differences, clear the check boxes for the differences you do not want to fix and then
click Apply CheckedApply Checked.

5. To analyze a scheduled time off activity in the schedule, click the V iew selected activi ty in scheduleView selected activi ty in schedule  link.
6. To manage a scheduled time off request, click the V iew selected request in time off viewView selected request in time off view link.
7. To refresh the dialog box, click Reload differencesReload differences .

Synchronize time off requests and time off activitiesSynchronize time off requests and time off activities
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You can export the data in the Time Off Requests tab to an Excel spreadsheet.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time OffTime Off

RequestsRequests  tab opens.
2. Select a range of time off requests by clicking the date range button above the time off grid and using the calendar button as

needed to select a date or date range. For more information, see Select a range of time off requests to view.
3. Use the column headings and sorting controls to filter and sort the time off requests. For more information, see Filter and sort

time off requests.
4. Right-click any column heading and add or remove columns of information by selecting the data you want.
5. To export the data displayed in the Time Off Requests tab, do one of the following:

Click the Export button.
From the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu, select Export to  ExcelExport to  Excel  or press Ctrl+XCtrl+X.
Right-click anywhere in the displayed list of time off requests and select Export l ist of time off requestsExport l ist of time off requests .

7. In the Save AsSave As  dialog box, select a file location and supply a name for the spreadsheet.
8. Click SaveSave . The spreadsheet opens in Microsoft Excel.

For more information about time off requests, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

Export a list of time off requestsExport a list of time off requests
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Miscellaneous Commands and Quick KeysMiscellaneous Commands and Quick Keys
There are a variety of commands and quick keys that can be used in Interaction Optimizer. This section includes:

Save
Publish
Zoom In
Zoom Out  
Quick Keys

 

 

Miscellaneous CommandsMiscellaneous Commands
Miscellaneous commands include Save, Publish, and Zoom In and Zoom Out.

Save allows you to save changes to the current schedule. The SaveSave  button is only enabled when the schedule has one or more
changes which have been made since the last time the schedule was saved or published. The SaveSave  button is not enabled for the
current week’s published schedule, since any changes that are saved are immediately published. If a change is required for the
current week’s schedule, make the change and then publish the schedule (which automatically saves the changes before
publishing). Also, the SaveSave  button is not enabled for read-only schedules.

Note:Note:  A schedule from the prior week or before that, is set to read-only. The current week’s schedule can be either read-only or
read/write, depending on what you select when the schedule loads.

When you publish a schedule, it is first saved to the database, and then notification is made to the Optimizer server. If the schedule
is for the current week, then those changes take effect immediately. If the schedule is for a future week, then the schedule becomes
the published schedule. Any other schedules from the same forecast and schedule entry are set as not published.

Zoom In allows you to see the current schedule in more detail. There are 3 zoom levels for the day and multi-day views, and 3 zoom
levels for the week view. If you zoom in to the most detailed week view, then the next time you zoom in, the schedule switches to
the lesser detailed day and multi-day view.

Zoom Out allows you to see a larger time period for the current schedule. There are 3 zoom levels for the day and multi-day views,
and 3 zoom levels for the week view. If you zoom out to the lesser detailed day and multi-day view, then the next time you zoom out,
the schedule switches to the most detailed week view.

SaveSave

PublishPublish

Zoom InZoom In

Zoom OutZoom Out
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Quick KeysQuick Keys
The following key or keys can be used to perform certain actions when viewing or editing a schedule in the day or multi-day views:

Keys A to  ZKeys A to  Z : Jump to the first agent with a display name starting with that letter. Also available in week view.
Alt+right arrowAlt+right arrow: Move the selected activities to the right by 15 minutes.
Alt+ left arrowAlt+ left arrow: Move the selected activities to the left by 15 minutes.
Ctl+CCtl+C : Copy selected activities.
Ctrl+VCtrl+V : Paste the activities captured in a copy Ctrl+CCtrl+C  or cut Ctrl+XCtrl+X command.
Ctrl+DCtrl+D  or DeleteDelete : Delete selected activities. Also available in week view to delete shifts.
Ctrl+XCtrl+X: Cut selected activities.
F5F5: Reload the Actual  WorkActual  Work  and RTA ExceptionsRTA Exceptions  data from the database, and refresh the scheduled data from the cache.
Also available in week view.
Ctrl+NCtrl+N : Create new forecast/schedule/schedule bid 

EnterEnter :  Open selected bid 

Ctrl+RCtrl+R: Rename selected 

Ctrl+ACtrl+A : Activate selected schedule 

Ctrl+PCtrl+P: Publish selected schedule
EnterEnter : In most grids, press EnterEnter  on your keyboard to open the selected item's configuration page. For example, shift
rotations, schedules, forecasts, time off requests, accrual plans)
Double-cl ickDouble-cl ick : In most grids, double-click an item to open the selected item or action dialog box.

Optimizer server parametersOptimizer server parameters

Server parameterServer parameter : OptimizerStaffingGroupUpdateFrequencyInMinutes

DescriptionDescription: The Optimizer extension in Session Manager listens for changes to the workgroups, interaction types, and skill sets
of agents. If any changes are made, then it waits for 30 seconds and re-builds the staffing groups.  At the same time, it sends
updates back to all the ICBM users that are listening for updates.

The OptimizerStaffingGroupUpdateFrequencyInMinutes server parameter controls the number of minutes to wait between updating
the Optimizer staffing groups. The default is 15 minutes, but the value can be set to anywhere between 1 to 1440 minutes.

Server parameterServer parameter : OptimizerIgnoreMaxAgentsPerSchedulingUnit

Description:Description:  If there are more than 500 agents in one scheduling unit, we add warnings in ICBM.  If this server parameter is set to
“true”, then we won’t show any of these warnings.  Note that it’s fine to have many more than 500 agents for one customer as long
as they are in different scheduling units.

Default frequency of staffing group updatesDefault frequency of staffing group updates

Maximum agents per scheduling unitMaximum agents per scheduling unit
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Miscellaneous topicsMiscellaneous topics

Accrual Rates for Selected Agents areaAccrual Rates for Selected Agents area
In the Accrual Rates for Selected Agents area, agents you add to the plan appear in the grid, along with information about the agent.
 Only agents with reference dates are eligible for an accrual plan.

NoteNote : This topic assumes you have created a new accrual plan or have chosen to edit an existing accrual plan and have opened
the accrual plan's configuration page.

The Accrual Rates for Selected Agents area contains the following columns:

The agent added to the plan.

The date used to in calculating increases in an agent's accrual balances. This value is typically the same as the "Start Date", but if
the agent negotiated a different rate for vacation or another activity, you can use the accrual reference date to reflect the date.  For
example, let's assume agents normally receive 2 weeks vacation per year for the first 3 years, and 3 weeks vacation per year after
the third year. One agent, however, negotiated for 3 weeks vacation per year beginning at the hire date. This agent's start date can be
1/1/2014, but a the accrual reference date would be 1/1/2011 to accrue the higher rate immediately.  

This accrued balance is the current value of how many accrued hours each agent has.  It will get updated automatically each
accrual period at midnight in the scheduling unit’s time zone.  For example, if the accrual rate is set to 6 hours per month, then once
a month the accrual balance will be increased by 6 hours.  Note that the admin can edit the current value any time in case the agent
has some special case that makes him/her get or lose some accrual balance.Rate

The number of hours the agent accrues according to the accrual plan rate.

The time period in which the agent accrues the hours as set in the accrual plan rate.

[Optional ][Optional ]  Manually add a new accrual rate . This rate takes precedence over the accrual rates for different time periods configured
in the accrual plan. 

[Optional ][Optional ]  Manually add the amount of time (for example, Daily, Weekly, Biweekly, Semimonthly, Monthly, Yearly) for which to apply
the override rate. This period takes precedence over the accrual period configured in the accrual plan. 

[Optional ][Optional ]  Manually enter a new amount of hours allowed under the plan for this agent. This number, in hours, takes precedence
over the number of hours set in the Accrued Hours Capping area. If you do not configure the Accrued Hours Capping area, the

AgentAgent

Reference DateReference Date

Accrued BalanceAccrued Balance

RateRate

PeriodPeriod

Override RateOverride Rate

Override PeriodOverride Period

Accrued Cap OverrideAccrued Cap Override
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Accrued Cap Override field is disabled.

NoteNote : The Override Rate, Override Period, and Accrued Cap Override fields are optional. Configure these settings for special
accrual cases. For example, if an agent negotiates additional vacation  above the amount specified in the company's general
policy, use these rates to configure the exception.

 

   

Add Days dialogAdd Days dialog
Use the Add DaysAdd Days  dialog box to search for days to add to the forecast.

To search for days to  add to  the forecast:To search for days to  add to  the forecast:
1. Open the Source DataSource Data dialog box and click the tab of the day for which you want to search.
2. Click Add. The Add DaysAdd Days  dialog box opens.
3. Make your selections in the Add DaysAdd Days  dialog box. You can:

Add or change the day(s) of the week
Select day classifications
Choose from a date range, number of weeks, or number of occurrences

4. Click AddAdd to begin the search.
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Add Modification dialogAdd Modification dialog
The Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box allows users to quickly and easily change the data in the volume forecast for any set of specific
days, workgroups, interaction types, skillsets, and times. The user is provided with immediate feedback on how the data will be
changed.

NoteNote : When you open the Add ModificationAdd Modification dialog box, the values for the filters (Day, Workgroup, Interaction Type, Skillset,
Times, and Metric) are set from the values in the forecast editor. In other words, the data you modify in the Add Modification
dialog box is the same data you just viewed in the Forecast editor.

Add or Edit Shift ActivitiesAdd or Edit Shift Activities
You can add or edit shift activities for a daily constraint.  

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts,  select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interctaion Optimizer HomeInterctaion Optimizer Home page, in the Configuration area click ShiftsShifts . The ShiftsShifts  tab opens.
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2. Click the Activi tiesActivi ties  tab, click Add. The Add New Activi tyAdd New Activi ty  dialog box appears.

3. Enter the following information:
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Activi tyActivi ty
typetype

The type of shift activity.

LengthLength The length of time the activity lasts.

AttendanceAttendance
requirementrequirement
typetype

Valid values are:
UnspecifiedUnspecified (default setting): Selecting this option discards schedules that have shift activities that
have been skipped (for example, all remaining activities to be scheduled do not have a start time greater
than or equal to the current time), suppresses schedules that end in shift activities that are both non-paid
and non-contiguous, and suppresses schedules that have unscheduled shift activities that are both paid
and contiguous.
Do Not ScheduleDo Not Schedule : Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to ignore this shift activity.
OptionalOptional : Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to keep schedules meeting minimum
constraints and having optional, unscheduled shift activities.
RequiredRequired: Selecting this option causes the scheduling engine to discard potential schedules that do not
contain the scheduled shift activity.

NoteNote : If required activities occur during a paid time off request, the required activities are ignored and a
schedule containing the time off request is created.

Actual  orActual  or
relativerelative
timetime

Valid values are:
Relative to shift start (default setting): Select this option to use times relative to start times. For
example, if this activity is assigned to different shifts, the relative time should be used (i.e., 2:00 hours
from shift start) rather than absolute time (i.e., 10:00 AM), so that the settings are valid for all the shifts.
Actual  timeal  time : Select this option to use absolute start times.

Earliest start
time from
shift start

Type in the box or use the up and down arrows to set the earliest time this activity can start. The default
value for this field is 8:00 AM. If Relative to  shift startRelative to  shift start  is selected in the Actual  or relative timeActual  or relative time list
box, this time is the earliest start time, relative to the shift start time, the activity can start. If you selected
Actual  timeActual  time  from the Actual  or relative timeActual  or relative time list box, this time is the absolute earliest start time the
activity can start.

Latest start
time from
shift start

Type in the box or use the up and down arrows to set the latest time this activity can start. If Relative toRelative to
shift startshift start  is selected in the Actual  or relative timeActual  or relative time list box, this time is the latest start time, relative to
the shift start time, the activity can start. If you selected Actual  timeActual  time  from the Actual  or relative timeActual  or relative time list
box, this time is the absolute latest start time the activity can start.

Possible
times
increment

The possible amount of time to increment the start time.

Counts
toward paid
time

Select this check box if the activity counts toward paid time.

Counts
toward
contiguous
work time

Select this check box if the activity counts towards contiguous work time.

Description A description of the activity.

1. From the Activi tiesActivi ties  tab, click the activity to edit.
2. Click Edit. The Edit Activity dialog appears.
3. Change the information as needed.

 

 

To edit an activity:To edit an activity:
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Add or remove view columnsAdd or remove view columns
You can add or remove columns from the view. Right-click a column label in the view to display a menu of the columns that can be
added or removed.

1. Right-click the column heading. A drop-down list of available column names appears.
2. Do one of the following:

To add a column, click the name of a column.
To remove a column, click the name of a column with a check mark.

 

Additional Information on Reforecast InteractionsAdditional Information on Reforecast Interactions
If you check the Automatical ly reforecast before refreshAutomatical ly reforecast before refresh check box in the GeneralGeneral  tab, then all the data shown from intervals
before the current time are reforecast values that were calculated just prior to that interval.  

For example, at 8:02 the actual data from the 7:30 to 8:00 interval is available and will be used to calculate the reforecast for the
interval from 8:00 to 8:30 and all the intervals from 8:30 to the end of the day.  At 8:32, the actual data from 8:00 to 8:30 will be
available and will be used to calculate the reforecast from 8:30 to 9:00 and all the intervals for the rest of the day.  It will overwrite
the 8:30 to 9:00 reforecast calculated at 8:02 with the newly reforecast value calculated at 8:32 since it should be more accurate
now with more information. This continues throughout the day so that the 8:00 to 8:30 reforecast was calculated at 8:02 using the
sliding window data available at that time, the 8:30 to 9:00 interval was reforecast at 8:32, the 9:00 to 9:30 interval was reforecast at
9:02 and so forth.  Note that I’m using the default values to reforecast every 30 minutes starting with the 2 minutes offset after the
hour.

If you uncheck the Automatical ly reforecast before refreshAutomatical ly reforecast before refresh check box, then all the reforecast data is handled manually.
Whenever a user manually does a reforecast, the data for the rest of the day is calculated and it overwrites any existing reforecast
data from the current interval to the end of the day.

Change Agent Group Display OptionsChange Agent Group Display Options
You can change the way agent groups are displayed.

1. Click the Display Options button on the toolbar to display the dialog box.
2. Select any of the following options to skip the delete confirmation (first four options)or the duplicate rankings message:

Do not ask before deleting agent group
Do not ask before deleting criterion
Do not ask before saving changes when switching to another agent group
Do not ask before changing an agent to a new agent group
Do not show duplicate agent rankings message

OrOr...
De-select (uncheck) any of the above options to display the messages.

3. Click OKOK to save your changes.

 

Add or remove a columnAdd or remove a column

To change the display options:To change the display options:
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Agent Groups tabAgent Groups tab
You can view agents in the agent groups and the associated information on the Agents tab, and optionally filter the view. You can
also change the agent's or agents' group membership, and you can add agent groups and set the criteria and data types to consider
when ranking.
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Allotment Cap List dialog boxAllotment Cap List dialog box
In the Allotment Cap List dialog box, you can view and edit capped days per staff type and coverage group.
1. From the allotment editor, open the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  menu and choose V iew Capped DaysView Capped Days . The Allotment Cap List

dialog box opens.
2. Click the fields in the Al lotmentAl lotment  and Al lotment CapAl lotment Cap columns to edit them.

NoteNote : If you attempt to set an allotment higher than the allotment cap, the value will be set equal to the allotment cap.

3. Select the check box the “Blackout Day” column to make that day a blackout day. 

NoteNote : Because no plan allows time off on a blackout day, the system automatically denies requests make on blackout
days.

4. To save your changes, click OKOK.

 

 

Activate Schedule Bid buttonActivate Schedule Bid button

Icon

Location Schedule Bid

Description Activates the currently selected schedule bid for effective dates.

 

 

Add Activity buttonAdd Activity button

Icon

Location Schedules

Description After selecting an activity from the drop-down list, use this button to drag the activity to the current schedule.
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Add buttonAdd button

Icon
 and 

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms.

Description Opens a new form in which to create or add data.

 

Approve proposed shift trade buttonApprove proposed shift trade button

Icon

Location Shift Trading Requests

Description After selecting a proposed shift trade request to approve, click this button to approve the request.

 

Approve a Time Off Request buttonApprove a Time Off Request button

Icon

Location Time Off Requests

Description After selecting a time off request to approve, click this button to approve the request.

 

Browse buttonBrowse button

Icon

Location Various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms.

Description Search for files to import.

 

 

 

Change Dates buttonChange Dates button

Icon

Location Schedule Bidding

Description Change schedule bidding times
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Copy to another scheduling unit buttonCopy to another scheduling unit button

Icon
 

Location  Accrual Plans tab

Description Copies an accrual plan to another scheduling unit.

 

Copy buttonCopy button

Icon
 or 

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms.

Description Copies the selection to the clipboard.

 

 

Date Range buttonDate Range button

Icon
   

Location Time Off Requests tab

Description Select the range of time off requests you want to view. Options are Future, Date Range, Day, Week, Month, Year.

 

 

Day View buttonDay View button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar.

Description Displays the current schedule in day mode. This format shows up to 25 hours in the schedule, with the start time as
one hour before the earliest activity and the end time as 25 hours after the start time. Day mode allows editing of
activities as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is the live (published) schedule
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Excuse Exceptions using Default Values buttonExcuse Exceptions using Default Values button

Icon

Location Adherence Exceptions tab

Description Excuse one or more exceptions using values set in the Adherence Exceptions area of the Scheduling Unit tab.

 

 

Delete buttonDelete button

Icon
 and 

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Removes data from a form, such as an agent, schedule, activity, forecast, and more

 

 

Deny entire shift trade request buttonDeny entire shift trade request button

Icon

Location Shift Trading Requests

Description After selecting an entire proposed shift trade request to deny, click this button to deny the request.

 

Deny pending shift trade match buttonDeny pending shift trade match button

Icon

Location Shift Trading Requests

Description After selecting a pending shift trade request to deny, click this button to deny the request.
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Deny Time Off Request buttonDeny Time Off Request button

Icon

Location Time Off Requests page

Description Select the time off request you want to deny and click this button to deny it

 

 

Dimensions buttonDimensions button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer graph options

Description Sets 2D or 3D dimensions in a graph

 

 

Display Options buttonDisplay Options button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbars

Description Opens the Display Options dialog box, where you can configure various options to view

 

 

Edit buttonEdit button

Icon
 or 

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Use this button to modify information in a form or dialog box
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Export to Excel buttonExport to Excel button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Exports information into an Excel spreadsheet

 

 

Export buttonExport button

Icon

Location Time Off Requests

Description Exports data in the Time Off Requests tab to an Excel spreadsheet.

 

Filter and Sort buttonFilter and Sort button

Icon

Location Schedules

Description Filter and sort workgroup, interaction type, skill set, and shifts

 

 

Open Selected buttonOpen Selected button

Icon
 

Location  Various Interaction Optimizer columns and pages

Description Opens a drop-down list from which you can select filtering options

 

 

Graph Type buttonGraph Type button

Icon

Location Intraday Monitoring

Description Select a bar or line graph
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Graph buttonGraph button

Icon

Location Schedules

Description Display a graph

 

 

 

Import Source Data buttonImport Source Data button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Imports information from an Excel spreadsheet or external document

 

 

Manage Day Classifications buttonManage Day Classifications button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar

Description Add, edit, remove, or rename Day Classifications and descriptions, and determine whether to include or exclude
them from forecasts

 

 

Add buttonAdd button

Icon

Location Service Goal Groups

Description Opens the Move Service Goal Groups, where you can move a workgroup to another service goal group
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Multi Day View buttonMulti Day View button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar

Description Displays the current schedule in a multi-day mode. This feature displays daily schedules in hourly time slots, up to
one week. Using the Start Time and End Time selection boxes, you can pick the start and end times to the nearest
hour. Click Update to update the schedule contents after changing start and end times. Multi-day mode allows
editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

 

 

Open Selected buttonOpen Selected button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar, time off requests page

Description Opens the selected schedule or time off request

 

 

Paste buttonPaste button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Pastes the selection from the clipboard

 

 

Print buttonPrint button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Presents print, quick print, and print preview options for specific forms and data
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Process Bids buttonProcess Bids button

Icon

Location Schedule bidding.

Description Process the currently selected bid.

 

 

Publish Selected Schedule buttonPublish Selected Schedule button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar

Description Publishes the current schedule

 

 

Reforecast buttonReforecast button

Icon

Location Interaday Monitoring

Description Opens the Reforecast Settings dialog box and allows you to restore defaults, configure settings, and set
reforecasting to run on request

 

 

Refresh Screen buttonRefresh Screen button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar

Description Updates the screen with the most recent data
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Rename Selected Schedule buttonRename Selected Schedule button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and scheduling

Description Rename the currently selected schedule

 

 

Save buttonSave button

Icon

Location
Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Saves the information in the form or dialog box

 

 

Excuse Single Exceptions buttonExcuse Single Exceptions button

Icon

Location Adherence Exceptions tab

Description Excuse a single exception and open the Excuse Exception dialog to specify excused values.

 

 

Source Data buttonSource Data button

Icon

Location Forecasting

Description Configure data for the Forecast Editor
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Source Data buttonSource Data button

Icon

Location Time Off Requests tab

Description Display time off requests for a date range, specific day, week, month, or year. Or specify a range of dates.

 

 

Validate buttonValidate button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar and various dialog boxes, tabs, and forms

Description Validates a schedule or shift

 

 

View Report buttonView Report button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer Shift Rotations tab

Description Opens the current shift rotation report for viewing and analysis

 

Week View buttonWeek View button

Icon

Location Interaction Optimizer toolbar

Description Displays the current schedule in a weekly format. This mode displays daily schedules in 24 hour (or shift) time slots,
up to one week. Week mode allows you to edit shifts (double-click to edit activities), as long as the schedule is for
a future time period or is the live (published) schedule.
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Choose which time off requests to viewChoose which time off requests to view
In the top left area of the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab, you can select filter criteria to display only the time off requests that match
certain requirements. You can select future time off requests or time off requests for a specific date range, day, week, month or
year. You can also select from approved, denied, and pending requests.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, click the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  link. The Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab opens.
2. In the area above the column headings, click the time off requests selection button.
3. From the menu that appears, select which time off requests to view:

RequestsRequests
TypeType

ActionAction

Future The Show requests afterShow requests after  box appears. Click the calendar icon and use the arrows to select the date after
which you want to display time off requests

Date Range The Date Range boxes appear. Click the calendar icons and use the arrows to specify the start and end
dates for which to display time off requests.

Day The Day box appears. Click the calendar icons or use the arrows to navigate to the date for which to view
time off requests.

Week The Week of box appears. Click the calendar icons or use the arrows to navigate to the date for which to
view time off requests.

Month The month and year drop-down fields appear. Select the month and year for which to display time off
requests.

Year The year drop-down field appears. Select the year for which to display time off requests.

3. Note: In the upper right corner of the Time Off RequestsTime Off Requests  tab, Interaction Optimizer returns the number of pending, approved,
and denied time off requests. To view pending requests, click the Pending To select the type of time off requests to view,  

 

Choose which time off requests to displayChoose which time off requests to display
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Command ButtonsCommand Buttons
The following buttons can be used to perform certain actions:

 Add

 Delete

 Display Options

 Edit

 Export to Excel

 Manage Day Classifications

 Open Selected Schedule

 Print

Publish Selected Schedule

Rename Selected Schedule

Save

 Graph Type

 Dimensions

 Browse

Reforecast
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Create a new time off planCreate a new time off plan
Time off plans allow administrators to manage the allotments of time off per staff type, automating the process of approving,
waitlisting, or denying time off requests.
1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time OffTime Off  planning area select the Time Off Plans Time Off Plans  link. The Time OffTime Off

PlansPlans  tab opens.
2. Click the add button. The Create New Time Off PlanCreate New Time Off Plan dialog box opens.
3. Add a descriptive name, select the time off plan's start and end dates, and optionally add a detailed description in the

appropriate fields and click the NextNext  button.
4. In the Select a schedule to  represent a normal weekSelect a schedule to  represent a normal week  area, click the schedule on which to base the time off plan. This

option distributes the allotment across multiple coverage groups when an overall number is set for all the coverage
groups.  This option is also used if you import predicted staff at the weekly level, but the allotments are handled at a daily level.

5. In the Distribution from selected schedule (in hours)Distribution from selected schedule (in hours) area, optionally modify the values for the staff type or coverage
group on any days of the week.  The exact numbers do not matter, but they are used in comparison to the values for other
coverage groups.

6. Click the NextNext  button.
7. To set up a predicted staff file to import, do the following:

Click the Download predicted staff templateDownload predicted staff template  file button and save the template to the desired location.
Modify the new file without changing the pre-defined format settings and save it for future use. You can now use this file to
import predicted staff.

8. To specify predicted staff, do one of the following:

Click ImportImport  predicted staffpredicted staff  button.
Select the pre-configured Excel spreadsheet and click the OpenOpen button.

9. After you import the predicted staff file, do one of the following:

To import predicted staff but leave the allotment values the same, select the  Don't update allotment radio button.
To base allotment values on the imported predicted staff, select the Set al lo tment from predicted staffSet al lo tment from predicted staff  radio button and in
the PercentPercent  box enter the percentage of allotment from the predicted staff.

10. Click the Finish button. The time off plan's allotment editor opens.

For more information on time off planning and the allotment editor, see the Related Topics.
 

Create New Accrual Plan dialog boxCreate New Accrual Plan dialog box

Create an accrual plan to define the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity
codes, define permissions and restrictions, and set up approval options.

NoteNote : Accrual plans use reference dates to calculate which rate at which the agent accrues hours. Only agents with reference
dates are eligible for an accrual plan. You can either copy the hire date to the reference date, or you can manually enter it when
you select eligible agents.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Time Off Planning area click the Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  link. The Accrual  PlansAccrual  Plans  tab
opens.

2. Click the add button. The Create New Accrual  PlanCreate New Accrual  Plan dialog box opens.
3. Enter a descriptive name for the accrual plan and click the OKOK button. The accrual plan's configuration page opens.
4. Configure the new accrual plan.
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Create Week EntryCreate Week Entry
You can create a new week entry for a scheduling unit.

NoteNote : Before you configure shifts, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Create ScheduleCreate Schedule . The Create NewCreate New ScheduleSchedule
tab opens.

2. From the Interaction Optimizer toolbar, click Week entryWeek entry . The Create Week EntryCreate Week Entry  dialog box appears.

3. Type a NameName for the week entry.
4. Select the Start monthStart month using the up and down arrows. The default is the current month.
5. Select the Week ofWeek of from the drop-down menu. The default week is the nearest week that does not already have an entry.
6. Click OKOK to save the week entry, which is now available for weekly schedules to be added.  

To create a week entry:To create a week entry:
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Criterion definitionsCriterion definitions
Criterion definitions determine how individual agents are ranked or ordered. This ranking allows supervisors to take into account
various criteria to allow higher ranked agents to select better schedules in schedule bidding, or have their preferences used more
often. The criteria includes up to ten fields.  Each field can be any of the three types: numeric, date, or random.  

These fields may contain criterion values such as agent skill strength (e.g., hire date or promotion date) which affect the ranking of
agents within the agent group. These fields are then used to determine an agent’s rank for each given criteria, using either
ascending or descending ordering (as specified). The individual criterion ranking should then be weighted (e.g., hire date = 30%;
random rank = 20%), and an overall rank is calculated. The total percentage for all the criteria should be 100%. This overall ranking
determines the precedence of the agents’ preferences in case of a tie between two agents with the same preferences for a given
interval. It also determines the order in which schedule bids are processed so the agent with the highest overall rank receives his or
her first schedule choice.

It is not advantageous to have more than one random value since you could easily add all the percentages of the individual random
values and put them into one field.  For example, RandomValue1 = 10%, RandomValue2= 15%, and RandomValue3 = 15% is same as
having one random value = 40%.

Randomization can be used also as a tie breaker if all other criteria is the same (e.g. same skill level or same hire date). The weight
of Random Rank in relation to the other criteria, determines how important randomization is. If the random field is not used, it is not
considered in relation to preferences. You may also use Random Rank as the only criteria for ranking.

Deferred workDeferred work
Deferred work includes all interactions with a service level goal that is larger than the statistics interval (15 or 30 minutes
depending on your configuration), and is primarily associated with email, where typical response time goals are a day or more. 

Interaction Optimizer assumes agents use the time not occupied with other work to handle deferred work, up to a maximum
occupancy you specify per scheduling unit.  For instance, if an agent is expected to be occupied with calls for 70% of their time and
you configure the maximum occupancy to be 90%, Interaction Optimizer assumes the agent can spend 20% of their time on deferred
work.

 

Delete a Schedule BidDelete a Schedule Bid
You can delete an obsolete schedule bid.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area click Schedule BidsSchedule Bids .
2. Do one of the following:

Right-click the schedule bid name and then click Delete selected schedule bidDelete selected schedule bid.
Select the schedule bid name and then, in the Navigation Pane toolbar, click the Delete button.

3. In the Delete ConfirmationDelete Confirmation dialog box, click YesYes .

To delete a schedule bid:To delete a schedule bid:
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Excuse Exception dialog boxExcuse Exception dialog box
 You can review adherence exceptions one by one and mark them excused or unexcused. You can also partially excuse an
adherence exception.

ExampleExample : If an agent is late returning from a meeting, but you know the meeting took longer than scheduled, you can excuse the
extra time spent in the meeting, but count part of the unreasonably long time the agent took to get back to work in the agent's time
out of adherence statistics.

In this dialog box:

Minutes to
excuse

Use the spin control to select the number of minutes you want to excuse

Activity Click the down arrow at the end of this field's drop-down list and select the activity toward which to apply the
excused minutes.

Notes Optionally type a reason for the adherence exception.

  

Forecast Display Options dialog boxForecast Display Options dialog box
In the Forecast Display OptionsForecast Display Options  dialog box, you can choose which values are shown, such as the number of interactions, the
average handle time, average after call work, and average talk time.  You can choose to show data points on graphs or to show the
actual values. You can also select whether to display times in the forecast time zone or the local time zone, and format the time in
seconds or minutes.

For more information, see Configure forecast display options.
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Forecast Editor dialogForecast Editor dialog
In the Forecast EditorForecast Editor  dialog box, you can customize various aspects of the selected forecast.

 

 

Administration Navigation PaneAdministration Navigation Pane
The AdministrationAdministration navigation pane allows authorized users to configure scheduling unit options, agent groups, shifts, and set
schedule preferences. in the workspace. You can set agent schedule preference coverage and enable schedule bidding.

This section includes:
Configuration
Configure Agent Groups
View Schedule Preferences
Configure Shifts
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Interaction Optimizer Module LicensingInteraction Optimizer Module Licensing
The Interaction Optimizer User/Station Licenses are set up in Interaction Administrator's Licenses Allocation container and on
Interaction Administrator's User or Station configuration Licensing tab:
1. Interaction Interaction Optimizer Access Real -time AdherenceOptimizer Access Real -time Adherence  (I3_OPTIMIZER_SHOWRTA): This user-only license allows RTA

information to be generated for each agent. If the agent doesn't have this license, then no RTA exceptions are logged in the
database (or appear on RTA reports), and the user’s RTA status not will appear in the Real-time Adherence view in IC Business
Manager.

NoteNote : Starting with IC 4.0, Interaction Supervisor views are located in IC Business Manager.

2. Interaction Interaction Optimizer Cl ient AccessOptimizer Cl ient Access  (I3_ACCESS_OPTIMIZER): This user/station license is required to enable agents to
view their schedule within Interaction Desktop.

3. Interaction Interaction Optimizer Real -time Adherence TrackingOptimizer Real -time Adherence Tracking (I3_ACCESS_OPTIMIZER_RTA): This user/station license is
required for a supervisor to view real time adherence data or actual work in the Interaction Optimizer module in IC Business
Manager.

4. Interaction Interaction Optimizer Schedulable (I3_OPTIMIZER_SCHEDULABLE):  This user-onlyOptimizer Schedulable (I3_OPTIMIZER_SCHEDULABLE):  This user-only  license is required if the user is
to be scheduled with Optimizer.

For more information on Interaction Optimizer licenses, see the Interaction Optimizer Technical Reference in the PureConnect
Documentation Library.

Long-term forecast generation pageLong-term forecast generation page
After you create the long-term forecast, select representative weeks if applicable, and generate the forecast, the Generating long-
term forecast page opens. This page displays status messages as the long-term forecast generation progresses, such as loading
historic data or generating forecast.

When you see the Long-term forecast generation is  completeLong-term forecast generation is  complete  message, review the status messages and click OKOK to open the
long-term forecast editor.
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Working with Scheduling UnitsWorking with Scheduling Units
When you select a scheduling unit, you can configure agent schedule preference versus coverage focus. This setting determines,
when scheduling, how strongly agent preferences are taken into account versus best schedule coverage. This is the default
configuration setting for agent preferences at the scheduling unit level. When a new agent group is created, this setting is used,
unless the same setting is changed at the agent group level.

NoteNote : Agents set their schedule preferences in Interaction Client. For more information, see Working with Interaction Optimizer
in the Interaction Desktop online help.

The scheduling engine generates all possible schedules as it does normally with the following additional steps:
1. Score each schedule per agent in terms of preferences
2. Rank schedules per each agent in order of meeting agent preferences

If the Agent Schedule Preference Versus Agent Schedule Preference Versus Coverage FocusCoverage Focus  setting  is "100", then all generated schedules are kept. If the
setting is less than "100", then Interaction Optimizer uses that value, treats it as a percentile ranking, and keeps the corresponding
amount of schedules. For example, with a value of "75", Interaction Optimizer eliminates the bottom 25% of schedules that were
ranked (or ordered) earlier. When the scheduling engine reaches the agents/schedules/coverage evaluation phase to determine the
best schedules, it now only considers schedules that meet or exceed a minimum threshold in terms of honoring agent preferences.

If the Agent Schedule Preference Versus Agent Schedule Preference Versus Coverage FocusCoverage Focus  setting  is "1", then Interaction Optimizer attempts to eliminate all
but the top ranked schedule, e.g., 99th percentile. Interaction Optimizer may keep a different ‘top’ schedule depending on
constraints.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, select the appropriate scheduling unit from the Interaction Optimizer Home page
Schedul ing unitSchedul ing unit  drop-down list.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Interaction Optimizer HomeHome page, in the Configuration area click Schedul ing Schedul ing UnitUnit . The Schedul ing UnitSchedul ing Unit  tab
opens.

2. In the Agent schedule preference Agent schedule preference versus coverage focusversus coverage focus  area, do one of the following:

Click and drag the pointer on the slider bar to change the setting.

Use the up or down arrows to adjust the setting.

A setting of "1" mainly ignores coverage and focuses on agent preference. A setting of "100" mainly ignores agent preference
and focuses on coverage. The default setting of "50" focuses equally on agent preference and coverage; a value closer to "100"
focuses more on coverage, and a value closer to "1" focuses more on preferences when scheduling agents.

3. Click the Save button to save your changes.

To set To set the Agent Schedule Preference Versus Coverage Focus setting:the Agent Schedule Preference Versus Coverage Focus setting:
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New Forecast dialogNew Forecast dialog
In the New ForecastNew Forecast  dialog box, you can create a local forecast or an AI-powered forecast.

 

Additional ResourcesAdditional Resources
Because Interaction Optimizer is integrated with Customer Interaction Center, there is additional documentation that includes
related material. Documents are available in the PureConnect Documentation Library.

For additional information see:
Interaction Optimizer Online Help
Interaction Reporter Help
Interaction Administrator Help
Interaction Desktop Client
Interaction Supervisor Help
Interaction Optimizer Technical Reference
Interaction Optimizer Requirements and Limitations Overview

After Call WorkAfter Call Work
After call work is the time in seconds that an agent spends completing work or wrap-up activities related to a call.  

 

Agent Information AreaAgent Information Area
The section of columns to the left of the beginning of each schedule row is the agent information area. Use the vertical slider bar to
resize the columns.
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Add or remove columns by right-clicking on the column header, and select the column to add or remove from the menu.

The columns available are:
AgentAgent  - This is the name for each scheduled agent is displayed. If the display name for the agent is not available, then the user
name is displayed.
Paid Hours for DayPaid Hours for Day - This is the number of paid hours for the agent's activities in the current day.
Paid Hours for Week -Paid Hours for Week -  This is the number of paid hours for the agent's activities in the entire weekly schedule.
Total  Hours for DayTotal  Hours for Day - This is the total number of hours the agent has activities in the current day. This does not include
 “Unavailable” or “Unscheduled” activities.
Total  Hours for Week -Total  Hours for Week -  This is the total number of hours the agent has activities in the entire weekly schedule. This does
not include  “Unavailable” or “Unscheduled” activities.
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Sort columns by clicking on the column header. The changes made in the column display are saved, and the changes persist when
you close and reopen a schedule.

Apply Time Off RequestsApply Time Off Requests

You can apply time off requests in a local schedule. You cannot apply time off requests in an AI-powered schedule.

Time off requests appear as requests that are submitted after schedule generation and which were approved but not yet applied.

Time off requests entered after a schedule is generated and before you begin to edit appear in a dialog box when you load the
schedule in Interaction Optimizer. Select the requests to apply to the schedule. The time off requests can also be filtered.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, open the generated schedule. The selected schedule opens in the ScheduleSchedule  tab.
2. Open the Interaction Optimizer menu and select Show Unappl ied Time Show Unappl ied Time Off RequestsOff Requests . The Time Off Time Off RequestsRequests  dialog box

opens.

NoteNote : If unapplied time off requests exist for this schedule, the Time Time Off RequestsOff Requests  dialog box appears automatically
when you open the schedule.

3. Use the Fi l terFi l ter  SettingsSettings  area to limit the number of requests in the view. For example, filter agents by name, type of request,
length, and dates of requests.

4. Select the check box of the agent with the time off request, click ApplyApply , and click OKOK.
5. To select or deselect all requests, select the Check / Uncheck Check / Uncheck Al lAl l  check box and click OKOK.
6. Double-click a request to manually edit it, view schedule activity before and after a time off request is applied, and see time

overlaps.

NoteNote : You can manually edit partial time off requests, but you cannot edit full-day requests.

TipTip: Manual edits allow an administrator scheduling flexibility. For example, you may want to schedule an important
activity together with the time off request applied, or even reduce or extend the time off request, based on a last minute
decision.

Average Handle TimeAverage Handle Time
Average Handle Time (AHT) is the sum of the average interaction time and the average after call work (ACW) time.  It can be
calculated as Average Interaction Time + ACW = AHT.

 

Apply time off requestsApply time off requests
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Change Activity DefaultsChange Activity Defaults
You can choose the default values for each activity type when that activity is added to the schedule. You can also set paidpaid and/or
counted as contiguous work  timecounted as contiguous work  time behavior, and set the default activity length.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected schedule l ink .Open selected schedule l ink .  The selected schedule opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, click Display Options.
3. On the Activi ty ColorsActivi ty Colors  tab, select the check box(s) for the activity you want to change.
4. On the Activi ty DefaultsActivi ty Defaults  tab, select the check box(s) for the activity you want to change.
5. Do one or more of the following:

Select the Counts as paid timeCounts as paid time check box to make this a paid activity.
Select the Counts as contiguous work  timeCounts as contiguous work  time check box for the activity is considered work time.
Use the up and down arrows to set the default activity length.

6. When all changes are made, click Update activi ties...Update activi ties... , then click OKOK.

TipTip: To discard changes and return to the original settings, click Restore DefaultsRestore Defaults . To edit all activities at the same time,
click Check Al lCheck Al l .  

Change General Display OptionsChange General Display Options
You can change the number of weeks of old schedules to show.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Scheduling area select the appropriate schedule from the Schedules drop-
down list and click the Open selected schedule l ink .Open selected schedule l ink .  The selected schedule opens.

2. On the Interaction OptimizerInteraction Optimizer  toolbar, click Display Options.
3. Click the GeneralGeneral  tab.
4. Use the up and down arrow keys or type a number to change the number of past schedule weeks to show in the workspace.

The default value is 4 weeks.

 

Make changes to activity defaultsMake changes to activity defaults

Changes general schedule appearanceChanges general schedule appearance
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Paste Group ActivityPaste Group Activity
The Paste Group Activity dialog appears after you select an activity in the schedule, copy the activity to the clipboard, and then
paste the activity back into the schedule.  You can set the following information for the copied group activity:

Start t imeStart t ime : The time the activity starts.

Activi ty typeActivi ty type : The type of activity.

LengthLength: The length of time the activity lasts.

Select agents(s)Select agents(s) : The list of agents to include in the group activity.

DescriptionDescription: A description of the activity.

Counts as paid timeCounts as paid time : Select this check box if the activity counts toward paid time.

Counts toward contiguous work  timeCounts toward contiguous work  time : Select this check box if the activity counts towards contiguous work time.

Force time values to  the nearest 15 Force time values to  the nearest 15 minutesminutes : When selected, this option rounds the start time and length to the nearest 15
minutes. For example, if you have a start time of 11:04 and a length of 29 minutes, it will round the activity times to 11:00 to 11:30.
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Coverage Estimation AlgorithmCoverage Estimation Algorithm
Scheduled row values are determined by the coverage estimation algorithm, if a filter is applied (indicated with "filtered"). The
coverage estimation algorithm determines approximately the percentage of each agent’s time that should be spent handling
interactions from each route group, depending on the agent's route group membership, and the forecast need for each route group.
If there is no forecast need for some time period, then the scheduled row will have a count of 0, even when there are agents with an
ACD activity type during that time period.

For example, if the filter is set to a workgroup called "Support1" and an interaction type of "Calls", then the forecast row count will
add route groups that have Support1, Calls, English | Operating Systems, Support1, Calls , and Spanish | Operating Systems, and
Support1, Calls, and English | Networking. However, the forecast row count does not include the values from a route group with
Support1, Emails, and English | Operating Systems.

NoteNote : Some rows may be hidden when the filtered data does not apply to the selected row. See the Filter and Sort options for
more information.

Full Time Equivalent Full Time Equivalent 
Full time equivalent (FTE) is a person that works the number of hours in a week to qualify him as a full time employee.   

 

Status BarStatus Bar
The status bar displays the CIC server associated with the intraday monitoring information displayed in the workspace.

This is the name of the CIC server that Interaction Optimizer Administrator is connected to.

 

Menu BarMenu Bar
Commands and actions are organized in menus that you use to work with Interaction Optimizer. Click a menu title on the menu bar
to display a list of choices. To choose one of the commands listed on a menu, click it.

Navigation Pane ButtonsNavigation Pane Buttons

You can display the Interaction Optimizer module button as a large button. To do this, click the Configure ButtonsConfigure Buttons  arrow  and
on the menu, select Show More ButtonsShow More Buttons .

Use Configure Buttons to change the order of modules displayed in the Navigation Pane.

For more information on using the IC Business Manager interface, see the Getting Started online Help for IC Business Manager.
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Navigation PaneNavigation Pane
The Interaction Optimizer navigation pane provides easy access to its features in the following navigation panes: RecentRecent
SchedulesSchedules , Old SchedulesOld Schedules . It provides centralized navigation to schedules, which display their views in the workspace next to the
navigation panes.

 

Paste Multiple ActivitiesPaste Multiple Activities
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RTA Exception ConflictsRTA Exception Conflicts
When making changes to an RTA exception, there may be a conflict if another user or users have made changes to the exception as
well. If one other user has made in addition to you, the system notifies you of a possible conflict:

If more than one user has made changes in addition to your changes, the system asks you to confirm:
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Scheduling Navigation PaneScheduling Navigation Pane
The Schedul ingSchedul ing navigation pane allows authorized users to display the content of recently generated and older schedules by
scheduling unit in the workspace. The schedules displayed may be currently live, schedules for future time periods, or schedules
from previous time periods. The schedules may also be biddable or non-biddable.

Click to expand the schedule listings and select a schedule to view, or click to collapse the listings. 

The Scheduling navigation pane includes:
View Actual Work and RTA Exceptions
Edit RTA Exception 
View Analysis and Summary Counts Area
Export Data
Display Graphs
View Status Bar
Use Filter and Sort Options

 

Start Time PickerStart Time Picker
The Start Time PickerStart Time Picker  dialog box appears if the Show al l  feasible schedul ing times for dates selectedShow al l  feasible schedul ing times for dates selected option is selected
when scheduling a group activity. The resulting headcount differences between the forecast and scheduled agents for each date
selected is displayed:

The following information is displayed:

Start TimeStart Time: This is the suggested group activity start time.
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Headcount DifferenceHeadcount Difference : This is the difference between the forecast number of people and the scheduled number of people after
scheduling the group activity.

For example, you are trying to schedule 4 people for a meeting from 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm. There are 9 people forecast, and 12 people
scheduled for the 2:00 pm - 2:15 pm time slot. If the 4 people were to attend this meeting, that would leave 8 people working of the
12 people scheduled. Since 9 people were forecast and 8 are actually working, the headcount difference is -1 for this 15 minute time
slot.

Continue calculating the difference for the 2:15 pm - 2:30 pm time slot (the next 15 minute interval). For this time slot, there are 11
people forecast, and 13 people scheduled. If the 4 people were to attend the meeting, that would leave 9 people working of the 13
people scheduled. Since 11 people were forecast and 9 are actually working, the headcount difference is -2 for this 15 minute time
slot. Factoring the headcount difference for both 15 minute time slots (30 minutes for the group activity), the aggregate of the
difference is -1 plus -2, so -3.  

Headcount DistributionHeadcount Distribution: This is the headcount difference for each 15 minute interval that is included in the 30 minute activity.
Using the same example above, the distribution is listed as -1.0 / -2.0.

In the Start Time PickerStart Time Picker  dialog box, select the best possible time for the group activity. Multiple times can be selected to
schedule multiple activities. Click OKOK to save the activity. Click RetryRetry  to return to the Schedule Activi tySchedule Activi ty  dialog box and start over.

NoteNote : The system calculates data every 15 minutes, providing the difference per every 15 minutes and the aggregate value of
the difference for the total time period of the activity. This aggregate provides helpful scheduling information at-a-glance.

TipTip: The Headcount DifferenceHeadcount Difference  that is closer to 0 (or a more positive number), is the best time to schedule an activity.

 

ToolbarsToolbars
Interaction Optimizer too lbarstoolbars  contain buttons that represent tasks you can do within the program. Click a button on the toolbar to
perform the task. To display toolbars, from the V iewView menu, point to ToolbarsToolbars  and on the submenu, select the toolbar you want to
view.

 

View Schedule in Day ModeView Schedule in Day Mode
Viewing a schedule in day mode (default view), displays 25 hours in the schedule; showing start time 1 hour before the earliest
activity, and the end time 25 hours after the start time. Day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a future
time period, or is the live (published) schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

 

View Schedule in Multi-day ModeView Schedule in Multi-day Mode
Viewing a schedule in multi-day mode, displays daily schedules in hourly time slots, up to one week. Using the Start Time and End
Time selection boxes, you can pick the start and end times to the nearest hour. Click Update to update the schedule contents after
changing start and end times. Multi-day mode allows editing of activities, as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is
the live (published) schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.

View Schedule in Week ModeView Schedule in Week Mode
Viewing a schedule in week mode, displays daily schedules in 24 hour (or shift) time slots, up to one week. Week mode allows
editing of shifts (double-click to edit activities), as long as the schedule is for a future time period, or is the live (published)
schedule.

NoteNote : If you choose to edit a live schedule, changes will take effect immediately after publishing.
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WorkspaceWorkspace
Views selected from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, such as Dec 15th Erlang Schedule in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area, are displayed
in the Workspace.

Rename a Schedule BidRename a Schedule Bid
You can rename a schedule bid from the Schedule Bids tab.

NoteNote : Before you configure settings, make sure you select Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  from the Schedul ingSchedul ing area of the InteractionInteraction
Optimizer HomeOptimizer Home page.

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedul ingSchedul ing area click the Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  link.  The Schedule BidsSchedule Bids  tab
opens.

2. Select the schedule you want to rename and click the Rename button. The Rename Schedule BidRename Schedule Bid dialog box opens.
3. In the Schedule nameSchedule name field, type an updated name for the schedule and click OKOK.

 

Rename Forecast dialogRename Forecast dialog
You can rename a forecast from the Forecast Editor.

1. From the Forecast Editor, select the forecast you want to rename and from the Interaction Optimizer menu choose RenameRename
Selected ForecastSelected Forecast , or right-click the forecast and choose Rename selected forecastRename selected forecast  from the menu that appears. The
Rename selected forecastRename selected forecast  dialog box opens.

2. Make changes to the Forecast nameForecast name or DescriptionDescription and click OKOK.

To rename a schedule bid:To rename a schedule bid:

To rename a forecastTo rename a forecast
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Save and Validate ShiftsSave and Validate Shifts

  
 
 

 

Schedule Bid GenerationSchedule Bid Generation
The Schedule Bid GenerationSchedule Bid Generation dialog appears after you click FinishFinish on the Schedule Bidding Minimums and MaximumsSchedule Bidding Minimums and Maximums
page of the Schedule Bid Generation WizardSchedule Bid Generation Wizard. You can perform any of the following actions in the Schedule Generation dialog:

To copy the schedule generation information to the clipboard, click Copy information to  cl ipboardCopy information to  cl ipboard.
To save the information you entered so you can import it when creating schedule bids in the future, click Save InputsSave Inputs . This
option saves you time if you want to do "what if" scenarios where you only change a few parameters and create many different
schedule bids.
To save the information you entered so you can import it when creating schedules in the future, click Save Support LogSave Support Log. This
option saves you time if you want to do "what if" scenarios where you only change a few parameters and create many different
schedule.
To view the schedule, click Open ScheduleOpen Schedule . The schedule appears in the view..
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Schedule Shift ActivitiesSchedule Shift Activities
This topic is reserved for a future release. 

 

 

Scheduling Unit dropdown listScheduling Unit dropdown list
Use the drop-down list to select the Scheduling Unit you want to manage. To create a new Scheduling Unit, click the plus sign.

Select days from calendar dialogSelect days from calendar dialog
Use the select days from calendar dialog to add days to or remove days from the forecast.
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Select Statistics dialogSelect Statistics dialog
Use this dialog to change the selection of statistics displayed in the Real Time Adherence view.

1. Right-cl ickRight-cl ick  any statistic to open a shortcut menu.
2. Choose Select Statistics…Select Statistics… to display this dialog.
3. The list on the left contains items that are not currently included in the view. The list on the right contains items selected for

inclusion in the view.

Select statistics in the list on the left. Then click AddAdd to move them to the other list. Add Al lAdd Al l  selects all items for inclusion.
Use Move UpMove Up and Move DownMove Down buttons to optionally change the display order of columns in the view.
To exclude statistics from the view, select items in the list on the right. Then click RemoveRemove. The Remove Al lRemove Al l  button excludes
all statistics from the view, but at least one must be included.

4. Click OKOK when finished.

 

To manage statistics:To manage statistics:
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Send an error report to GenesysSend an error report to Genesys
This is similar to the customer experience program, but it only sends data when an exception occurs.

Allow the user to tell us what they were trying to do, capture error context/info, the model that caused the issue, do a mini-
snapshot, package it all up and send it through our customer experience improvement process into a new errorreport subdirectory.
Process would kickoff when they select to reload previous view or close the error view. We'd default the check box to be selected
unless previously de-selected.

Genesys strives to consistently improve the quality, efficiency, and performance of Interaction Optimizer. You can help by
participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program. If you choose to participate, Genesys collects statistical
information from your system and uses it only to help improve Interaction Optimizer features and enhancements and to help
resolve issues.

Genesys does not share this information with other companies, nor does it use your data for marketing or sales purposes. All
information is confidential. Participation is voluntary and you can opt in or out at any time.

Participate in the programParticipate in the program
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and select Customer ExperienceCustomer Experience

Improvement ProgramImprovement Program.
2. Select Jo in the Interaction Optimizer Customer Experience Join the Interaction Optimizer Customer Experience Improvement ProgramImprovement Program and click OKOK.

Opt out of the programOpt out of the program
1. From the Interaction Optimizer HomeInteraction Optimizer Home page, open the Interaction Interaction OptimizerOptimizer  menu and select Customer ExperienceCustomer Experience

Improvement ProgramImprovement Program.
2. Select I do  not want to  jo in the program at this timeI do  not want to  jo in the program at this time  and click OKOK.
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Source Data dialogSource Data dialog

NoteNote : AI-powered forecasting determines the source data to use for a forecast. Therefore, the Source Data dialog is
unavailable for an AI-powered forecast.

Use the Source DataSource Data dialog to decide which historical days the system should use to forecast. The Source Data dialog displays
offered, abandoned, average handle time (AHT), average talk time (ATT), and average ACW time (for after call work). The rows show
graphs with totals or averages that help supervisors determine if the day is a good representation of expected future behavior. If a
day is not a good representation, give it a day classification to exclude it from the current and future short-term and long-term
forecasts.

In the daily rows, the system weights the averages displayed under the AHT, ATT, and ACW graphs using completed interactions,
which match intraday monitoring. However, the forecast row at the bottom weights these averages using Offered (Number of
Interactions). Because forecast modifications affect offered interactions and do not affect completed interactions, this method
matches the forecast but it means the forecast row values for AHT, ATT, and ACW do not appear to match the daily rows.

For more information, see the related topics.

Time Off Request dialog boxTime Off Request dialog box
Use this dialog box to add, edit, approve, or deny time off requests, based on the scheduling unit and the agent.

Click the arrow at the end of the drop-down list to select a specific agent in the selected scheduling unit for the new time off
request. You cannot change the agent after you create the request.

Click the arrow at the end of the drop-down list to select a specific Activity Code to apply to the time off request.

Select the time off request type for the new or existing request. Options include:
Ful l  Day:Ful l  Day:  Select this option for a full day time off request.
Partial  Day:Partial  Day:  Select this option for a partial day time off request. If this option is selected, the default start time is the shift
start time.

Select the time off request state for the new or existing request. Options include:
PendingPending: Select this option to set the time off request's state to pending. This is the default value if entering a new time off
request.
ApprovedApproved: Select this option to set the time off request's state to approved.
DeniedDenied: Select this option to set the time off request's state to denied.

AgentAgent

Activity CodeActivity Code

TypeType

StateState
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Select the start date of the new or existing time off request from the pull-down menu. If this is a partial day request, the default start
time is the shift start time.

Select the end date of the new or existing time off request from the pull-down menu.

Use the up and down arrow keys to set the length in hours of the time off request per day. The default value is 8 hours (08:00).
Acceptable values are 15 minutes (00:15) through 23 hours and 59 minutes (23:59).

Select this check box if this time off request is considered paid time.

Optionally enter the description of or notes about the time off request.

This field displays the person who enters the request in Interaction Optimizer or in Interaction Client.

This field displays the person who approves or denies the time off request in Interaction Optimizer. If the request has not been
approved or denied, this field appears as "Not reviewed."

NoteNote : The system checks current time off requests in the database and if overlapping or duplicate requests are found,
Interaction Optimizer generates a warning message.

 

StartStart

EndEnd

LengthLength

Use Paid TimeUse Paid Time

NotesNotes

Submitted bySubmitted by

Not reviewed or Approved byNot reviewed or Approved by
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Understanding automatically approved time off requestsUnderstanding automatically approved time off requests
In order for the processing engine to automatically approve a time off request and place it in the approvedapproved state, the agent and the
request must meet the following conditions.

An agent who submits a time off request must:
Belong to a scheduling unit and a coverage group when the processing engine processes the time off request.
Be associated with a valid accrual plan for the activity code the agent selects in the time off request.
Have enough accrued hours to be eligible for the requested time off.
Have enough accrued hours to accommodate any previously approved time off requests for a future date.

In addition, to the agent conditions, the time off request must meet the following requirements for automatic approval:
All the days in the time off request must be included in an active time off plan.
The accrual plan must be configured to allow automatic approval.
The days in the time off request cannot be a designated blackout day from the time off plan.
Enough allotments, based on length of time off request, should exist on the particular day of time off request based on
coverage group. The system makes this calculation by looking at assigned allotments and subtracting approved time off
requests for agents who belong to the same coverage group. This is only required if the accrual plan counts towards allotment.

NoteNote : When an agent submits a time off request, and the agent belongs to an accrual plan that does not count toward
allotment, the request is bypassed for automatic approval checks.  For example, if an accrual plan for Jury Duty is not counted
towards allotments, then the time off request could be auto-approved even if no allotments remain for that day.

If the time off request meets the above requirements, the processing engine automatically approves the request. For more
information, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .
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Understanding automatically denied time off requestsUnderstanding automatically denied time off requests
In some cases, the processing engine automatically denies a time off request. The potential for automatic denials is only available
if your site uses the time off planning feature. If you do not use time off planning, automatic denials are unavailable.

A time off request may be automatically denied if:
A time off request is not spanned by an active time off plan during any portion of the request. An agent must submit a time off
request during a period where an active time off plan exists. A time off request can span multiple active and adjacent time off
plans.
The agent who submits the time off request does not have enough accrued hours. If the accrual plan requires that the accrual
balance be large enough at the time of the submission and the accrual balance is less than the number of hours in the time off
request, the request will be waitlisted or denied.  If the accrual plan requires that the accrual balance be large enough at the
start of the time off request, the system will calculate how many hours will be added to the accrual balance before the time off
request starts.  If the accrual balance will not be high enough, the request will be waitlisted or denied.  The system determines
whether to waitlist or deny the request based on the waitlist cap settings on the accrual plan.
A lack of enough accrued hours and failing the waitlist cap check happens, based on the time that the request was submitted.
The time off requests includes any full or multiple days that fall on a black out date, and the request is submitted by an agent
whose accrual plan count towards allotment.
A request exceeds the allotment and waitlist cap settings as defined on the accrual plan.

If the agent does not have enough accrued hours, the processing engine denies the request. For more information, see the RelatedRelated
TopicsTopics .
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Understanding pending or waitlisted requestsUnderstanding pending or waitlisted requests
In Interaction Optimizer, time off requests in a pending state are considered to be waitlisted.

The processing engine places a time off request in the pending state if the request is still being processed and confirmation of
eligibility for approval has not been confirmed. A time off request may be placed in pending status if:

No active time off plan exists in the system.
An agent does not belong to a scheduling unit or coverage group at the time the request is processed.
An agent has not accrued enough time off hours, based on the configured reference date, but the waitlist capping hours still
remain on the time off accrual plan.
The time off request contains an activity code not defined in the agent’s accrual plan.
The agent’s accrual plan is not configured to automatically approve time off requests.
The time off request does not meet allotment availability, but enough time remains in the accrual plan’s waitlist capping
setting.
An agent has accrued enough hours at the time the request is submitted, but that request would invalidate  any previously
approved time off requests for a future date.

For more information, see the Related TopicsRelated Topics .

 

 

Validate Base Schedule EditsValidate Base Schedule Edits
After you edit a base schedule, the system validates it.

1. In the Schedul ingSchedul ing navigation pane, expand the scheduling unit name node and then expand the weekly schedule node.
2. Double-click the schedule.
3. In the view, right-click the agent and then click Edit Base ScheduleEdit Base Schedule . The Edit Base Schedule dialog box appears.
4. Make your changes to the schedule and then click OKOK. The Validate Base Schedule dialog box appears.

TipTip: You can copy the validation results to the clipboard by clicking Copy information to  cl ipboardCopy information to  cl ipboard.

To validate a base schedule:To validate a base schedule:
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Validate Base ScheduleValidate Base Schedule
You can validate a base schedule for an agent before the bid window opens if you edited the schedule bid and created a schedule
that violates some of the constraints of the shift in a way that no base schedule could be created. If the edits are not valid, the
schedule bid cannot be saved until you change the schedule. In this scenario, you can use the Validate Base Schedule dialog box to
show you more details about what is invalid.

Validation is not necessary if you have not edited the schedule bid.  

1. From the Interaction Optimizer Home page, in the Schedule Bids area select the appropriate schedule bid from the Schedule
Bids drop-down list and click the Open selected schedule bidOpen selected schedule bid link. The selected schedule opens.  

2. Right-click the agent to validate and then click Val idate for Base ScheduleVal idate for Base Schedule . The schedule bid is validated to determine if it
can be used to create a base schedule. The validation results are displayed in the Val idate Base ScheduleVal idate Base Schedule  dialog.

To validate a base schedule:To validate a base schedule:
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Change logChange log

DateDate ChangesChanges

27-March-2014

4.0 SU 54.0 SU 5
NoteNote : In the next release, 4.0 SU64.0 SU6, the majority of workforce management will be available only in the
Interaction Optimizer module of IC Business Manager. Most functionality, with the exception of agent
constraints and rights assignments, will no longer be available in Interaction Administrator.

In the Interaction Optimizer module of IC Business Manager, within a scheduling unit you can partition
workgroups, interactions, and users into logical groups that Interaction Optimizer schedules together.
Scheduling units enable you to create, manage and view forecasts, schedules and adherence events for a
group of workgroups as a single unit. For more information about customizing criteria for a scheduling unit,
see the following topics:

Create service goal groups to define common service goals, associate the goals to specific
workgroups, and link the group to a specified scheduling unit.
Create schedule and forecast names and configure date format to specify a default name for new
forecasts and schedules.
Configure how many weeks of data to use in the forecast to determine the amount of ACD data to
include in the forecast. Select a number of weeks from which retrieve data, omitting excluded days.
Select a number of occurrences to retrieve data for the number of instances, regardless of the number
of weeks.
Set Agent schedule preference versus coverage focus to select the level to which an agent schedule
preference impacts schedules, set agent deferred work threshold to prevent occupancy from becoming
too high, manage shrinkage, and enable or disable activity bidding.
Select adherence exception settings and conformance calculations to configure how many minutes to
excuse and select which activities are considered for performance.

Add an activity code from the Activity Codes link on the Interaction Optimizer Home page. Activity codes are
sub-sets of activity types, which act as containers for the activity codes. This feature allows you to
customize and better define the activities your organization uses. Use activity codes in schedules, shifts,
and time-off requests, as well as shrinkage reporting and detailed schedule editing of future, current, and
past schedules. Customized activity codes help define the activities your organization uses. Use activity
codes wherever you use activity types. In an Activity Type container, the activity type appears as the default
activity code. You cannot edit the default activity code. Administrators can use activity codes to help define
scheduling needs. For more information about activity codes, see Working with activity codes.

On the Status Mappings tab, you can map a status to an activity type. Activity types identify a specific agent
action and is required to determine whether agents are following their schedules. This information is used
to calculate real time adherence and adherence exceptions. When an agent changes status in Interaction
Client, that agent will be either in adherence or out of adherence, depending on the "status to activity"
mapping. Initial mappings are set by Interaction Optimizer Server on the first start-up when properly licensed.
New status messages will be mapped to the "Unscheduled" activity. Status messages will retain their
previous mapping if they are deleted and then re-created.

For more information about status mapping, see Map status messages to activity types.

Scheduling unit managementScheduling unit management

Activity codesActivity codes

Status mappingStatus mapping

Time off requestsTime off requests
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Use the new Time Off Requests tab to search for existing time off requests, or to add, edit, remove, approve
or deny requests, based on scheduling unit and agent.

Note: Currently, you can manage time off requests for a scheduling unit in both Interaction Administrator
and in the Interaction Optimizer module of IC Business Manager.  In a future release, the ability to manage
time off requests will only be available in the Interaction Optimizer module of IC Business Manager.

Beginning in IC 4.0 SU5, adherence exceptions are calculated based on the current schedule and the agent's
actual status at the time of the exception.  If a workforce management administrator changes the schedule,
Interaction Optimizer recalculates the adherence exception and, depending on the outcome, it may no longer
appear. Excusing exceptions in the Adherence Exceptions view will change the schedule so that it matches
actual agent work performed.

An agent's status setting is used to track his or her adherence to the published schedule. Adherence to the
published schedule is defined as an agent's status being consistent with his or her currently scheduled
activity. For example, if an agent is scheduled to be taking calls (Scheduled ACD) but his or her current
status is "On Break," this difference from the schedule creates an adherence exception.

Adherence exceptions are the basis for the time out of adherence statistics for each agent. These statistics
can be monitored in Interaction Supervisor. Supervisors can review and manage adherence exceptions. A
supervisor can completely or partially excuse any adherence exception.

For more information about adherence exceptions, see Understanding adherence management and Select
adherence exception settings and conformance calculations.

You can add shift rotations and assign agents to a rotation so that the agents can start on different weeks
with different shift start times. You can use shift rotations to ensure fairness in agent schedules. For
example, use it to configure an agent to work weekends every fourth week.

By setting a shift rotation to an agent that is assigned to several shift definitions, the agent avoids
monotonous scheduling week after week. View the shift rotation report to see how a rotation is applied to
the selected agent assignment.

Beginning in 4.0 SU5, Interaction Optimizer includes an enhanced scheduling engine that more accurately
schedules agents at optimal times. This new scheduler produces schedules that provide a higher service
level when using the same number of agents for shifts flexible enough for this advanced algorithm. Because
the new scheduling engine incorporates improved calculation features, it produces schedules at a much
slower rate than in previous versions. In addition, the enhanced scheduling engine now supports deferred
work when calculating schedules.

Genesys strives to consistently improve the quality, efficiency, and performance of Interaction Optimizer.
You can help by participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program. If you choose to
participate, Interactive Intelligence collects statistical information from your system and uses it only to help
improve Interaction Optimizer features and enhancements and to help resolve issues.

Genesys does not share this information with other companies, nor does it use your data for marketing or
sales purposes. All information is confidential. Participation is voluntary and you can opt in or out at any
time.

07-July-2014

4.0 SU 64.0 SU 6
NoteNote : In this release, the majority of workforce management is available only in the Interaction Optimizer
module of IC Business Manager. Most functionality, with the exception of agent constraints and rights
assignments, is no longer available in Interaction Administrator.

Adherence exceptionsAdherence exceptions

Shift rotationsShift rotations

New scheduling engineNew scheduling engine

Customer Experience Improvement ProgramCustomer Experience Improvement Program
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The Move Service Goal Groups dialog box is renamed to Move Workgroups. For more information, see Move
a workgroup to another service goal group. Also, a new topic, Edit a workgroup's interaction type within a
service goal group, describes how to add or remove the interaction types assigned to any workgroup
associated with a particular service goal group.

Create staff types to group agents that belong to the same workgroups and handle similar interaction types
and skills, and to ensure agents in one type or category are not granted time off on the same day. For more
information, see About staff types.

The Agent Details View displays a variety of information about agents on one tab, including start and end
dates; accrual reference dates; team, workgroup, and agent group assignments; and shift schedules and
rotations. You can also add and manage agents within teams. For more information, see About the Agent
Details view and Add agents to a team.

Interaction Optimizer’s time off planning features automates the process of approving time off requests,
alleviating the time administrators spend performing this task manually. It includes:

Accrual plans, which show the rate at which groups of agents receive more time off in specified activity
codes.
Time Off Plans, which allow you to manage the allotments of time off per staff type. The processing
engine automatically approves, waitlists, or denies time off requests. For more information, see the
Allotment editor overview.
Time Off Requests, where you can search for existing time off requests, and also add, edit, cancel,
approve or deny requests, based on scheduling unit and agent.

For more information, see Time Off Planning overview and About automatic time off processing

In SU6, you can cancel time off requests in Approved or Pending status, but not Denied status. The ability to
delete time off requests was removed. For more information, see Cancel time off requests and Add time off
requests.

You can use the Export Coverage to Excel feature to export the current scheduled or forecast full-time
equivalent agents per route group for each interval into an Excel file. The file can be saved to another
location and renamed for future use.

The Upgrade Log lists data changes performed when a service update is applied. Service updates
automatically apply changes that move data to new tables or improve the quality of Interaction Optimizer
data. You can access the Upgrade Log from the Interaction Optimizer Home page, or from the Agent Details
view.

Service goal group updatesService goal group updates

Create and manage staff types and coverage groupsCreate and manage staff types and coverage groups

Monitor agent information in the new Agent Details viewMonitor agent information in the new Agent Details view

Use the new Time Off Planning featuresUse the new Time Off Planning features

Manage time off requestsManage time off requests

Export coverage to ExcelExport coverage to Excel

View the Upgrade LogView the Upgrade Log
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04-November-2014

2015 R12015 R1
Updated documentation to reflect changes required in the transition from version 4.0 SU# to CIC 2015 R1,
such as updates to product version numbers, system requirements, installation procedures, references to
Interactive Intelligence Product Information site URLs, and copyright and trademark information.

10-February-2015

2015 R22015 R2

Introducing the ability to generate a long-term forecast that includes calculations for volume, AHT and
required staff for a weekly level. You can edit and create modifications for the forecast and required staff. In
Time Off Plans, administrators can select a long-term forecast, which directs the time off plan to use the
required staff numbers from the long-term forecast. To get started, see Working with long-term forecasts.

Additional feature allows you to create day classifications and assign them to specific days. For more
information, see Manage day classifications and Assign day classifications to specific days.

For information about when you can and cannot delete a forecast, see About forecast deletion.

Because approved time off requests help determine an agent's accrual balance, time off requests must
match activities in a schedule. For example, if an agent is listed on the schedule for vacation, but the
backing time off request has been cancelled, Optimizer will not deduct the time from the agent's accrual
balance, even though the schedule shows the agent does not have to work. Workforce management
administrators should, when managing time off requests, always add, edit, and cancel the requests in the
time off request view. After the administrator makes time off requests that affect scheduled activities, he or
she should synchronize them in the affected schedule. For more information, see Understanding time off
synchronization and Synchronize time off requests and time off activities.  

See Tips and troubleshooting for help with minor troubleshooting and performance tips.

Long-term forecastingLong-term forecasting

Manage day classificationsManage day classifications

Deleting forecastsDeleting forecasts

Synchronize time off activities and requestsSynchronize time off activities and requests

Tips and troubleshootingTips and troubleshooting
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11-August-2015

2015 R42015 R4

When you create or edit an activity code you can select to ignore the activity code for adherence. The
Activity Codes tab now includes an Ignore for Adherence check box. Selecting to ignore the activity code for
adherence does not impact conformance.

When viewing work information on a schedule or in the Adherence Exceptions view, you can now view the
user status in addition to activity.

Shift trading enables agents to trade daily shifts or parts of a shift with other agents based on business rules
that the scheduling administrator configures. This feature increases agent satisfaction and also decreases
the amount of time that the administrator spends manually changing schedules. To get started, see Work
with shift trades, About Shift Trading configuration, and About the Shift Trading Requests view.

When schedules are created weeks in advance, it's possible that the volume forecast used is not as
accurate as a new VF that can be created 2-3 weeks later. Administrators or supervisors now have the ability
to change the forecast associated with a schedule. For information, see Change the forecast associated
with a schedule.

Added descriptions of Optimizer server parameters. For more information, see Optimizer server parameters.

03-November-2015

2016 R12016 R1

A scheduling unit name cannot contain any of the following characters: /, \, |, &, ‘, ^, =, +.
Previously, exceptions were calculated up until an hour in the past for the current week's schedule. This
behavior is changed to make sure its available until current time. The schedule editor now displays up-to-
date adherence exception data.
When in "week" view, administrators can choose to view the individual activities of each day, rather than
show the entire shift as one item. Administrators cannot move or change individual activities in week view.
For more information, see Change Activity Colors.
Updated Start Date and End Date descriptions to reflect implementation and use in Manage the Agent
Details view.
Clarified ability and use cases for disabling calibration in adjusting schedule forecast and scheduled
requirements. See Set agent schedule impact, deferred work threshold, unstaffed shrinkage, and activity
bidding preferences and About schedule calibration.
Added a note to filter and sort topics for schedule and schedule bids: Because agents have not yet been
assigned to a specific schedule for the week, filtering a schedule bid by workgroup, interaction type, skill set,
or team is unsupported.
Updated Configure unplanned shrinkage to reflect the ability to return selected or all percentages back to the
default values.

General enhancementsGeneral enhancements

Shift trading configuration and managementShift trading configuration and management

Change the forecast within a scheduleChange the forecast within a schedule

Additional server parametersAdditional server parameters

General enhancements and updatesGeneral enhancements and updates
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09-February-2016

2016 R22016 R2

You can select more than one modification at a time. This is helpful when you want to move or delete
multiple modifications. For more information, see Manage a modification.
Updated options available for schedule display. For more information, see Change Display.

01-November-2016

2017 R12017 R1

You can export the data in the Time Off Requests tab to an Excel spreadsheet. For more information, see
Export a list of time-off requests.

08-August-2017

2017 R42017 R4
Removed references to Interaction Client .NET Edition.

Updated description of User User last checked value for rounding activi tieslast checked value for rounding activi ties  option. For more information,
see Change Display.

20-February-2018

2018 R22018 R2
Rebranded terminology.

15-May-2018

2018 R32018 R3
Updated description of Minimum Contiguous Work Time in the Configure Shifts topic.

Deleted obsolete topic -Set Agent specificity for forecasting and scheduling requirements.

21-August-2018

2018 R42018 R4
Updated View actual work and RTA exceptions topic and Edit RTA exception details topic changed to Excuse
RTA exceptions.

13-November-2018

2018 R52018 R5
Removed duplicate topic from table of contents.

General enhancements and updatesGeneral enhancements and updates

Export time off request dataExport time off request data
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19-February-2019

2019 R12019 R1
Social conversations and social direct messages were added as interaction types in Scheduling Unit Service
Goal Group, Agent Group, and Staff Type configuration. Both types can be selected in Forecasts. Time Off
Requests configuration properly displays both new interaction types as well as the ability to sort by either
new type.

Updated Add a forecast modification topic.

Updated Create a new forecast topic.

28-February-2019 Created this change log.

01-May-2019 Added note for limit of 255 activity codes per activity type to Working with activity codes topic and Add an
activity code topic.

Updated to include AI-powered forecasting.

16-May-2019 Updated AI-powered forecasting and Local forecasting topics to explain creating multiple forecasts. Added
updated image of Forecasts tab.

28-May-2019 Fixed links to PureConnect AI-Powered Workforce Management Technical Reference.

24-July-2019 Updated to include AI-powered scheduling.

06-September-2019 Added Operating Limits topic to Configuration section.

17-September-2019 Updated screen shot in Agent Groups Tab topic.

10-December-2019 Updated "Use the Intraday Monitoring Data Table" topic to clarify wording in note.

20-February-2020 Updated description of "Notify Successful merge on save" in Change Message topic. Removed screen shot
from Real Time Adherence Overview topic.

28-May-2020 Fix links in OSA Analysis and Summary Counts topic.

03-June-2020 Updated Configure Advanced Reforecast Settings topic.

05-June-2020 Deleted Paste Single Activity topic because not used.

21-July-2020 Updated Paste Group Activity topic.

Added video for how to view Operating limits.
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